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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
592 CONGRESS

CITY ADVKKTINEYKNTN.

session every secular
day from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to
twelve o’clock tn the forenoon and from two to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable In said

ME.
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And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian,executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1887, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, adminUI inter
or other person interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply witli
this notice will be tloomed to a tax according to the
laws of the Mtate, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer such
lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the AssesCis’ office on application.
sar-in no case where the Assessors have been
put to tile disagreeable necessity of making a doom
will the possession of Government bonds or dein the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
mitigation of such doom.
WILLIAM. O. FOX, 1
STEPHEN MAKSll, 5 Assessors.
JOHN W. YORK,
)
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parucu.jry the clauses with reference to the if. 8.
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Abatement of Taxes, and thus save linrd
thoughts and possible ha. i words, when too late.
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Stale of lflaine.
Executive Department, 1
Augusta, Mar. 81,1887. I
OTICE Is hereby given that Petition for the
Pardon of James A. Carey, a convict in the
_

Htatc Prison under sentence for the crime of forgery now pending before the Governor and Council, and a hearing thereon will be granted In the
Council Chamber at Augusta, on the S6th day of
April next, at 2 o’clock p. m.

apt__dtapis

Washington, April H.
The indications for New England are fair
weather, slight rise in temperature and variable winds, generally westerly.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

PORTLAND, Me., April 13, 1887.
I 7 A M | 3 p M |1Q PM
Barometer...- .130.428 80.324 30.830
Thermometer.129.6
39.0
34.2
Dew Point. 10.0
20.3
18.4
43.0
60.0
Humidity.
62.0
Wind. N
N
NW

Velocity.
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D. K.
box at any drug store.
cost only 50 cents, or a trial
box for 25 cents, and you will be

Get

a

They

O. K.
selling agents for D. K.’s,
Dr. Mark R. Woodbury’s

The

KID GLOVES.
Largest Sale

of Kid Gloves Ever Offered in the State.
50 dozen Ladies’ Mods. Suede Gloves,
8-Button length worth $2.00, for $1.00,
50 dozen 5-Button Emit. Suedes worth
2.00, for $1.00.
25 dozen Pinked Tops Emb. Kids in
all the new Spring Shades,worth $1.25,
for 05 cents.
25 dozen Ladies’ P. K. Kids, Emb.
Back, worth $1.75, for $1.25.
50 dozen Gents’ French Kid Gloves
worth $1.75, for 05 cents.
22 dozen 14-Hook Emb. Kids, worth
$1.50, for only 00 cents.
To give all of oar customers the benefit of the low prices we shall limit (he
sale to one pair to each customer.

or

DYSPEPSIA KILLERS
are Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 26
Tremont St., Boston, Mass., and
they will mail them to any part of
the U. S. on receipt of the price.
jan20
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The latest Improvement In
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CORSETS !

credentials and initiation of dele-

on

At the

afternoon session of the Grand
officers were present:
Chief Templar—M. J. Dow.

Lodge the following
Grand

CounolUor—J.

Giand Secretary—George E. Brackett of Belfast.
Grand Marshal-Captain George K. Holmes of
Togas.
General Superintendent of Juvenile Temples—
Mrs. Emily E. Cain of Waterville.
East Grand Chief Templar—l!ev. Henry C.
Munson of Livermore Falls.
The Grand Worthy Chief Templar appointed the following to the ^vacant offices.
G. C.—Rev. W. S. Mclntire of Brunswick.
G. D. M.—Mrs. A. M. Burnham of
Woodbridg.
G. 1. G.—Mrs. Lydia
Young of Freeport.
G. O. G.—M. I. McGawley of Lewiston.

The first business of importance was the
presentation of reports, during which Gov-

Bingleylpresided.

The report of the Grand Chief Templar
gave a detailed summary of the work needed
in the various counties of Maine,

financially

the work is in a sound condition. The debts
are nearly, if not, all paid with
something
in the treasury.
The Grand Secretary’s report shows a gain
of eight lodges in the State during the year,

making

total of 328

The Juvenile Temple department reports
about 50 temples with between 3000 aud 4C00
members.

The Grand Treasurer report the money received during the year $1,684.47; disbursed
$4,083.32
At the opening of the afternoon session
the Grand Past Chief Templars were invited
to seats upon the platform and the Invitations was responded to byCongipsman Dingley, B. C. Torsey of Winthrop; and A. J.
Chase of Portland.
Past Grand Vice Temx U.’I
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RINES BROTHERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

QUALITY

FEATHERDUSTERS
PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless tones of 11..
beautiful instruments.

Having just received au extra large
stock of 'he First (Quality of Ostrich aud
Turkey Feather Dusters, we shall offer
them for a few days at about one half
Dusters are the best
price. Our Carriage
in the market. All fresh goods. Call
a
secure
and
bargaiu.
early

se

TECHNICON.

CHAS. DAY,
544 CougrcN* Street.
new stock Girls’ Tricycles,

dlw

aprll Also

STOOLS AND COVERS,

M1W CROP

TUNING TO ORDER
n_i_fti-i_

SAMUEL THURSTON, Ddl UdllUco mUldodcd
No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

dtt

256

BIDS., 38 TIERUES, 30 BARRELS
BAltBADOFA HIOLASSES,

rg-:H5'w

Goods!

It is a fact that cannot be gainsaycd
that we have the choicest stock of Black
and Colored New Spring Goods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
seuson, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
Hair Lines, Plaids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fahey Velvets aud Satins to
match. Also Black aud Colored.Bead
Ornaments in great variety. Our goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
lower.
We extend a cordial invitation
to every one to come in and see them.

J. M. DYER & CO..
511

Ex. Schooner “Keziali,” now landing,
and for sale by the importers.

Twitcliell,
Cliainplin & Co.
api'1112
illw.

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Malt
The Ifeftt Table
offered

FAIRWEATHER,
§ Cl iii Street.
dll

aud
to

the

Dairy Malt
public.

.Unaqualled for Dryness, Whiteness, Purity

ever

& Strength,

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
Hole

■'ortlnud,

AgcuU

for

Ask your grocer for it.

febS

Congress St.eodlf

We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cot ton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good flttiug
and comfortable garments.

Jau&

UI

constitution and printing were presented.
Mrs. Leonard of Boston, Past Right Worthy Grand Vice Templar, of the Right Grand
Lodge of the World, was formally introduced.

Congressman DiDgley wasjgiven an enthusiastic [reception and made a short but
powerful address, which was constantly interrupted by prolonged^1 beering.
The election of officers took place this eveas lollows:
Grand Ciiief Templar—M. J. Dow of Brooks.
Grand Councillor—J. If. Hamilton of Matta-

ning

Improving.
St. Louis, Mo., April 13.—A special to the
Post-Dispatch from Fort Gibson, I. T., says:
Mr. Blaine is still improving. He was much
refreshed this morning after a good night's
rest, and is gaining strength rapidly.
Arbor Day.

Augusta, April 13.—Gov. Bodwell Issued
his Arbor Day proclamation to-day fixing on
The proclamation
Tuesday, May 10th.
reads: “And I especially invoke public attention to the great results which will grow
from a small expenditure of time and labor
devoted to the planting of trees, shrubs and
vines; adorning the public and private
grounds and ways, thereby conferring a
benefit on
the community, and
adding
wealth
and
beauty to our homes and
State, and furnishing comfortable shade to
succeeding generations.
I recommend to the officials and teachers
of our public schools that the day be devoted
to such teachings, practical illustrations,
tree planting and instructive ceremonies, as
w 11 tcml to cultivate the hearts, elevate the
tastes, and train the hands as well as educate
the minds of the pupils, and so improve the
time in such other efforts and undertakings
as snau

oe

in

uaniiony

wim

uio

general

character of a day so established.”
WILL RACE FOR

Maine.
eod3m

IMPORTANT ACTION

by

a

Northwestern Railroad.

St. Paul, Minn., April 13.—The Minneapolis & Northwestern railroad have sent a
confidential circular to all ticket agents in
the United States announcing that regardless of the action to the contrary by other
roads they will continue to pay commissions
on all business sent over their road.
It is
i reported that similar action has been taken
other northwestern lines.
by
j
The Rhode Island Election

Pkovidexce, H. I., April 13.-Burrillville

today elected a Republican senator and one
! Republican representative, and failed of an
; election for one representative.
The senate
is now complete, and stands, Republican 20
Democrats
1(3.
The
!
house stands, Republicans 29. Democrats 41. Prohibition 1, and
i one yet to be elected.

The Dauntless and
the Jubilee
Race

to

be

Collector of Revenue

Testify

Murphy Refuses

in Court.

The State of Affairs

by

a

Brought

About

Liquor Trial.

Augusta, April 13—In the Superior Court
this afternoon, the case of the State vs. Reuben C. Hall of Gardiner, for keeping a
liquor nuisance, was on trial, and one of the
witnesses called was Deputy Collector of Internal Revenue Thomas F. Murphy, to testify relative to the payment by Hall of a retail liquor dealer’s special tax. The witness
refused to furnish any evidence or information whatever in regard to the payment of
the tax by the respondent on the ground that
as a public officer he could not feel justified
in doing that which might tend to reduce the
collections of internal revenue in his district. Mr. Murphy said he was acting under
instructions from Collector Redman. The
court did not regard the witness as contumacious, but ordered an attachment against
him as being in contempt of court, and ordered him into the custody of the sheriff.
The witness’s own recognizance was taken
until 10 o’clock tomorrow morning, when he
"***
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Mr. Murphy states that lie will not testify,
and if ordered to jail will at once apply to
Judge Webb of Portland for a writ of habeas corpus, that the case may go before the
United States Court for a decision.
Should Mr. Murphy be sustained in his
course by that court, then the section of the
new liquor law which makes the payment of
a retail liquor dealer’s tax prima facie evidence is likely to bo badly shattered, for unless the testimony and records of the internal
revenue department can be obtained it will
be very difficult to prove that such tax is

paid.
A SAWDUST SWINDLER FOILED.
His Victim Becomes Suspicious and

Causes His Arrest.
Fall Riveii, Mass., April 12.—Among the
passengers who arrived in this city from
New York on the steamer Pilgrim this morning were two men, each about 33 years of
age. One of them was of medium height
and wore dark brown clothes, while his companion was of more dignified appearance,
tall in stature and apparently a respectable
business man. The latter, while consulting
the wishes of the former, never separated
from him and watched his every movement.
When they left the boat and walked toward
the train, the smaller of the two approached
Officers Devine and Riley and told them that
the mail with him was a swindler and fraud
whom he could not get rid of. The officers
accompanied the men to the police station,
where the victim of the alleged swindle described himself as Hiram Evans of Kezar
Falls, York county. Me. Four months ago
he received a confidential letter from New
York, offering to make him a rich |man by
the simple operation of disposing of counterfeit money, or “green goods.’7 The offer
was repeated, and Evans concluded to see
what was in the glittering promises. He
went to New' York and maae an investigation that apparently satisfied him of the
sincerity of the schemers. While disposed
to make a purchase, he was without the
necessary money, and returned to his home
in Maine. He continued to receive letters
and was finally induced to visit the metropolis a second time. Before embarking on his
erraud he stopped in this city and deposited
§300 in the Metacomet Bank, as he feared
that he might be waylaid and robbed when
he reached New' York. On Saturday night
he proceeded to that city, aud on arriving
Sunday called at 301 East Tenth street, a

private residence occupied by a man giving
his name as Thomas Lanning. An appoint-

ment was made for Monday, and Evans
called at a place that looked like a railroad
ticket office.
The documents which the
Maine man produced established his identity
with the correspondent to whom they were
addressed, and the business was at once
stated. There were six or seven men in the
office, among them being a fellow who was
called by turns Roberts and Simpson. After
the bargain had beeu made a small valise
was secured and a roll of bills deposited
therein, but this valise was subsequently
substituted for another.
Evans observed
the manipulations by the swindlers and became suspicious.
Roberts accompanied the
willing victim to the Park Bank to have a
cheek cashed, but as nohndv could identifv
him the money was not handed over. This
was an unexpected set-back and
it was decided that lioberts should accompany Evans
to this city and obtain the money from the
Metacouiet Bank, 'J^liey departed on the
Pilgrim Monday afternoon. The swindler
kept a close watch on the dupe, bnt the latter managed to elude his vigilance during
the night, land sought the baggagemaster.
He told the latter that lie wanted to get his
valise, but the boat official explained that it
was against the rules to remove baggage
during the voyage. The Jurgency of the case
was represented, and the valise was handed
over.
When opened it was found to contain
two newspapers and a quantity of «oal. This
discovery led Evans to decide not to pay the
money. Roberts was perfectly cool when
questioned l»y the Marshal, and maintained
that he was ignorant of all wrongdoing. As
no money had passed between the two he
was let go.
Evans afterward obtained the
money lie had on deposit in the Metacomet
Bank and departed for Boston.
THE FRESHETS.
The Waters Still
able

High and ConsiderDamage Reported.

Havbbhill, Mass., April 13.—The water
is very high in Merrimac river at this point,
and the basement of the stores on Washington street are submerged, though the damage
is slight at the present time.
Contoocook, N. H., April 13.—The water
in the river at this place stood this morning
at about the
There iwas

a

level

24 hours before.
rise and fall again later, cool

same

as

weather preventing the thawing of snow.
There is yet much snow on the ground and a
continuous warm spell can hardly fail to

the Winner of
to
Try Their

__

A Defeat for Woman’s

Suffrage.
Lansing, Mich., April 13.—Yesterday af-

ternoon in the State house of the representatives a bill granting women the right to vote
in municipal elections was defeated 50 to 38.
Arbor Day In Massachusetts.
Boston, April 13.—Governor Ames has

proclamation designating April 30th

as Arbor Day in this State.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Plans for Building a Naval Hospital
on Widow's Island.

Washington, April 13.—Surgeon General Gunnell of the navy has nearly completed plans for a United States naval lios1'tvui
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Widow’s Tdand, Penobscot Bay,
Rockland, Me., in accordanco with the
provision which Congressman Dingley senear

cured in the naval bill at the late session of
Congress. The building will be 9GJ feet long
and 50 feet wide.
It will consist of a basement and two stories. The basement is to
be eight feet high, and built of stone: and
thctwo stories twelve feet each and built of
brick. The root is to be covered with slate,
and very sharp; and the attic will contain
two 1200-gallon water tanks. The basement
will be cemented throughout and the floor in
the rest of the building will be of hard pine.
Heating will be done by fire-places and
stoves, and the water will be pumped to the
tanks by a llider six-inch hot air engine,
placed in a wooden house, 10x10, over site
of the artesian well. The plumbing will he
done with iron
pipes, and the drain of glass
tile.—-the drain leading into Fox Island
Thoroughfare. A dead house, 12x12, will
be put up of wood, stone foundation, some
distance from the hospital. Perhaps, also, a
small cottage for medical officers.
As the appropriation of 850,(XX) was made
immediately available, the Navy Department will in a short time advertise in the
Rockland and Portland papers for bids for
the construction of the hospital buildings.

Potomac Shad Scarce.
Reports from the Potomac shad fisheries
are to the effect that some of the most famous shores, which rented three years ago
for 81000 a season, will not be fished at all
this year on account of the scarcity of the
fish. On both the Virginia and Maryland
sides there are many very valuable fisheries
that have been abandoned, owing to excessive fishing in season and out of season.
Below the Potomac, on the Chesapeake
Bay, there have been many good protective
oyster laws passed by which the oysters
have increased in numbers, whilst the fish
are left unprotected, with the result of causing the abandonment of many fishing
stores, notwithstanding the work of the
United States fish commission.
Star Route Contracts In Maine.
Star route contracts in Maine have been
awarded to the following: H. B, Townsend,
F. L. McAvery. C. L. Simpson, \Yr. L. Argue, F. S. Smith, C. YV. Holmes. J. J. Bow-

deu.

Postmaster at Bowery Beach.
M. Clark was today appointed
postmaster at Bowery Beach, Cumberland
county, Me.
Nathan

Pensions Cranted.

Pensions have been granted to residents of
Maine as follows:
Janies Doyle, original, Greenfield.
Charles A. Slomau, increase, Portland.
Janies A. Stevens, reissue and increase, Winter
Harbor.
William J. Cormick, restoration and reissue,
Ellsworth.
Thomas Leonard, reissue. Centre Montville.
Sarah B., widow of John Douglass, North

Bangor.

David Savage, original, Somerville.
Kufus A. Hale, original, Biddeford.
Cyrus YV. Twitcheil, original. South Paris.
Duncan McPliail, increase, Perry.
Kufus K. Milliken, increase, Sangerville.
John

Sheridan,

reissue

and increase,

North

WIiitcAeld.
James Donnelly, reissue and increase, Togus.
If His Duties Permit.
A delegation from Hartford, Conn., called
on the President today and invited him to
tne dedication ot the soldiers monument in
that city in June,
He promised to do so if
his duties permit.
Treasurer Jordan and Mr.

Manning.

A letter received from Treasurer Jordan,
who is now in Paris, says that he expects to
sail for New York on the 21st.
He says exSeeretary Manning arrived in England in
much better health than when he left New
York, and that his visit to Bournemouth
was|arranged before his departure from this
country, and was not, as has been generally
supposed, the result of a relapse or anything
of the kind.
It is thought now that Mr.
Jordan’s successor as Treasurer will not be
appointed until after his return to this city
early in May.
BRIDE ANDWIDOW IN A DAY.
Miss Semmes Married to Rear-Admiral Calhoun’s Son on His

Death-Bed.

Washington, April 13.—Bordley F. Calhoun, aged 28 years, and the youngest son of
Hear-Admiral IS. K. Calhoun, U. S. N., died
at his father’s residence on Twenty-first

street at 6 o’clock last evening, of pneumonia. When the dying man was told by his
physician, Dr. Bromwell, that he had out a
few hours to live, he asked his father’s consent to his immediate marriage with Miss
Eleanor M. Semmes, the eldest daughter of
John H. Semmes, a wealthy merchant of
this city. He had been engaged to the lady
for three years.
Shortly after 1 o’clock a
little party assembled, consisting of Rev. Dr.
Perry, of St. Andrew’s Episcopal church,
Admisal Calhoun, his two daughters. Dr.
Bromwell and Miss Semmes.
The marriage
ceremony was soon performed, and in a few
hours the young bride became a widow. The
deceased, at the time of his death, was private secretary to Rear Admiral Rowan, and
was well known throughout the navy.
A RAILROAD

SMASHUP,

Because a Conductor
Four Times too

Was

Going

Fast.,

Lancaster, O., April 13.—A freight train
coming west and a construction train going
east on the Cincinnati <Vc Muskingum Valley
railroad, collided last evening seven miles
east of this city, demolishing both engines
and Injuring the following men on the construction train: Conductor McDonald, two
fractures of the leg jn 4Jfred Conrad, both
ankles broken; William Bartlett, fatally injured; Eph Conrad, dislocated shoulder and
serious fracture of botii arms, besides internal injuries; Five others were slightly injured. It is stated that the conductor of the
construction train, instead of running on his
eight miles an hour, was going thirty-five

hour.__

The Pennsylvania Legislature.

Harrisburg, Pa., April 13.—The Senate
today finally passed the joint resolution proposing the woman suffrage constitutional
amendment—yeas 27, nays 16.

_
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EXPERIENCE

New Yobk, April 13.—Steamer FlanSorougli, which arrived today from Bermuda,
brought Captain Peter F. Miller, Chief Officer Thomas, twelve seaman and a lady passenger named Wanamaker, all from the
American steamer Saragassa, which foundered Marcli 22nd when three and one-half
davs out from Baltimore. The steamer left
Baltimore, Fort Antonio Macrh 18, and,after
clearing Hampton Koads plunged into a
northeasterly gale. The vessel sprung
heavy
a leak the 2lst, and the pumps proved useas
less,
they were choked with coal dust.
The crew and passenger abandoned the Saragasa in two life boats the following day,
when the steamer’s deck was flooded with
water. For 27 hours the boats were tossed
about and then the British bark Bachelors
rescued the exhausted sailors and passenger,
who were soon after landed at St. George.
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water
at Lee is higher that for 25 years past, and
damage is feared from some of the dams
used in connection with privilege. Some of
the roads are flooded, washouts are frequent,
and at Crow Hollow the bridge is floating on
piers, but not swept away. Fears are entertained that the bridge at South Lee will go.
The water is so high that the fire in the
boiler room of the Eagle Paper mill were ex',
tinguished. Ilousatonic river has overflowed and flooded the meadows and doing
considerable damage.
Wateiibuby, April 13.—'She water has
not been so high before in Bolton since the
great flood of 18.30, when the fanners were
obliged to leave their houses, and cattle and
sheep were drowned. The ice gorge has
dammed the river.

22nd.

An Entire Family Killed.
Elmira, N. Y., April 13.—J. P. Taylor,
aged about CO years his wife and son, Owen,
aged 17, were struck and instantly killed by
the Erie train this afternoon, at the crossing
in Barton, N. Y. The accident destroyed an
entire family.

intention also to proved against the comthe charges against
pany for damages, if
any of the men under arrest are not susthe prisoners have
for
counsel
tained. The
not yet determined on a plan of defence,
but say they are waiting the result of the
hearing Monday. The case against the prisoners will then be disclosed and thus let the
men know what they are expected to meet.
by the- attorneys
Every effort is being madethe
cases so that
for tne railroad to push
the
present
grand jury
heard
by
can
be
they
and thus secure the trial at the present term
.States
of court.
The United
authorities
to proceed against
the
have decided
Pan Handle plunderers for breaking into
government bonded cars. An investigation
is now in progress and will be laid before
the Department of Justice for further action.
The only arrest today was G. W. Foresha,
who was captured at Colliers, VV. Va., and
brought to this city tonight. There are
Phis makes 63
more charges against him.
It is said the robmen now under arrest.
beries were of greater extent than reported.
Already 8100,000 worth of stolen property
has been recovered. Had all the stealing
employes been arrested it Is believed the
operation of road would have been stopped.
There were at least 106 informations, and on
an average each information contained the
A number of susnames of three persons.
pected employes have fled.

high level.
Pittsfield, Mass., April 13.—The

keep the water at

#

New York, April 13.—A London special
to the World says:
During a discussion at
the Iloyal Thames Yacht Club, last evening,
Capt. Colt, owner of the Dauntless was asked why he would not enter iiis craft for the
He replied that he didn’t
Jubilee race.
think the cruise was a fair one.
Thereupon
a prominent member of the club, who is an
“I have a
admirer of the Dauntless, said:
thousand pounds to put up that the Dauntless can heat the winner of the Jubilee in a
race around the Azores.”
Capt. Colt remarked: “I made the same
offer at the New York Yacht Club before
leaving and aui willing to lay the amount
now.”
The upshot is that Capt. Colt and the above
mentioned member of the ltoyal Thames
Yacht Club, will put $10,000 together and
just before the Jubilee race is sailed the
Dauntless w ill issue a challenge to the winner for a race around the Azores for $30,000
sweep stakes, permission being granted to
others to come in at $10,000 apiece.

issued a

Likely

Made.

$20,000.

Speed.

Taken

Ko.
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has been secured. A member of the firm is
nowf in Boston buying the machinery. They
expect to be running the last of next week.
On the start the company will give employment to fifty hands. Large orders have been
received from Chicago and Minneapolis.

FIRST

M. E.

uiauu

Temples were also given seats on
the platform.
Reports from the Grand Superintendent
Juvenile Temples committees on finance,
Juvenile

Enterprise.
Okono, April 13.—A manufacturing company for making wigwam
slippers was
formed this week. An experienced foreman

o

mar31

lodges

in the State during the year, making a total of 328 ledges,
and a total membership of 20,000.
a
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Spring

H. Hamilton of Matta-
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Case at Once

Mr. Blaine’s Still

eodtf

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

Lodge adjourned

Mayor Wakefield lias appointed Dr. Edward E. Briry, Dr. Andrew G. Fuller and
John M. Clark the local board of health.

Store,

■
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Bath’s Board of Health.
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Congress St.,

BEERING BLOCK,
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wamkeag.
Grand Secretary—George K. Brackett, Belfast.
Vice Templar—Mrs. S. S. Knight of Deering.

DARRAH’S

Kid Glove

opening

---

.. vw

At 12 o’clock the Grand
to 2 p. m.

ernor

VonKress Street,

I Heartburn.60

A Big Drive atDarrah’s.Thc

the
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Grand Vice Templar—Mrs. Emma E. Knight of

OUTSIDE
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mittee
gates.

^Grand
saassfe,
I
at
ffisS&S?SiI0£s the*»»ff^I Deering,

Ladies’, Misses’ & Childrens,

ape

Election

and

Lewiston, April 13.—The 29th annual
session of the Grand Lodge of Good Templars of Maine assembled at City Small Hall,
Lewiston, Wednesday at 11 o’clock a. m.
The attendance was unusually good at the
opening, including many prominent members

0

,£ign<>f

SESSION.

Officers.

of

111 AS

•
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Weather. Clear Clear Clear
Mean daily bar...30.361 Maximum ther....43,3
Mean daily ther. .34.3
Minimum tlier....27 9
Mean daily d’w pt.18.2
Max. vel. wind... 14 N
Mean daily bum...SI.7
Total precip.0
E. P. Jones, Pv’t 8. C„ U. 8. A.

of the organization.
The forenoon occupied
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ORAMANDAL SMITH.
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Pa.. April 13.—John Nimmo,

cmcf of the .Brotherhood of -Brakemen on
the Pan Handle
called on

Deputy

road,

Gripp, before whom the warrants
Ma/oree&
sworn out this
5?'“.,
morning, and stated
that he had been

employed on the Pan Hanpast four months. During
had never seen anything
crooked among the employes. The Brotherhood, he said, would employ counsel tc
defend the prisoners, and if
possible establish then- innocence. If proofs
were shown
of their guilt, however, the Brotherhood

dle road for the
that time
he

would assist in their conviction.

It

was

the

The Senate
also adopted a resolution denouncing the coercion bill now pending before the British
Parliament, and extending the sympathy of
the Pennsylvania Senate to Messrs. Gladstone and Parnell in their efforts to secure
tlie rights of Ireland.
CENEKAL NEWS.
Senator Plumb of Kansas is at New York
to see Mrs. Plumb, who has been under
medical treatment there all winter, and
who is now much improved.
Rev. E. P. Roe, the novelist, has already
received $7000 in royalties on his latest book,
“He Fell in Love with His Wife.”
President Eliot of Harvard is at nasent in
Tunis, where he is enjoying liiiflfelf very
much.
He proposes visiting Malta, Sicily
and Southern Italy.
A vigilance committee from Brown county,
Nob., overtook two youBg horse thieves near
Sargent, and shot and killed one of them,

Jos. Arnold, and captured the other, Jas.
Boham.
The funeral of John T. Raymond, the
actor, took place in “The Little Church
Around the Corner’ in New York yesterday.
The accomplices of the Pan Handle robbers are threatening the railroad authorities
with death if they make any more arrests.
The Providence Daily Republican has

suspended publication.
At Newport, Vt., yesterday a

young man
whose name Is not known committed suicide
throwing himself under a train.

by

Eugene Andre Oudane, the French sculptor, is dead, aged 97.
Copious rains have fallen in the grazing
districts of Texas where most needed.;
William Augusto Seville, artist, died at
Cannes of heart disease, yesterday.

1887.
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NIPPED IN THE BUD.

Sinaloa

Scheme Similar to the
Proves a Swindle.

A

Biddeford

and Saco

People

Ready

to Start for Mexico.
A

Cape Elizabeth Man Prime Mover

Enterprise.

in the

those means which oppressed nationalities
nave ever had at their
command and have
ever used in their

struggles

for ;their
outrages which are

calcureT(lm,Lst
Ve,no
lated
to shock humanity.
Women, children
and beasts of the field must be as safe in Ire*
land as they are in England.
War must,
however, be carried on against rackrenting
landlords, against evictors, against those
mean and contemptible wretches who
take
evicted farms, and against the agents of despotism.
They must he declared to be lepers,
and as
they must be treated. The
hlood-and-iron policy of oppression has
never yet been successfully resisted with
rose water.
Henry Laboucherjc.”

to start for New Mexico this
month has met with a sudder surprising obstruction. The movement has proved a base
swindle, concocted and shrewdly managed
by a Mr. Stanton of Cape Elizabeth. Stanton

here in January, and interested about
laboring men in Biddeford and Saco in his
immigration scheme. He claimed to represent a syndicate consisting of a dozen or
more capitalists, who would furnish money
to those who took advantage of the offer,
receiving interest on the loan as compensation. A colony was formed, headquarters
established in this city, and a president,
(|8

secretary and treasurer were chosen. The
office was nicely fitted up and a small sum
of money was given Stanton to helh him in
arrangements. His proposition was that
each man advance ten dollars before starting, but the officers of the organization became suspicious and no further
payments
were made to him.
Just before the day of
starting word was received here that Stanton
situation in a shoe factory, later they heard
lie was in Portland at work at his trade. The
president of the colony was sent to Portland
and found Stanton In that city. He claimed
the syndicate had gone back on him and his
only excuse for not notifying the colony was
that he “had not the heart to break the news
to them.” Legal
proceedings are threatened
against him.

News from the Old World-The Czar

Again Frightened—Irish People
Emigrating to AmericaA
Speech by Mr.
Chamberlain.

London, April 13.—A telegram received
in London from Geneva, purporting to come
from a Nihilistic source, denies that the notice of a sentence of death has been sent to
the Czar. The telegram also says that the
Nihilists have changed their tactics; that
they have abandoned the dagger and bomb
in favor of a persuasive policy.
A sensation has been caused by a
speech
made by M. Ferry in Algiers, in which he
said that had not the French possessions in
Africa been extended to the sea by conquest
Tunis would no be threatened by Italy.
A despatch from Paris to the London
Chronicle says that every mayor or other
official in Alsace Lorraine
suspected of
French sympathies have been dismissed.
It is rumored that Prince Bismarck is
trying to obtain Papal consentto a law compelling all clergymen to preach in the German

language.
The

German government has purchased

an

invention for steering balloons.
The Chinese government has decided to
establish an immense arsenal at Shanghai.
Mr. Chamberlain, while
traveling to Ayr,
was met at Kilmarnock station
today by a
crowd who insisted he should make a
speech.
In compliance with their request Mr. Chamberlain said: “I am not surprised to find a
division in the Liberal party.
One of the
principles of the party is that sufficient independence of judgment be left to each member. (Cheers.) The great question
dividing
us is d very serious one and is well
expressed
in a letter from my friend, Mr.
Bright, who
Aiiwioia

UIU

uiviueu

Oil

the question of preservation of the order
and maintenance of the Union. It has always been a great principle of the Liberal
party not to assist or sanction outrage, anarchy, or violence. For the first time in its
history the party is allied with men whose
hands are stained with outrage. The majority of the Liberal members of parliament,
who sanction obstruction, are allied with
the men who produce disorder in Ireland, and
threaten us with outrage in our streets.
1
the time has arrived when Great Britain
hope
will give answer to this policy of intimidation. I am convinced the bnlk of the working classes will show no sympathy with
those who commit these offences, or with
their allies. We are bound to maintain order and union, but that need not prevent our
sympathizing with people who have a practical grievance of which they rightly complain, and which it is our duty to remedy.
We are not opposed to a reasonable remedy,
consistent with the greater interests of
Great Britain, but we shall not yield to law-

less agitation.
Chamberlain

was

the course of his

frequently interrupted

speech, the hisses of his
opponents exceeding the cheers of liis supporters.
Madbid, April 13.—The leading statesmen and literary men are interested in uniting with the influential politicians of Central and South America in advocating closer
commercial and'political relations between
Spanish countries on both sides of the Atlantic, with the idea of forming a commercial zolllverein and political alliance to enable the States interested to combat the
of the Anglo-Saxon race,
growing influence
especially in Central America, Mexico and
tlie West Indies, and in order to prevent the
Panama cgnal falling into the hands of
America. As Spaniards expect that Cuba
and Porto Rico will be great gainers by the
opening of the canal. The movement excites
much interest and heralds a series of measures tending less to improve the commercial
relations between Cuba and America than
to forward the
foregoing scheme
and
divert the Cuban trade of Europe and the
Spanish American Republics.

Qceknstown, April

13.—The

arrivals

here of emigrants on their way to the United
State are at present enormous.
The railways are running special trains to accommodate this class of travel.
The number of
emigrants now awaiting steamers to carry
them to their destinations is already
greater
than can be housed in the hotels and
lodging houses, and many are camping in the
streets, fifteen hundred embarked yesterI hree thousand more are
day,expected to
arrive on Saturday next to take steamers
here.

London, April 13.—Lord Hartington will
return to London especially to vote for the
second reading of the coercion bill.
A division will be token in the House of Commons
Monday on Sir Bernard Samuelson’s amendment to the crimes bill to the effect that the
bill, if fpassed, would increase disorder in
Ireland and endanger the Union and Empire and therefore should be rejected. The
opposition will not attempt to prolong the
debate on the bill reserving further discussion for the committee stage which will
probably be reached on the 36th. Morley
wUl speak on the bill to-morrow and Gladstone on Monday.
Dublin, April 13,-The police have been

ordered to resume evictions on Marquis
Landsdowne’s estates next week. This being the case Mr. William O’Brien will proceed to Canada immediately to denounce the
Marquis’ course in sanctioning eviction.

Paris. April 13.—Steamer Victoria is submerged. Twelve of the passengers were
drowned.
The captain of the Victoria says the first

boat lowered was mostlv nee.unieil hv la.iiuc
A lie boat capsized and only four of the occuwere saved.
The other boats landed
pants
in safety. At least 20 persons were drowded
St. Petersburg,
April 13.—The royal
family have abandoned the proposed journev
to the Crimea, owing to grave reports received from the inteiior. Two hundred and
political arrests were made at Odessa
sixty
on Faster Sunday.
Five persons were surprised in a cellar there while filling bombs.

Foreign

Notes.

The official returns of the Irish-American
crimes for the past three years are given as
follows: For 1884, 782; 188S, 944; 1886, 1053.
A SHARP
On

the

Irish

LETTER

Question

Parliament to Convene for the Sixth
Time.
Ottawa, April 13.—Various informal
proceedings in connection with the opening
of the sixth Parliament of Canada took
place this afternoon. The Governor General’s speech will be delivered tomorrow. It
Is understood that hope will be expressed by
him for an amicable settlement of the fisheries question, but nothing more will be said
of the present state of the fisheries affairs,
except that assurance will be given that
steps-have been taken to protect the Canad-

ian inshore fisheries. It is definitely stated
tonight that the Dominion government will
ask for an appropriation to build at Sault
Ste. Marie on the Canadian side to connect
Lakes Huron and Superior. It is understood
tlie desire of the government is to have an
uninterrupted Canadian water way from
Lake Superior to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

by

Henry

Labouchere.
New Yore, April 18,-The World prints
following despatch from Henry Labouchere of London:
“I do not mince matters.
I am of the
school of uui veut la flu, veut les moycus. If
I were a Russian, and if it were clear to me
that the only means of fighting |despotism in
Russia were those pursued by the Nihilists,
Nihilist I should be.
If the government
here suppresses all legitimate expression of
opinion in Ireland In order to force on
that country a Tory policy, and hand over
its people to the tender mercies of rackrenting landlords, on the government be the consequences. At all costs it must be demonstratively proved that Ireland cannot be
ruled by coercion, and that the only mode of
maintaining law and order there is to make
the aforesaid consequences a reflex of Irish
opinion. It it be necessary, secret societies
must
the constitutional associations
whichreplace
the government is trying to suppress.
the

War must be met
It the governby war.
uses arms of despotism to crush out
liberty the people must reply by the use of

A Loss of

Several Firemen

13. -The general passenger ageuts of the Canadian railway and
steamboat companies, n?w in session here to
arranee summer excursion tariffs, have telegraphed the Minister of Customs that the
proposed new regulations with regard to the
admission of travelers’ baggage from the
United States to Canada are likely seriously
to impede, if not altogether stop, tourist
travel to Canada. They request that the
regulations in question be not put in force
until such time as the companies interested
in international travel have an opportunity
of expressing their views to the government.
A Terrific Cale.

Halifax, April 13,—A terrific gale from

The Walking Match.
Lawrence, April 13.—There were large

audiences at the rink this afternoon and evening. Golden made a great race all day, and
at 11 o’clock passed Day and took the second
place. The score at midnight was as follows:
Uegteman.213 7 Haworth.169
Ooklen.206 16 Guerro.168 10
Day.20.i 10 Sullivan.141? 4

Herty.198

Coburn.176

7
7

Cunningham.136"

2

at Chi-

Killed and Injured.

Terrible Devastation In Kansas and
Nebraska.

Cuicaoo, 111., April 13.—J. J. McGrath’s
wall paper house on Wabash avenue, was totally destroyed by fire this morning. The
stock is an entire loss and the building irreparably injured. The fire was attended by
at least two fatalities.
Plpeman Michael
Burns was standing in a fourth story window, when a sheet of flame came out, envel-

oped him, and he fell into the blazing mass
inside.
John Heberlie, a fireman, was
climbing a ladder to the second story when
it slipped and he fell to the sidewalk, crushing his skull.
Capt. Frederick Keese’s leg
was broken by a falling stone.
The fire was
out about 5 o’clock, and owing to the exertions of the firemen, very little, if any damto the adjoining buildings,
occupied by wholesale jewelry and
houses.
By a careful estimate of
the loss, it is supposed to lie about $170,000
or $175,000 on the stock, and $50,000 on the
building. The insurance is said to be small.
done

age was

which
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The Prairie Fires.

Lincoln,

Montreal, April

<225,000

About

hranph

Neb.,

lint*.

railroad

April

fif t.hf*

lliirli

Ar

M'uai.nri

large number of settlers have lost
the prairie tires. Railroad
for miles every foot of ground is
burned over.
In Sheridan and Gove counties the fires have also raged fiercely, and in
a

everything by
men

say

settlement four lives were lost. A report reached the telegraph station that in the
fire tract not one house in three remained
unscathed.
Across the line in Nebraska,
the Beaver bottom has been on fire for three
one

days.
A force of railroad graders on a line being
built in Southern Furnas county, were surrounded in camp by the fire, and escape was
made only through the greatest efforts, the
men leaving their tents, clothes and everything behind at the mercy of the flames. One
man was so seriously burned that he cannot
recover.

A private telegram to this city from an official of the road in that vicinity estimates
that at least a dozen lives have been lost in
the two days’ fires.
Railroad officials here are very reticent as
to the damage incurred.
Among the homesteaders and settlers in Northwestern Kansas it must be very great.
A Loss of SSOOO at

Penacook, N. H.
Concord, N. II., April 13.—1 he black-

smith shep connected with the Concord Axle
s works at Penacook was gutted
by fire this morning. Loss $5000; covered

Company

by insurance.

HEARINC vs. SICHT.
Far

from

Portland

Horns and Cannon

Can

Fog

be Heard.

To the Editcfr of the Press:
The numerous and prompt responses to my
query as to the distance at which the glare
of the street lights of the city, could be seen,
suggests a further inquiry of how.far city
and coast sounds can bo heard.
One of my
neighbors thinks he can hear the blast of
the Cape Elizabeth fog horns, which I very
much doubt. There is only two seconds difference between the blasts at the Cape, and
those from Portland Head, which is the
shortest, being forty seconds. This is hardly difference enough to distinguish them.
Two or three years ago, a Bath paper claimed that the

fog-signal

at

Seguin,

some

Minneapolis, Minn., April 13.—Nearly

vncuii/

muiutca

uj

mo SCiim
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charge of these cannon, and

a response from
the seaboard was received at Buffalo in the
same space of time.
The most notable cannonading in Portland
since Mowatt’s bombardment in 1775, was
on the occasion of the embarkation of the
Prince of Wales, in October, 18G0. His own
squadron of three ships, and the British Atlantic squadron, numbering live ships, under
the command of Admiral Milne, were anchored in line, and a royal salute was twice fired
from each ship at the same time, as rapidly
as possible one when he entered the barge
at the wharf, and again when he stepped on
to the deck of his ship; and another salute
was given by each ship on passing the forts,
soon after, which was answered at Fort
The most of the guns
Preble, gun for gun.
of the ships were of 11 inches calibre, which
made it a good test for the determining of the
distance at which the report of cannon can
be heard.
1 hope peoplo at a distance who heard
these guns seventeen years ago, will give us.
through the Press, their recollections of
this and kindred occurrences.
W. O.
Windham, Apfil 13th.

A Reunion.

Boston, April 13.—Fifty members of the
House of Representatives of 1862 held a
reunion and dinner at the Parker House tonight, George Heywood of Concord presiding.

newspaper comment on the need of more
holidays, but the great fact appears to be
overlooked that Americans do not know
how to enjoy a holiday when they have one.
Capacity to enjoy holidays is a national
trait, and cannot be manufactured off hand

by legislation.”

The principal feature in Hie above is “the
need of more holidays,” which is true. It
has been associated with the expression that
Americans go too fast and do not stop long
enought to rest. Much might be said of the
benefit to employer and employed resulting
from such bright spots In the turmoil of life.
“Capacity to enjoy holidays” might be
profitably discussed. The act of legislation
conferring the day would be a blessing in
addition those which we laiready have. Beginning with New Year's, we next have
February 22d, then Fast Day in April; next,
Memorial Day 30th of May; 4th of July;
Thanksgiving in November, amLlaxt for the
These,
year, Christmas, December 2501.
seven of them are legal holidays.
The longest intervening space between any is from
July 4th to Thanksgiving usually late in
November.
Very thankful for these, how
much gratitude would be felt and due for an
intervening day between July 4th and
November, say in the latter part of August
or sometime in
September. Will the press
generally support this plea for
Kecreation.

S. P. C. of A.

meeting of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, called to
take action in regard.to the death of Emery
S. Kidlon, Esq., the following resolutions
At a special

adopted:
Whereas, The 8ociety for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals has learned with profound
sorrow of the death of one ot Its members.
Emery
S. Kidlon, Esq., whom Ood hath removed from
were

ns In the prime of Ids manhood;
Reiotved, That In the death of Emery S. Kidlon,
Esu., this Society has lost one of Its most active
and ctUclent directors and Its able and faithful
attorney; and that we shall with deep regret,
miss from our councils a wise counsellor, and the
members ot the Society a genial and uu earnest
co-worker, to whose untiring labors this Society is
greatly ludebted for much of Us success.
Retolied, That, while we bow submissively to
the D.vlno will, in this mysterious providence; we

sympathize with the afflicted family, In this
ly
their great sorrow, and commend them, as ourselves,to the only consoler of our griefs- the Good
who doeth

all things well"’
Father,
Unsolved, That, these resolutions be spread upon the records of this Society, and a copy thereof
be sent to the family of our deceased friend.

News.
island steamer will
be launched on Fast Day. She will probably
be named either the Olivette or Greenwood.
Island

new

Greenwood Garden will be open

July

4th

with the Wilkinson Opera Company. The
chorus will be taken from the Ideal Opera

Company.
It Is proposed to convert the ball-room
and bowling alley, formerly connected with
the Ottawa Hotel, Cushing’s Island, into a

restaurant lor this summer for the accommodation of the cottagers.
The occupants
of the cottages already built, with those of

the

building, will numCaptain Maxwell of Peaks’ Island
has the contract for drilling the artesian
wells on Cushing's Island, and has commenced work on the one adjoining the
Thaxter cottage.
seven new ones now

50 or 75.

The steamers of the Star

line commence

running to Peaks’ and Cushing’s Island this
week.

ASSOCIATED
A

CHARITIES.

Description

of the Full Scope of
Its Work.

The increasing interest in the work of the
Associated Charities leads to many inquiries and some criticisms that it seems well to
answer.
While to some the matter offered
will be trite it is certain that with others

considerable misapprehension still exists.
That the organization tends to the supof individual benevolence is not an
uncommon idea but certainly a most mistak-

pression
en one.

working of organized charity
lessons the contact of the fortunate
with the unfortunate or diminishes the recognized claim of the one upon the other. Its
leading thought is to “bridge the gulf” or
rather to ignore its existence, to make the
brotherhood of man a living truth instead of
a dead letter.
While striving to diminish
the thousands spend for pauperism it hopes
to double every dollar in expenditure for the
things touching to Its suppression, tor employment agencies, for the suppression of
drunkenness, for better homes, for better
sanitary conditions, for everything tending
to the removal of sources of evil, of the
causes of extreme poverty.
Again, can anything bo more destructive
to benevolent feeling than the constant experience that its action has encouraged
fraud, stimulated vice, or, at the very best,
been hopelessly sunk in a sea of thriftlessThe proper

never

ness, shiftlessness and idleness 1 Can anything be more stimulating to the sentiment of true charity than to know that every
dollar given will go, straight as an arrow to
its mark, to relieve real needs, either to comfort the worthy fallen into misfortune, or if
it goes—as for humanity’s sake it sometimes
must—to the uuworthy, it is given with
knowledge, and in ways to lead upwards not

Still further In reply to the above objection
let it be remembered that every case referred
to us for examination will be reported to the
inquises and his assistance in its relief most

gladly welcomed.
The following

communication

has been

received:
Pobtlakd, April 8, 1887.
o/ the Associated Charities
of the Board vl Mauaof the
Provident Association the
allowing vote was unanimously given a passage:
Voted, That this Association express Its ohllgatlon to the managers, secretary aud visitors of the
Associated Charities (or their very efficient help
during 'be past season.
I am, yours, tic.,
Gao. K. Gould, See'y.
To the Secretary
At the

J;ers

yesterday’s games.

Cambridge—Harvard, 8; institute of
Technology, nothing.
At Cincinnati—Cnicagos, 6; St. Louis, 3.
At Philadelphia—Athletics,! 4; Pblladelphias, 4. (Ten Innings.)
At
Baltimore—Washingtons, 8; BaltiAt

more*.

0,

At Brooklyn-Bostons, 9; Brooklyns. 6.
At Jersey City-Jersey
City* 12; Vales, 4.
J'"'w Yorks were de»
feated
the
by
Columbia College nine today
by the score of 8 to 0. The professionals
fooled with the students until It was too
late.

A.t^fw.Vor^TTh®

ROTES.

Hatfield is taking a short vacation and
Manager Spence will don the uniform in his

absence.

Portland people may see one or two of
there last year’s favorites back here before

the season is far advanced. There are several they would like to see who will come-here if wanted if they do not remain where
to

are.

Conway and

Madden have been *«nt back
and will not pitch any more

Boston

V*

suffering from

fault's.
a

sent back home.

meeting
monthly
Portland

BASE BALL.
THE POBTLAXDS.

Yesterday a

Press reporter met a gentleman who has just returned from the South,
and who saw several of the exhibition games
which the Portlands had been playing there.
He says Portland people will be well pleased
with their team. They are all gentlemanly
fellows, several of them having line education, and made a good appearauce. Andrus,
the left fielder, has been a school teacher,
and Duffy, one of the catchers. Is a well
posted young man. These two, it Is predicted, will be favorites ni this city. The
men are heavier built on an average than
those of last year's team. On batting the
gentleman ranks them as nearly 25 per cent,
ahead of last year’s men. Manager Spence
Is well satisfied with them. Andrus and
Bell, the two regular fielders, are good batters and excellent base runners. Hatfield
and Shoeneck are showing up wonderfully
in the practice games, and Lufberry at short
and Barber at second are proving to be men
well fitted for their places. Behind the bat
the club Is as strong as last year. In Duffy
and Thayer they have two catchers who are
equal if not superior to O’Rourke and
Retlley. Duffv is considered as good, if not
better, in batting, base runnlug and throwing to bases as O'Rourke, but is not quite so
aaa) hnoilurl

nu

tlu>

laflor

Tho

unlu

u

flounce

IS

strain, and has also been

The Portlands play In Hartford today and

tomorrow.
Haley has been released from the Haverhills ou account of his intemperate habits.
I he managers say they will have no men on
their team who cannot control their appetites.
Koach, another of the Haverhill's
pitchers has been Isent home, but not re-

leased.

Riley and McGovern will be the battery for
the Dirigos of this city this year.
THE STATE.
KNOX

COPNTT.

Vinalhaven has already taken the initiatory steps for the reception of the First
Maine Heavy Artillery, who are to have
their reunion there this summer. If the
executive committee adopt the suggestion of
the Grand Army of the Republic that
posts
within convenient distance lie Invited to
join an excursion to that pleasant isle at the
same time, it will be a big time.
The executive committee are; Captain II. H. Shaw of
J.
A.
Dole
Portland;
and Major F. C. Low,
of Bangor; Lieutenant I. X. Morgan, South
Thomaston; T. G. Libby, Vinalhaven.
PENOBSCOT COL’NTT.

complaints that poachhunting deer with dogs in Penobscot
county. On Sunday a doe was caught in a
wire fence enclosure belonging to S. U.
Gates of the Katahdin House, Winn. The
animal was much exhausted and showed
signs of having been run by dogs. She was
very docile, and seemed to feel that she was
among friends, allowing them to handle and
fondle her freely.
A cargo of 30,000 pounds of Atlas powder,
which is 60 per cent, dynamite. Is on Its way
to Bangor by vessel for the Megantlc Rail,
road Company. The powder was made in
are numerous

Wilmington, Delaware.

WA8H1NOTON COUNTT.

Last Wednesday Andrew Bryant of East
Machias, while at work In a lath mill at
Jacksonville, had the misfortune to lose his
hand. The saw took it completely off.
The Lubec High and Grammar schools,
under the instruction of O. O. Owen of Buxton Centre and Annie S. Clifford of North
Edgecomb, dosed Friday, April 8th. When
they left for their homes on Monday their
pupils and a large part of the parents were
at the wharf to bid them good-by. The
Lubec Brass Band were present and played

several airs.

Pleasant Occasion at Bath.
Bath, April 13th.
The grand ball tendered by the gentlemen
who have received invitations to the Phcenix
Club parties during the past winter to the
ladies of the club, occurred at the Alameda
last evening, and proved the social event of
the season.
About one hundred couples,

participated, enjoying

trnnliln

in the team is the pitchers. As the trip was
taken simply to try several who could not l>e
judged by the new rules without a trial under
them, Manager Spence is not at all dismayed at the result, but has negotiations
pending with several first class men who will
strengthen the only weak place in the team.
Hendershot never was signed and will not
be. He has great speed, but no control of
the ball. Davine has good control of the
ball, but under the new rules cannot get the
necessary speed to be effective. Burns has
and
speed
Manager
Spence
good
make
to
a
he
is
going
says
the
In
second
Washgood pitcher.
nervous
he
and
lost
got
very
game
ington
This Is his only
allcontrolof the ball.
trouble, and Mr. Spence is putting him
of
a
course
through
training and is confident
that his efforts will be repaid. In the Hamilton game which resulted 20 to 9 against
Portland, Burns pitched the first half and
Hendershot the last. When Burns went out
of the box the game stood 0 to 1 in favor of
Portland.
The Hamlltons acknowledged
that they would have been beaten if Burns
The Hamlltons went
had staid in the box.
south with six pitchers and Horner was the
only one they would trust against the
Portlands. They tried two others but took
them out of the box to substitute Horner
each time. The gentleman states as an evidence of the gootT quality of the Portland
team outside of the box, the fact that the
errors have not been numerous aathey generally are when there is such heavy batting
against a team.
While in Richmond. Horner and Warner
of the Hamlltons,
urged Mr. Spent*
strongly to give a young pitcher named
Watts of Baltimore a trial, and he will dc
Mr. Spence has set his heart on making
jo.
this year a team a
winning one, an<i if In
succeed* in securing one or two pitchers h<
he is alter he thinks he will be
pretty sure

order of twelve

an
vt

•****«'•*-

downwards.

Holidays.
To the Editor of the Pres*:
The Press of April 13th takes from the
Manchester Union under the
subject of
holidays the statement that the proposition
to make Labor day a holiday has led to much

Captain Weeks’

dealers,.No.

fifteen

ertain conditions of the atmosphere.
In my boyhood the six-pounder guns of
the artillery company, which were then always used, in the firing of salutes, could be
heard here with the wind from any quarter.
The larger guns now used for the same purpose do not seem to be heard any more distinctly. It was claimed that Perry’s guns,
at the battle of Lake Erie, in September,
1813, were heard at Cleveland, 70 miles distant. These Iguns, with those captured by
him from the British, remained at the naval
depot at Erie until 1826. On their journey
to the naval station at Brooklyn in the autumn of that year, they were made to do
Belore the opening of the
telegraph duty.
Erie Canal they were distributed along the
whole line at intervals of about ten miles.
When the first fleet of boats left Buffalo on
that occasion, tha fact was announced at the
city of New York, over 500 miles, in one
ituu

& Russell,
April 13.—Hunt
125

boot
Federal street, have
with liabilities reported at $40,000; assets unknown.
George A. Russell
alone constitutes the firm.

assigned,

miles distant, could be heard at Bath under

iioui

Assignment.

An
and shoe

Bridgeport*.

ers are

all the business portion of Janesville^ Minn,
was destroyed by fire last night.
Twentyone buildings are. so far reported burned,
with a total loss of $25,000. Many citizens
lose everything, and will need aid.

Boston.

BRIDGEPORT!!, 14; PORTLANDS, 3.
The game between the Bridgeport and
Portlands at Bridgeport, Conn., yesterday,
resulted in a score of 14 to 3 in favor of the

There

Part of a Town Burned.
How

The play-

almost unanto many of the new rules.
It is too hard on the pitchers and many of
them are getting badly used up. It Is
thought that the rules will be changed before the season is far advanced and therefore the manager whose pitchers do not appear to be just what they should be at first
may come out best after all.

imously opposed

they

13.—Along the

mrtnn

CENTS.

to come out very near the head.
ers in the South and West are

cago.

International Travel.

the north and northeast has prevailed all
over Nova Scotia since last night.
No marine disasters have been reported so far.

FOREICN.

in

THE DOMINION.

was

came

THE FIRE RECORD.

lepers

Saco, April 13.—The Enterprise Colony
which

rights,

PRICE THREE

iupa
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Home orchestra. Prof. B. F. Thleme. The
ladles were magnificently attired, several
imported costnmes being noted. Koblnson
of Portland catered. The committee of arrangements were Messrs. E. M. Fuller, A.
H. Shaw and F. H. Perry.
Mr. F- B.
Twitchell managed the tloow assisted by
Messrs. W. R. Kimball, W. P. Hill, H. A.
Grao and R. D. Bibber.
Among the guests
were Mr. A. S. Bosworth of Portland, Miss
Flora Goss of Auburn. Miss Fannie Thompson of Portsmouth, Miss Dunton of Augusta, Mr. Arthur L. Berry of Gardiner. H. M.
Sewall, U. S. Consul to the Samoan Islands,
Mr. Frank Cutler of Worcester, Mass., Gen.
and Mrs. T. W. Hyde, Mr. and Mrs. S. S.
Sewall, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sewall, Mr. and

Mrs. Dr. W. E. Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Dr. E. M.
Fuller, and one hundred and fifty others of
(lath. Gen. and Mrs. Hyde led the march at
8.30, and from that hour till 2 a. m., sped the
hours of the most enjoyable occasion that
Bath has enjoyed for a decade.

The Pluenix Club consists of forty

mar-

ried couples of Bath’s very best people, who
have managed the past winter a series of
very successful parties In the Alameda,

revolutionized Bath society and
establishing the social supremacy of the
married people.
Mrs. Gen. Hyde Is presi-

completely

dent of tne club.

Sunday School Convention.
The Sunday School workers of Cumberland county are called to meet at T. M. C.
A. Hall, Portland, Friday, April 13th, at
9.30 a, lb., for the purpose of
organizing a
county association.
Ia connection with this item of business
there will be a discussion of several practical topics on Sunday School work. The following will be order of exercises:
9. SO—Devotional service.
10.00- Temporary organization, followed by
discussion of topie; “Advantages
of County
*
1 Organization." Kev B. P. Know.
10.30— Importance of Sunday School Teaching." Kev J. W BashlorU, Fh. D.

It-'
A^Tl'w><i !ht°U*<*
"How

School?"

to Secure Attendance at Sunday School

Service.” Kev. E. M. Cousens.

1.80— Devotional service.
1.45—Permanent organization and business.
2.00- “The Pastors Work in
the Sunday
School," Rev. A. T. Dunn.
2.30— "Results to
be
Obtained In Sunday
School Work.” Kev. Prank T. Bayley.
3.00- “Union and School Teachers’ Meetings,”
Kev. J. M Lowden.
3.80— Union Bible ClAss for Study of International Lesson, conducted by Kev. A. K. P. Smalt.
D. D.
The above topics will be Introduced by

ten-minute addresses.

Members of the conthe discussion, each speaker being limited to five
minutes.
The onion Bible class under the leadership of Rev. Dr. Small will be an attractive
feature of the programme; subject, “Joseph
Makes Himself Known”—Gen. 1:13.
Attention Is called to the change of hour
for this week.
vention are Invited to follow In

Livermore Falla.

Livermore Falls. April 13.
The selectmen of this place have appointed the following to constitute a local board
of health: II. Reynolds, M. D., to serve for
three years, C. E. Knight, M. D„ for two
vaani

n
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Mr. A. C.

W

Rpamms 9s»

Arm

tmne

Munsey left here Monday for

New York, to visit his son, Mr. Frank A.
Munsey, who by the way is publisher of the
Golden Argosy.
Mr. J. S. Wright has been drawn as traverse Juror for the April term of court at Auburn.
F. S. Richmond,
week on business.

Esq.,

Is in New York this

Rev. Lauriitou Reynolds, pastor of the
First Congregational church at Yarmouth,
is visiting relatives in town.
We are Informed that about 8700 has been
raised towards tho additional Siooo required
to make the bridge between this town and
Livermore. The remainder will undoubtedly be raised in a few days.
An Excellent Picture.
There may be seen on exhibition at Stubbs’
art store in Farrington block, on Congress
street, a fine example of repousse work, done
at odd moments by Mr. O, P. T. Wish, representing a female head in profile, handsomely mounted in a rich plush frame. The subject is admirably handled, and for expression, delineation of outline, and genet al detail of finish it is an admirable piece of
work. Embossed brass work opens out an
excellent field for amateurs. It is quite easy
to learn, a few lessons in most cases sufficing
to

develope interest

and

commendable

suc-

The manufacture and great demand
for brass goods, for furniture and ornamental purposes, in New York and other large
cities, has called public attention In this di-

cess.

rection and created a general desire for tble
sort of thing at home. Orders for work er
for instruction may be left with Mr. Stubbs.

'*

™ent. and upwards.

We do not read anonymous letters and commut'd i&tions. Tlie name and address of the writer
are la all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
pub'lcation but as a guarantee of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
Now that Dorothy YVhituey Is christened
the country will breatho easier.
So far our rivers have behaved themselves
pretty well. But they have not let themselves out yet.
A few days ago the Now York Post
published a long list of special acts signed by
Gov. Hill. Yet he vetoes the high license
bill on the ground that lie cannot anprovo of

Consistency is
points.

not one

Let one of these drouths come

of the Governor’s strong

millions,
now much their
guarantee will be worth when the crash
comes it is unnecessary to point out.

guaranteeing

made for the erection ef the statue, and
it was not until this week that the work began on the inscription. And Congress does ;

was

things—

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

I

NO HUBBY

H

requires less shortening than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.
Cook Book free.
Knmford Chemical Works, Providence, K. I.

Our proud bobolink is showing himself a
veritable little rascal down in the rice fields
of the Cnrolinas. lustead of delighting the

THE SOBT OF A CAMPAIGN CBY.

people with his plumage and song he is there i
[Albany Journal.]
a greedy gormandizer, who, with his felAmerican citizenship is dishonored when a
is
lows, every year making away with so man holds the suffrage in so slight esteem
much rice that even the planters of the State
as not to cast his ballot.
It has its solemn
ot John C. Calhoun have appealed to a de- I duties, and the first of these is to vote, and
see to it that elections are full and free expartment of the federal government for aid.
pressions of the will of the people.
The officers of the agricultural department
TIIE WORLD MOVES.
think they have found a hawk that can be
[Ellsworth American.]
trained to soar above the rice fields" and
We are pleased to note that the town of
Sullivan at its last muuiei[>al election mad*
pounce down on the feasting bobolinks as
choice of a lady for one of its school officers.
Andrew Jackson pounced down ou the origThis reminds ns that nearly thirty years ago
inal Nullifiers. Be that as it mav. the hobowe tried to elect a lady to a like
position In
lisle has our sympathies when he gets hack
that town and that our action found few, if
the
world
any supporters. Verily,
to Maine. He is a gentleman here.
moves,
and the end is not yet.
Two Important Measures.
On Tuesday two important steps were taken in the continuous contest which Is now
waged against the saloons. The House of
Representatives of the Pennsylvania Legislature passed the Brooks high liceuse bill,
and Governor Hill, of New York, vetoed the

NOW OPENINC.

Charleston

Aira

SPRING SUITS!
Far Men, Tenths, Boys and Children.

Iprilanapolls.

«manj.....
San Frhgclsco.

$1,000

348
600

845

550
600
300
200
200
100
84
76
76
50
00

1 to 426; war at Fort Pulaski under a
guard of “a
lto30»
murine
composed almost
1 to 312
as far as the
were concerned
of
1 to 213
Georgia negroes. The colored 'chaplain was
1 to 180
who in turn felt kindvery civil to the
1 to 120
toward him. One day the chaplain came
1 to 288
1 to 221
to the
with a new book sent him by a
1 to 84
northern bible society and begged the judge
lto216
to tell him how to read it, saying: “1 can
1 to 138
read and preach the Bible pretty well, but
l to 142
dis
yer book is kinder disconnected.” The
1 to 115
judge examined the volume and found it a

regiment”
privates

NECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS
At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

j

POBTLAND

the bill was a Republican measure, conceived by a Republican and put through almost entirely by Republican votes. By the
veto Governor Hill has pleased his own supporters; to please the genuine friends of
temperance who want the evil of intemperance restricted by every honorable
means,
is not his object. Those men train in a different

political

^

--

r

TRUST CUMPANT
First National Bank

Building.

City, County and Railroad Ronds, and
other First-Class Securities.

camp.

Western Farm

Mortgages.

Maine men with superfluous money on
their hands have been turning their attention of late to farm mortgages in Kansas and
Nebraska. Profitable investments near home
have become scarce, and the promise of eight
per cent, per annum which these western
properties bold out is exceedingly alluring,
especially when the attractions are depicted
by the imaginative, loquacious and not always over truthful agents. who have been
very nwuerous and very industrious in New
England of late. The anxiety of Western
farmers to borrow is quite as great as
that of the Eastern
capitalists to lend,
a fact not attributable to any desperate
need of money on the part of the formexistence of some one
er, but to the
hundred and thirty-four companies that
have been organized in Kansas and Nebraska alone whose sole business is to get
Western farmers to borrow money and Eastern capitalists to lend it.
Of course these
companies live off the commissions they get
in this business, and the more of it they do
the more commissions they get.
Ordinarily
a company whose business is to negotiate
loans waits for the would-be borrower to ask
Its services. But these Kansas and Nebraska companies literally go into the highways
and hedges and compel farmers to come to
them and borrow—not by force, but by filling them up with plausible stories of the
large sums that can be made with the money
thus borrowed. It happens, therefore, that
a good deal of the money now borrowed by
Western farmers is not borrowed because it Is
needed to develop their farms, but for purely
speculative purposes. How thoroughly these
companies have worked this business is shown
by th© replies which correspondents of the
Chicago Inter-Ocean located in the different
counties of Kansas and Nebraska make to

journal’s inquiries as
tion of the improved farms
that

to what proporin their counties
are mortgaged in any manner.
Four reply
that in their counties nearly all are mortgaged ; one says ninety-nine one-hundredths;
four place the ratio at nine-tenths; twentytwo at three-quarters or over, and not a sin-

gle one places the proportion at less than onehalf, and only one so low as that figure. The
great majority of the farmers of these connties have no money outside of what is
represented oy their farms and stock, so that if
the lenders of money on their farms should
foreclose their mortgages and attempt to dispose of the property by public sale they
could find no purchasers.
Another question which the Inter-Ocean
asked that vitally affects the value of these
mortgages as an investment Is the relation
between the loans these companies place on
farms and the selling value of the farms. In
the fierce competition that is
place these loans one would

going on to
naturally ex-

pect that not much care would be taken not
to exceed the amount that could prudently
be placed upon them, and the answers to the
questions accord generally with this expectation. Six correspondents report them equal
to the value of the farms, and in several
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HEAVY

Exchange Street
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USE.

Cures Diphtheria, Group, Asthma, Dronchltls, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism. Bleeding at the
Longs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus. Dysena
tery. Chronic Dl^ ^g^
g_
g_ ^^^g containing InfbrBk
arrhaea, Kidney
■■ manon of very
SB QS
VA
Troubles, a a d
Evgreat value.
Diseases
Spinal
El
M
M ■
erybody should
We will Mnd free.
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buvo
this book.
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postpaid, to all
■
gi w 9k &
who send their
send for It will
■
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uamee. an nius B
k«ver after thank
^B ^^B
H
^B ^^B
trated
their lucky stars
Pamphlet ^B
All who buy or order direct from us, and request It, shall reoelve a certificate that the money ahall
be refunded If not abundantly aatlslled. Retail price, 35 cts. r 6 bottles, $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO.. P. O. Box 2118, Boston. Mass.
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GREAT

and Interest.

Population of City,
32,000
Valuation,
$12,000,000
Debt of
City,_- $175,000
The Water Works are operated under a special
charter granted by the State, and are now earning
about $50,000 per annum.
Wo offer tbe above
bonds at PAK nnd Accrued latere.!, and
commend them as one of the best investments in
the market.

H.M.PAYSON&CO.,
Bankers and

Brokers,

api

dtf

__

Poor & Greenougb,
BANKERS AND

fhrniture

and can therefore offer to the public lower prices than have been ofered in the State. We have all the new PATTERNS of PARLOR
SUITS iuSulton, Embossed Plushes, and Hair Cloths, and a full line
Patent Rockers, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Book Cases, Hall Stands,
Sideboards, Mirrors, &c. Chambers Sets in all the new styles and
PATTERNS, BLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ANTIQUE OAK AND
PAINTED.
Spring Beds of every kind, Mattrasses, Hair, Soft Top,
Feathers, and a full line of Housekeeping Goods. Bear in mind,
these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom prices.
Call and examine our goods and prices before pnrchasing.

POOR’S

Execute orders at the Stock Exchange in New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty,
nterest allowed on deposits. Correspondence invited.
45 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
dOm
feblO
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BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.
| Choice

Securities,
Savings Banks
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Sawyer's
marked Sawyer's.

Made from
unless

None genuStrictly all

Wool. Prices 25 per cent less than they have
ever been offered in Portland.
$2.00, $2.50
and $2.00 saved

suit.

on a

ACT I—Home ,1 John Derby.
ACT 9- Home of the Artist.
ACT 3- flrrk.sw.il Cri.on. Great Dysamitr ICsplowiea a historical fact.
ACT 4-Aa Rs(ll.h TraiaiBg aiablc, iairodaciag the celebrated raaaiag herse

Wife, Hashaad

ACT.y The
Itraailed.

Prices 76, 60 and 36 centH.
mences

Wednesday, April

DEANE & COLLEY,
46 Exchange Street.
w
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Overcoats and Suits, which for material,
and
style
workmanship we feel confident are superior to any ever before offered in this market.
These garments are of the finest imported fabrics
and are cut and made up in our own shop by our best
workmen and under our own personal supervision,
so that
they are in all respects equal to custom
made clothing, and we offer them at much lower

The Safe of Knee Pant Suits for Boys 4
to 16 years of age, and of Suits for larger
Boys and Young Men is an important part
of our business at this season of the year.

Realizing this fact, and being determined
that we shall be known as the

Largest

Boys’ and Children’s
CLOTHING
IA

THE

SALES

IMPORTANT

AT-

STATE

OF

IflAIAE.

Margaret Mather!
In the following repertoire:
MON DAY,

AS

had years of experience in the manufacture
of these goods, we profess to be able to
show ten times the amount of stock, and
show better fitting garments and at much
Ifess prices than can be found anywhere else
The interestingfeature of THIS WEEK
will be the offering of several hundred Boys*
Knee Pant Suits in all sizes, in the latest
Spring styles, at $3.50, $4, $5 and $6 per
suit.

all the

Lancaster
ap9

Building,

ATLANTIC ANO NORTHWEST RAILWAY

470

COy!

THE NEW MAIL

International K. K. of
Maine Divixion.

1

A

wanted for the construction of the
f|7ENDEB8
X above work. Tenders will be received until
noon on TUESDAY, April 20th, 1887, for the
execution of the work required as above.
The work will be let In sections and in accordance witb plans and specifications wlneli may bo
seen at tile office of the
in Sherbrooke,
current.
Quebec, on and after the Utb of
Tenders to be
by a certified
to five
cent, of
cheque for an amount
the cost of the work for which tenders will be
made, such cheque to be forfeited to theCorapauv
If thepersoe whose tender is accepted shall not
in a week after the contract is awarded to him
enter into a contract in conformity witli Ins ten-

Company
April
accompanied
equal
(6)per

der, and furnish security for its completion which
shall be satisfactory to (lie Company.
The Company reserves the right to reject any
JAMKN BONN.
or a!l tenders.
Manager of Construction, Sherbrooke. Que.
apl2d0t
April bill. 1887.
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Bound to Lead in Low
Prices This Season !

are

FRATERNITY PRIMARY CAOETS
will give their annual

Exhibition and Prize Drill
and Ball!
MONDAY

suu $« .».oo >r\v ana noDDy suits
In Four Button Cutaways and
Sacks at $30.00.
300 All Wool $15.00 Suits at

only $10.00.
179 $13.00 and $10.00 Suits at
$0.00.
350 $15.00 Indigo Blue Suits at
only $10.00 each. These Suits are
made In both Single and Double
Breasted,
tons and

with Detachable

are

warranted

Blue.
■*-

But-

Indigo

If you spend any money

make a mistake, as we shall lead
the van iu low prices.
If you
doubt this statement, wutch us
through the season and then
judge for yourself.
NOTE—.Honey refunded if goods
are not satisfactory, if returned

uninjured.

AT CITY

HATS
OF

COE,
THE

call ana see our Elegunt Line of
Spring Overcoats and compare
prices with any store in the city.

HATTER,
TO-DAY.

We pay CASH (or our goods and
CANNOT or WILL NOT be UNDER

HATS

SOLD.
60 dozen 20-cent Seamless Hose
at 11 cents

a

pairs sold by
best Hose

pair.
us

last

*

300 dozen

IN

The

season.

(or the money

in the

NEW

city.
Fine line o( Neckwear, Jewelry,
dec., just put in stock.
All kinds o(

Goods

at

Gents’

SHADES.
SILK

Furnishing

Rock Bottom prices.

HATS

$2.50.

dlw

TRUNKS

Manager.
(Ilf

hifvWthf!

__

marl7

——

»

■_
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Selim

EASTER
HATS !

BAGS,
$ 1.00

English Tan Color Hats, the
most dressy hat shown. Our stock of
Fine and Medium Grades is the
largest in the city to choose from.

-

riM i a auc.

COE,

-

MIDDLE STREET

I—~

*

_
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METAL SKYLIGHTS
VENTILATORS,
Mills, Stores

■_

HI Mr

Agent, IMS Middle St.

And

dtf

for

and

Dwellings.

Onl van lied Iron and Copper Cornice, and
Gutter*. Metal Ahlnglc. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for lUu.trated Circular.

E. VAN NOORDEN &
383 Harrison Avenue
novae

«

$20.00

BOYS’, 25c.

SOMERS, The Hatter,
-

to

MEN’S

Imported

NO. 197
MIDDLE ST.
We Have

-
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ith

any

no

connection

w

other hat store.

hatever
eod'f

Closing Out Stock Regardless of Cost!
Lowest Prices in the city to reduce stock*
Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware given away.

see

Gr.

AND

Our Delivery
for Goods.

apo

eodtf

W A Ti: RBURY

-WATCHESCLOSING

CO.,

BOSTON,
ilOtu

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers.
Call and register your name free for the presents that
give away every month to ourcustomers.

MORRISON & CO.,
ap4

JEWELERS^ 565 CONGRESS ST.,

wblch|I sell

AT
Km> bay

$2.25.

<aa

affard Is

hare

aaa.

we

PORTLAND.
<1«

OUT SALE.

I have a large quantity of Waterbury Watches

ineh

Si™m-nm5i°whiKi
a low priced wheel.

aplAddt

BUY

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

482 CONGRESS STREET.

w

on

Ideal,

HALL.

reserved seats.

IRA F. CLARK, i IRA F. CLARK,

ap9

Sffitimnrnvamanta andia IJJJ
*h«S WhaeDrat nut tbsm.
IfttilTand it before nnl"
“it.oJ M»il" for sate If PfJ"
H 1<>r1' the “imJ
?*• .A64
i™
American
r

18lh,

APRIL

EVENING,

Chandler’s Orchestra will furnish music at the
ball. Tickets, Gentleman 60 cents. Ladles' tickets 25 cents. Ladles' reserved tickets, balcony.
60 cents; those holding 60 cent tickets can exchange them at Ira F. Clark's Clothing 8tor» for

READ!

W. II SOHIERS lias

'Jlmf,,n
'i&iii
6SS5*S»_ nttST if h„!hi

»

J. M. HILL.

Prices $1.00, 76 and 60 cents; Gallery 35 cents.
Sale
seats commences Friday at 8.30 a. m.

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET,

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
apll

BY—

UNBER THE MANAGEMENT OF

CLOTHING HOUSE!

253

CLOTHING CO.,

W. IO. WARE,

HIPPOKTED

Mila*** I..crick, Frederick Pit aiding, Ka*
gene JrpwB, rand Ike entire New i«rk
Union Mqaitre Tkenlre ( oapout,

EASTER

Leading Manufacturer and Retail Hatter,

Boston & Portland

street.

tongress

Leading Styles.

IT !

WEDNESDAY.

dt!

ape

Specialty.

Our stock of STAR SHIRT WAISTS, in
sizes for Boys 4 to 14 years, is all in, and
we offer over 2000 for selection, including

LIKE

TUESDAY,

ROMEO and JULIET

it

a

YOU

One lot of Imported 75 cent Silk and WoolIDress
Goods to be sold at 50 cents, limited quantity, and
cannot be duplicated.
52 inch Silk and Wool Checks reduced from $1.00
to 75 cents.
$30.00 Combination Dress Patterns for $25.00.
Balance of our 25 inch Jersey Silks for 95 cents,
worth $1.25.
$1.00 Checked Surah Silks for 50 cents; best bargain we ever offered in Summer Silks.
Our great sale of Black Satin Rhadames will be
continued for a few days.
Colored Satin Rhadames $1.00, worth $1.25.
Special Bargains in Faille Francaise Silks.
1 case Seersuckers Scents.
2 cases 15 cent Seersuckers at 12 1-2 cents.
Sample lot of real Imported Turcoman Table Covers $2.50, about half price.
New Dress and Wrap Trimmings.
Spring Wraps and Jackets being received.
Full line of the famous Centemen Kids just received for Easter.
Demorest Sewing Machine $19.50, equal to any
$55.00 machine.

STRICTLY OWE PRICE.

JONES,

Concert

apl3d3t

THE HONEYMOON !

ap7

knowing that such a reputation is
gained only by giving to our customers unmistakable Values, we announce that we
are in a position to do our part, and invite
your inspection and comparison. Having

IN OUR TAILORING DEPARTMENT
and American Woolens and Worsteds than ever before, to which we invite the inspection of all in want
of good goods at fair prices.

Doors Open at 7.

TURNER BROS.'

this season for Clothing without
first visiting our store, you will

Distributors

Dress Suits

greater variety and finer quality of Foreign

8.

L'.l.l..., W_

I •»Ili.

IMTIEXCHti MORAY, APRIL IStii.

P. S.

IN OUR MEN’S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT
styles and finest quality of goods to be obtained in
the New York market.
Shirts Made to measure at Prices from $18.00 to
$42.00 per dozen.

ft. ........

THKEE NIGHT* ONLY.

LOOK!

SUITS.

prices.
keep abreast of the times, and show the latest

—

Admission 26 cents.

begins at

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S

oo<12mo

HASKELL &

Hale of seats comapbdlw

13,

■■luff, April

And

show a

Child

under

We

SPRING anil SUMMER

we

aad

THE OLD FOLKS'
CONCERT CO.,
the direction of

I 1 Ell 1 HH FIHT

F

BROKERS,

Proprietors of
JVIANUAI. OF RAILROADS,

^ S B

MOST WONDERFUL

We have leased the large and spacious store, and have bought for
cash in dead of Winter, and put in an entire new stock of

we

32 EXCHANGE ST.

§9

__

BARGAINS.

Spring

ARABfTEEB,
Principal

$4
£f

Wgk

nov2T

COMPANY We call special attention to»our large stock of fine

CHATTANOOCA,TENN.
Six Per Cent, Sinking
Fund Bonds

Street, Portland, Me.eodtt

inilUC
N’C111™
till §1110 11 U EXTERNAL

^3>ffJNrOTJrsrOJE5M:E!ISrT.

HASKELL & JONES.

—

$1.00.

Youths'

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

FAMILY

104 PUDDLE STREET, Portland.
January 1.1884.
<anldtf

OP

Boys' $1.35;

$1.50;

Men's

LACE.

™

AUETAS SHURTLEFF,

—

Woolens.

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 SHOES 1\ ALL STALES.

B
fl|B» 9 Y9

No.

$50,000
CITY WATFR WORKS

effects and a strong company.

Full line of the celebrated Hanan Cordovan
Shoes Waukeiipliasl, Button and Congrc§§.

!
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

As originally produced In New York and Lon
donj with new scenery, startling mechanical

eod2w

__

DEANE & COLLEY,

Judge Hugh

cause

R.“FARRINGTON,

FRED

judge

L. Bond, of the United States
court of the Baltimore circuit, tells an interesting story of how he, with others carried
to President Lincoln the communication of
the mayor of Baltimore relating to the attack on the Sixth Massachusetts regiment.
j On arriving in Washington they went at
once to the White House.
Mr. Lincoln was
third-party Prohibitionists; who take the aroused, put his head out of a window and
told
tlie
committee
to
call
at
7 o’clock next
ground that the license system, while it may
morning as he was anxious to see them, hut
restrict the traffic, Implies a legalization of
worn out then. The committee were promptit which is wrong; and that when a law can- ; ly at the White House the morniDg of the
Mr. Lincoln
not be passed which assumes to stamp out 1 20th at the appointed hour.
the traffic immediately, it is preferable to let came down stairs in a wrapper, and as soon
as lie had accosted them said,
We must
the saloons flourish unrestrained, legalized
wait for Gen. Scott for whom I have sent.”
by laws which do not restrict. The third In a few moments the old general limped up
the steps into the White House.
As he enopponent, the great Democratic party with tered
Mr. Lincoln said, “General, these genits motto declaring opposition to all sumptutlemen have come over from Baltimore to tell
ary legislation, has taken no surprising or
us about the trouble there.”
At this the
unusual position. It is not
general rose from his seat, and, in Judge
surprising that, old
Bond’s
in
“stood
words,
front
of us and
up
while the Brooks bill was coming to a vote
seemed to grow about 17
feet tall as he
in the Legiftature at Harrisburg, the dark
glared at us thundering out, ‘Wliat are you
throng of lobbyists who were trying to defeat -scoundrels
doing over there in
’’
it, Bhould rendezvous at the edge of the Dem- Baltimore?’ The judge adds that he has often wished that the nation could have a picocratic seats; it has been universally exture of Gen. Scott as he saw him at that mopected that Governor Dili would veto the ment, to be hung in the rotunda of the capiCrosby bill. It has been expected that he tol, as an example of aroused and indignant
would veto It because powerful organizations patriotism.
of his own party in New York have memoriFINANCIAL.
alized him to do so, because the Prohibition
allies of his party wished him to, and be-

14 YEARS.

PORTLAND THEATRE

\o. 210 Middle

entirely

Bible dictionary.

MIDDLE STREETS.

April 15th.

Friday Evening,

NEWSHOES!

apl2

judge

ly

2,700
Brooklyn>_-. 3,000
New York. 0,107
5,050
Philadelphia..
Ballhnore. 2,655
As is natural and always to be expected,
both these bills have been opposed by the
saloon interests. At Harrisburg this opposition was so open and shameless in its methods as to cause almost a public scandal. It
is also true, though reason would declare
the statement paradoxical did not experience prove the fact possible, that both
these measures have been opposed by the

CO.,

Wholesale and Retail Grocers,

ALL THE LATEST STYLES OF

auc

Kansas City. 405
St. Louis. 1,600
Chicago. 3,760
Detroit...... 1,023
Cleveland. 1,540

&

SHAW

P. S.—Mr. Neal J. Prince, who for the past
twenty years has been employed in the shoe
store of Samuel Bell, and late with F. B. Libby, can hereafter be found at our store.

Underwear!

Gentlemen’s

j

-*■’

O.

ONLY.

NIGHT

ONK

will give a Concert lor the benefit of the Young
Ladles’ Aid, at the

LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

Reuben II. Lloyd, a distinguished and
I
known attorney of California, i* said
Crosby high license bill. The Brooks bill i widely
to be a half brother of the notorious William
provides that the license in cities of the first, ! Kissane Rogers, whose
story is attracting so
second and third classes shall be $500; in all
j much iutercst.
other cities $200; in boroughs $150, and in j
Senator Edmunds owns a fine bred bulltownships $75. The Crosby bill was to ap- dog which he prizes very highly. The dog is
ply only to the cities of New York and a great pet and is the constant companion of
Brooklyn, where the evil of intemperance the Senator when the latter is at home. In
has become a most urgent public question,
new residence in Washington, the Senaj his
tor’s library is on the second floor, and, in
The objects of both bills are the same,—to
order that the dog might pass to and from
diminish the number of saloons; and the the
{
library to bis kennel in the back yard
plan Is based on the results in other cities j without going through ttie bouse, the Senawhere high-llcense has been tried. These tor had au iron staircase, just wide enough
results show that high license Is an effective for the dog, extended from one of tho rear
windows of the library to the yard below.
method of lessening the number of saloons !
uu£ iiaswo up mm uown tuts staircase ai
in cities where public sentiment is not adwill, and when at the top signifies his desire
vanned enough to enforce prohibitory laws. : to enter by scratching the window.
John A. Campbell, now of Baltimore, who
It will be seen that in those cities where the
licenses are the highest the proportion of ; left the Supreme court bench of the United
States in 1S61 to cast his fortunes with the
saloons to population is lowest:
Saloons j Confederacy, of which he was at one time
Saloons. License to popu- !
City.
Secretary of War, relates that after the war
___latlou. | the judge was kept some time a prisoner of
Omaha....
176

wishing

14th:

DR. JOHN BUZZELL,

SPRING OVERCOATS

the

on

one

Eiening, April

PORTLAND THEATRE

Of. —4

busy oa the oration
deliver at the unveiling of the
at

CEO.

585 AND 587 CONGRESS, AND 235
apr!2

in

which he is to
statue of Calhoun
20th.

4 TO

ine

ThAlUrwnrml

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Secretary Lamar

mall or upon personal application to any
to buy in quantities.

4 liil» !

—

SUITS! TAKEN FROM LIFE.

Cents Per Pound.

Samples by

We will furnish

AT

Tickets admitting Gent and Ladles r,o cents.
Music by Grimmer.apfldlw

Quality considered tlds Is the best bargain ever offered on tea. We guarantee the quality
and In ease of dissatisfaction will refund the money.

ABOUT ABBOB DAY.

lloat

COLVILLE’S

The gratifying success attending our Tea sale last year has again induced us to offer our
We have lately purchased a large invoice of KXTBA
a bargain in Fine lea.
FINK FORMOSA just Imported. The quality we guarantee equal to any 60 cent tea sold
in this city. It is strong, heavy bodied, and has a rich, aromatic flavor. It bears a large
amount of water, and is economical on account of its strength. It comes packed In 5, 10. 2o
and 45 pound chests. The 5 pound chests being very convenient for small families. In order to close out this lot within the next few weeks we have made the extreme low price of

43

4

—

MECHANICS HALL, Thurttai

45 CENTS PER POUND.

customers

jy

[Maebias Union.]
The appointment by the Governor of the
first Arbor day in Maine, may be expected
soon; may be Mar 2d, but May 17th will b*
early enough Governor! Snow banks.

Dirigo

FINE FORMOSA HA! BOYS7

Preparation,

A 60 GENT TEA FOR 45 CENTS.

CURRENT COMMENT.

BY TUB

—

—

made by the only process that
a
of
value.
nutritive
baking
powder
any
produces
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required
by the system.
is Prof. Hosford’s Bread

GRAND ASSEMBLY

BOYS!

BOYS!

IN THE WORLD

and the

great “boom” in that locality will be succeeded by a period of depression that will
send the present inflated valuo put upon
property there down with a rush. We are
not unmindful of the fact that those companies profess to guarantee the loans they
place. But as a matter of fact a great many
oi
them
with only small capitals are

The stonecutters are now chiselling into
the base of the statuo of General Nathaniel
Greene at Washington, an inscription reThis
counting his services to his country.
calls attention to the deliberate way ConIt was in 1786,
gress has of doing things.
two years after tlfo death of General Greene,
that Congress passed a bill authorizing the
erection of the statue with the
Inscription.
It was not until 1877 that the appropriation

not move much faster in some other
the navy for instance.

along

A-VICIUMJIBNTIS.

MIBClUiAKBOIMb

place

two

the loans as low as fifty per cent. One says
the companies claim to
lq^n only thirtythree and one-third per cent, but as a matter
of fact loan 80 per cent.
Tbe inferences to be deduced from these
facts and figures arc obvious. The business
Is being vastly overdone.
Tbe farmers of
Kansas and Nebraska are being saddled
with debts
so
big that they canuot
unfavorable
an
them
carry
through
back
several
they
For
years
year.
have had good crops and realized good
prices. Let their crops or the demand
for them fail, and a great many of these
farmers will be unable to pay their interest.
Eastern investors will then find themselves
with vast areas of land on their hands without a market for it. A great many of these
lands are situated in the western part of
Kansas, which is subject to severe drouths.

THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 14.

special legislation.

Only

one or

miNCKI.I.ANKOrM.

iai8CEI.LANKOirti.

Eleven say seventy-five per

:ases more.

THE PRESS.

A. M. WENTWORTH
509 Congress Street.

marli)

eodtf

THE

PRESS.

xue following are
ment securities:

Central Pacific lsts ..
Denver & R. Gr. lsts.
Erie ..
Kansas Pacific Consols.108
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Pacific list.
116%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
H. N. Ptukhani, 9 Exchange street, Port-

Pa—Tommy, what are you thinking about?
pa.

Pa—Perhaps

my son?

I can enlighten you.

Tommy—You know what
when a great man dies?

a

very much

What is it,

big fuss is made

dai^

Pa—Yes.
Tommy—How they put his picture in the paper
Ore minute guns during h|s funeral, and all that

sort ot

Govern-

New 4s, coup.129%
New4%s, reg.110%
New 4%s, coup.110%

WIT AND WISDOM.
me

of

United States bonds, ss.100
New 4s, ..129%

THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 14.

Tommy- Something that puzzles

to-day’s quotations

thing?

Ta—Certainly.
Tommy-Well, why

Oncn-

Clos-

ing.

lng.

'*

April

Open- Closlng. lng.

13.
April
N. Y. Central.112% 112% 112%
Lake Shore. 96%
96
95%
Erie.
36%
34%
36%
Canada Southern., 62%
62
63
Northwest .120% 119% 120%
8t. Paul. 93
92%
03%
Omaha. 63%
62%
62%
Union Pacific. 61%
61%
61%
CentrallPaclfic. 41%
41%
42%
Western Union. 77%
77%
77%
Oregon Trans...... 85
34%
35%
Delaware, L. & W 187% 186% 187%
Delaware & H.1041
104
104%
Jersey Central.|8lk
84% 180
Bead lug.. 45%
44%
45%
Hocking Valley.— 33%
33% 33%
Northern Pacific... 28%
29
28%
North. Pacific,prf
00%
6o%
oil
Pacific Mall. 56%
56%
56%
Missouri Pacific....108% 10«% 109
Kansas & Texas... 83%
83%
34%
Louslsville & N.... 69
68%
67%
New England. 63%
63
63%
Richmond &W.)P.. 41%
41%
40%
Con. Uas Co. 84% 84%
84%
Oil. 64%
64%
64%
Norf. & W. pref... 63%
53%
62%

don’t they do
of
that sort when he is born, instead ofsomething
waiting until be dies?

12.

112%
95%

35%

..

Dr. J. B. Mays says: “I used
’Dlgestylln’in
my own case, and was much pleased; found it
not only efficient for Indigestion, but very palatable.”
■Sold by Druggists, *1.00 per bottle, or W.
F.
Kidder & Co., Manufacturing Chemists, 88 John
st., N. Y.
am

sorT to see you here, my
You look as If you had a good eel-

young friend.

ucatlon.

Convict—Well, madam, I liave beeu through
college.
Lady visitor-Is It possible?
Convict—Yes, that’s the reason I’m here. TUey

..

Yale

caught me

as

I was going through.

Try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills for any case of
nervousness, sleeplessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia, Sc., relief is sure. The only
nerve medicine for the
pricwlu the market. In
vials at 25 cents.
Machine Agent-Good day, madam!
sell you a sewing machine?
Mistress—No, sir; I have one.

A rent— Hava

~

too

VUMI ....

busy to

see

ll%@12c.

Choice city dressed hogs at 8c » lb; country do

7%@7%c.

Butter—Western extra fresn maoe creamery
nominal 29@30c: do extra firsts 25®28c ;|do firsts
at 20@24c ;do good to choice held creamery 17@
19c; do fresh imitation creamy choice 21 @22%c;
do factory ^choice fresh, 20@21c; do fair to good
16ffil9c: New York held erm, best lots nominal
at 20@22c; fair to good lots at I7@19c; Eastern!
cremy choice lots at 26<a28c; Vermont dairy new
milk, good to choice, 23@24c; selections 25&26C;
do fall at 14 islilc for best lots; low grades of but-

If you are tired taking the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can’t stand
everya dose.

thing. One pill

Angry stranger (to assistant editor) -Is the man
who is responsible for tills article lu?
Assistant editor—No, Bir.
Angry stranger—Where does he sit?
Assistant editor—The corner desk, sir; the one
that has the 44 calibre revolverforajvtper weight.
Will you leave your card, sir?
Angry stranger (mildly)—N-no.

ter

1

as

to

bove

on.

Potatoes—Extra Houlton Kose 70c
j icbrons 70c; Aroostook Rose 70c.

Chicago

bush; do

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 13, 1887—Cattle market—re1 eipts 7000; shipments 3000;
very dull and lowir; shipping steers at 3 90®6 16: Stockers and
eeders 2 60@4 00; cows, bulls and mixed 1 76®
; I 60; at bulk 2 86@2 90; Texas cattle 2 50®3 60.
Hogs—receipts 18,000; shipments 4,000; slow
1 ind lower; rough and mixed ;U 5 20®6 70; packug and shipping at 6 00@5 90; light at 4 76®
• 50; skips 3 00@4 90.
Bbeep—receipts 6000; shipments 2000; active
)Ut lower; natives at 3 5055 16. Lambs 4 50®
i 75.
Domestic Markets.

|By Telegraph.]

employed to cure esugbs, colds, hoarseness, or
sore throat
Its pleasant taste makesjit Just the
thing for children, while its effective curative
power makes It valuable to everybody.
be

finMlIndj^ommercIal
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, April 13.
In commercial circles business has been, as a
rule, very dull the past week, and there are only
a few features worthy of note.
The market for
Flour Is unchanged, the demand ruling quiet with
prices steadily held. Corn has been strong
throughout the weak and higher. Oats command
full prices, but there is no change to note in quotations. Sugar is quiet and easy in tone at c%e
for granulated and 6%c for Extra C. Molasses Is
firm; demand moderate. Fork and Lard Steady
and without material change In figures.
Beef is
steady ;wc quote sides 0%®8c; hind quarters 8®
lOVic, fore quarters atJ4%®5%c, rounds with
flanks at 6®7c, rounds —, rumd loins at 10®l4c,
rumps 10®12c, loins 10@16c,rattles 4®6c, backs
6®7c, chucks at 4S»@5%c, short rib cuts 10®
12c. Seeds firmer and tending ^upward; Tlmotny
has advanced at the West 10c
bush within a
week. Raisins are a little firmer. In Produce we
quote Eggs at 13®14c and In good supply, retaillng at 16®17c; some dealers have bought as low
as 12c per doz; Apples scarce and wanted;
higher
prices have been established on good Irult; choice
Baldwins and Russets at $4 60 per barrel. .Oranges are about 60c better; Butter dull and rather
weak. In Drugs, &c., there has been a decline
on Beeswax, Opium and Wlntergreen.
Loose
Hay $11 to $15. Stove Coal has declined to $6 JP1
ton delivered.
_

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 13,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 31 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con
necltng mads 00 cars miscellaneous merebaetise.
_

Crain Quotations.
Roocived daily, by private wire, by II. N Plnkhani, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Mo:
(CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

&KLL

quotations are restrictly wholesale lots. Jobbing
Thea

ceivers' prices
prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern, good to extra, at I6@16c;
iage at 14%@16c; lower grades according to
juality; job lots %e higher.
Eggs-Eastern fresh at 14c; choice fresh
Southern at 13c; choice fresh Western at 13c;
Vova Scotia 13c. Jobbing prices %@lc higher.*
aeans—Choice small N V hand picked peal 66®
L 70 Ip bush; choice New York large hand picked
lo 1 50 a 1 65; small Vermont hand picked pea at
L 76@®1 80.
Hay—Choice prime 16 50®17 00; fair to good at
|15O0@$16 00; Eastern tine 813®815: poor to
irdlnary 812@815; East swale at u®$10. -Rye
traw, choice, 814 00® 14 60; oat straw 8‘jalo i>

NEW

7k8/o

quality.
for

un-

A Rapid Cain.
A little more than a year ago, a new preparation for the cure of coughs, colds, hoarseness and
sore throat, was Introduced to the American
public. Although placed on the market in a quiet
way, without any attempt at sensational advertising. the new remedy at once made Its mark, and
attracted very favorable comment.
Its success
was attributable mainly to two
things: In the first
place it was absolutely free from drugs. Most
cough preparations are loaded with drugs. This
remedy contains none. Secondly, It embodied a
principle in Its most perfect form, which the human race has again and again resorted to for the
cure of throat distempers, namely, the union of a
sweet and a sour In a very agreeable, as well as
effective combination.
The success of the new
Wherever it was ti led,
remedy was woudorful.
adherents were Immediately gained. Its name is
Lactart and Honey, and, Judged by its recordrlt
is one of the most valuable preparations that can

II urhfjwi

V-V

Hams at 12®12%c t> tb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 8@8%c; pressed hams at

the Are every morning and carry up all the coal,
aud I'm afraid that If he became any further impressed with It I’d have to take in washing.”

Opening....

....

June.
81%
k 1 8/o

YORK

Anri!

IU

18S7 —Elmir market—

29,066|Dl)lsand sacks; exports 3042 bbls
snd 85,948 sacks; sales 17,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30®3 OO; superfine
Western and State 2 70@8 30; common to good
Bxtra Western and Stateiatj 3 166,3 (10; good to
lliolce do at 8.656 6 00; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 6064 80; fancy do at
it 4 8666 10; common to good extra Oliio at 3 16
6,6 00; common to cholce.extra St Louis at 3 166
00; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
t50®4 76; choice to double extra do at 4 806
5 10. Including 8,600 bbls city mill extra 4 60
64 66; 950 Dhls flue do at 2 3068 00: 1400 bbls
luperfluc 2 7063 30; 000bbls extra;No 2 a»3 16
83 60; 6700 bbls winter wheat extra 3 1566 16;
>600 bbls Minnesota extra 3 1666 00. Southern
lour steady ;good to choice do at 4 0065 00. Rye
lour is in moderate. Wheat—receipts 40,700
>ush; exports 23,401 bush; hieher; sales 320,000
>usli No 2 Spring nominal at 92% c; No 3 Rod at
lie; No 2 Red at 92%c in elev; No 1 Red 94%c;
X'o 1 White at 93c: extra Red 93 %c elev.
Bye
lull. Barley Is quiet. Cara stronger; receipts
11,012 bush; exports 25,529 bush: sales 112,000
>ush; No 3 at 48c; steamer 48%@48%c In elev;
So 2 at 48%649*40 elev. Oms quiet; receipts
18,00*i bush; exports 1946 bush; sales 114,000
lush: No 8 at 34c; White do 87c; No 2 at 84%®
14%c; do White at 37%@37%c;Nol White 33e;
aixed Western at 36687c; White do at 88642c;
White State 3863B%c. Coffee—fair Rio steady
it 16%c. Sugar steady; rellned quiet; C at 4%
; |4%c: Extra C at 4%®4%c; White Ex C at 4%
xoc; Yellow 4%643/sC; off A 6%; Mould A By* ;
tandard A 6 6 16c; granulatedfat 6 11-1065% c:
Confectioners A at a 9-1666% c; cut loaf and
| rushed 6 3-1666%c; powdered 6%66c; Cubes
! it 5% a[t 16-lec. Felroleam—united at643/uC.
receipts

■'allow is firm. **orh steady—mess quoted at
6 00ffi@lB 26 for old and 16 50617 00 for new.
leef is dull. Card Is firm—Western steam spot
.t 7 70; rellned quoted at 7 75 for Continent,8 10
or S A.
Butter heavy: State 12.825c. Cheeue
l Irmer; State 11616*40.
Freight* dull; Wheat steam %d.

j

CHICAGO* April 13, 1887.—The Flour market
quiet: Winter patents at 4 26@4 60; ISouthern
i sVinter
3 7564 OOnJlichigan and Wisconsin Wint er 3 60,64 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent
t 4 25®4 60; soft Wheat patents at 4 0064 26;
j linn, bakers in sacks at 3 0083 26. Wheat is
s tronger; No;2 Spring at 79%@8iysc; No 2 Red
t8iy,c. Corn firm—No 2 at 84%6a7%c. Oats
rm—No 2 at 24%®28c. Rye-No 2 at 66666%.
tarley—No 2 at 6iya@62c. Frovtslons-Mess
ork at 20 76. Lard lower at 7 45; dry salted
s boulders 6 10@8 25; short clear sides at 8 70@

j

j

* 76.

Whiskey

at 1 18.

Receipts— tflour, 30,000 bbls; wheat. 43,000
t ush; corn 109,000 hu; oats 76,000bu; rye ,000
1 ush: barley, 11,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 17,C00| bbls;: wheat, 6,000
ush:.corn, 10,000 bush; oats, 29,000 bush: rye
00 bush, barley 12.000 bush.
ST. LOU IS, April 13, 1887.-Flour market dull;
1 :xx at 2 8062 90; family at 3 1663|26; choice
t 3 55@3 65; fancy at 3 75®3 85; extra fancy at
;
Wheat ouiet
9064 00: patent at .4 2684 60.
j nd firm; No 2 Red at 79% c. Corn is weak and
1 jwer at 36635*40. Oats are easier and slow at
:7%(628c. Lard nominal at 7 26.
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 11,000 hu;
, mm, 14,000 bush; oats, 141,00 bush; rye,0,000
lush, barley 40,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 4,000 bbls ;wbeat 00,000 bu:
ora,;8,000 bush; oats B,000;bush;[rye 0,00bush;
1 larley 1,000 bush.
DETROIT,AprillS, 1 >*87.- Wheat—No 1 White
I :2c ;Ulch Red 83c; No 2 Red 83c.
Receipts—Wheat 19,300ibush.
NEW ORLEANS, Apilll3,1887.—Colton firm;
alddllng lOVgc.
SAVANNAH, April 13, 1887. Cotton Is firm;
nlddliug 10%c.
CHARLESTON,: April 13,1887—Cottongfirm;
nidiJling 10y*c. 1
MEMPHIS,April 13,1887.—Cotton steady;mldihjg 10%c.
MOBILE., April 13,1887.—Cotton is firm; mlCllir" loysc.

|

________

Lowest.
Closing

78%
78%

....

P

BfcLie

Opening....

Mav.
30%

34%

cfikteas-.wv

JU&

^Closing.

;34%

SS

38%

Highest...

Ixrwest.
Closing.

12$
40%

May.
29%
2»%
29V.
29%

June.
39%

May.
82%

June.
80%
81%
80%
81%

Wednesday’s quotations.

r

30

29%
29%

132%.

invtur

Opening.

79%
70%
79%
79%

Highest..

Lowest.
Closing..

84

82%
83%
Mav.

34%
34%
34%
34 Vs

Lowest.

Closing.

38%
39

38%
38%

June.
40%
40%
40

40%

OATB.

Opening.

Highest...
Lowest.

Apr.
24%

24%

•losing.

The
daily:

June
29%
*29%
29%
29%

May.

28%
29%
28%
29%

1887.

market

Cotton

Provisions. #:o.
ern at; 40s *4d; peas at 6s 2d.
at 67s Cd; bacon at 39s|0d for short clear.
Cheese at 64s Od for American ;i tallow 22s 6d
or American ;lard 37s 3d.
fork

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
I'HOM

For.

Baltic.New York..Liverpool—Apl 12

York..Liverpool ....Apl
Wyoming.New
Mhos.New

COHN.

Opening..-...
Highest.'

jtMj,tApiii in,

Irm; uplands 6 11 16d; Orleans at 6%d: sales
12,000 bales; speculation and export 2000;bales.
LIVERPOOL,Aprlll3. 1887—Quotations-Wln, er Wheat Os lld®7s ^Spring wheat 6s 10d@7s;
Club wheat at 7s 8d67s lOd. Corn—mixed Wes-

WHEAT.

April.

uropeqn Markets.

By Telegraph.]
LONDON,April 13,1887.-U. S. 4%s, 112% ,4s

June.
40%

OATS.

15
K

80%
80%

82%
83

CORN.
act 2 Apr.

York..Kingston—Apl

12
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
16

Mlrlalic.New York..Liverpool ...Apl
Ems.New York..Bremen.Apl
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Apl
Vancouver.Portland... Liverpool
Apl
Santiago.New York..Cienluegos..Apl
City Alexandria.. New Y,ork..Hav&VCruz.Apl
llheatla.New York..Hamburg
.Apl
lider.New York..Bremen.Apl
I ichiedaui. New York..Amsterdam Apl 16
—

..

(mhrlu.New York..Livernool_Ant 16
New York..Havana.Apl 16
New York.. Liserpcol
Apl 19
'avonia.Boston.Liverpool,. ..Apl 21
I Sarnia..Port
.Apl 28
< Hrcassiau.Portlana.
Liverpool ...Apl 21

Saratoga.
Irizona

Boston Stock Murker.
[By Telegraph.)
following quotations of stocks aver

land_Liverpool...

.;

Maine Central E. cons 7s.132
Boston A Maino It. 7s. 1893. reg.118

Maine State Ms. 1889.106%
Hill Manufacturing Co.. 88%

Franklin Company, Lewiston.102
Bates Manuf’g Co.145
l’eooereli Manufacturing Co. .1107%
!,

t eas ami Shim Ke Uailroad. 108
;ve»
oik and Mew |bng!au<t Uailroad.
03%
do uret
C. B. & 0. 143%
Wisconsin Ceutrai..
28
Flint Ci Fere Marquette l.ailio.-i'i c,:n,
33
do uref.

nilCEU-JINEOVR.

PORT CLYDE. April 12—Ar, sells Wm Keen,
from Portland for Western Banks; M J Elliott,
Boothbay for Castlne.
EAST MACHIA8,
9-Sld, sell C V Minot,

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL

«■**>«.Jj$®
J4

I
I

o

LUBEC, April 11—Ar, sell Anna L Palmer,
Holmes. Eastport.
Sid, sch Clara Dlnsmore, Fanning, New York.
Ship America, of Boston, 2060, lately ashore at
3au Pedro, and now at San Francisco, was sold by
auction 7th inst at *10.400. She was purchased
by Capt Clias Uoodall, Milan Griffith, and GeoO
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Liverpool 13th, steamer Oregon, Williams
Portland.
Arat Klo Janeiro 12th Inst, barque Templar,
Roberts, Baltimore.

SPRING

Memoranda.
Ship Ivanboe, Carter, from Sau Francisco for
Port Townsend Apl 2d with a
into
Seattle, put
on

beam

ends during a gale 1st; also lost a new maintop
gallantsall and foresail.
Ship St Nicholas, Crocker, at Tacoma from San
Francisco, reports a severe gale Apl 1st and lost
and split sails.

Sch Laura E Messer. Gregory, which arrived at
Charleston 6th Inst from Rockport, bad rough
weather nearly the Whole passage and lost some
of her sails.
Sch Parker M Hooper, of Bath, sailed from Havana Feb 26 for Philadelphia, and has not been
heard from since.

TO-DAY WE PROPOSE

POWDER

Domestic Ports.
TACOMA—Ar 3d, ship St Nicholas, Crocker,
San Francisco, to load coal.
Also ar 3d. ship Carondelet, Stetson, Liverpool
via Port Townsend.
PORT TOWNSEND-Ar 2d. ship Ivaulioe, Carter, San Francisco for Seatle.
SAN FRANCISCO-Sid 6th, barque Will W
Case, Robertson, Kahului.
April 6—Chartered, ship Arabia, wheat to Cork
..in,„a)ic

ur

autwerp,

Pure.

Absolutely

This

powder never varies.

strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and

A

marvel of purity,

More economical,
not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
caiw. Koval Kakino Powdeb Co., 106 Wall 8t.
can

N. Y.

JK1:

1uy2dl

B F Packard, same.
GALVESTON—Cld 12tli, sell Stephen G Loud,

APALACHICOLA—Cld 11th, sch M A McCann,
Hutchings, Curacoa.
PENSACOLA—Ar 12tli, sch Post Boy, Smith,

Fall River.
FERNANDINA—Cld 11th, sch Addie G Bryant,
Stubbs. New York.
Ar 12th, sch Elite J Simmons, Bulger, fm New
Haven.
DARIEN—Ar lltli, sch Stella M Kenyon. Williams. New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar lltli, sch Standard, Oram,
New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Sld 10th, sell Hattie Me
Buck. Demarara.
FORTRESS MONORE-Ar 12th, brig Addle
Hale, Nichols, St Thomas.
BALTIMORE—Ar lltli, sch Olivers Barrett,

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Gold,
on Medical Discovery, ana good digestion, a
lair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scroruln, or blood-poison. Especially bas It proven Its efficacy In curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Dicers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which Is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, ARthnia, and kindred affec.
tions, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or ‘"Liver
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it Is
an unequalled remedy.
Sold by druggists.
DD. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Anti.
Bilious and Cathartic
SSc. a vial, by druggists.

vis. Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lltli, sch Jas Rotliwell,
Lombord, Bosion.
Ar 12tli, brig Sullivan, Wright, Crab Island.
Ar 12tli, ship Belle of Bath, Nichols, Cork; schs
schs E 0 Allen, uodfrey, Boston; Geo M Adams,
Blandish, Pensacola; Electric Bailey, Philbrook,
Buckspor!; Electric Light, Malcolm, Portland.
Cld 12th, sell Elva E Pettengtll, Dodge, Allyu’s
Point; W H Allison, Keuniston, Bostou.
Below 12th, baroue Ada P Gould; sch George
M Adams, from New Orleans.
Ar 13th, brig Jennie Hulbert, Southard, Pensacola; sch Win J Lermond, Ilupper, Pascagoula.
PERTH AM BOY—A r Otli. sch G M Porter,
Johnson, Providence.
Ar 11th, sell M B M honey, Perkins, New York
Sid 12th, sch Jas Barrett, Preble, Augusta.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, barque J w Dresser.
Parker. Maceio; sells A13 Crosny, Marsters, from
Aracaju; B R Woodside, Bostou; Fannie & Edith
and G M Brainard, Rockland; Paul Seavev, from
Kockport; Lizzie Brewster. Jouesporr; J P Augur, Thomaston; Oregon, Rockland; Searsville,
Green’s Landing; Anna Elizabeth. Providence.
Ar 13th, barque Mary C Hale, Higgins, Matanz.as; brig Screamer, Brown, Cardenas; sch Abbie
S Walker, Dobbin. Maracaibo.
Cld 12tli, ship Servia. Smith, Boston; barque
Ethel, Thompson, Cardenas; J B Kabel, Sawyer,
Sagua; sch John 8 Case, Falkingliam, Ponce.
NEW HAVEN—Ar lltli, sch HattievDunn, Poland, Darien; Charles H Haskell, Haskell, Balti-

lekv__d&wnrmcTli

PORTLAND

Wisconsin Central, 2d series
Boston Laud < ompnny.
Bed rei.-i.hnne
California Southern It-til road.
Mexican Central-.

..

m

4.
Mexican 1 eld:
Boston Water Power u.
■

any
y,
2211
1
c3..

7%

Wisconsin Central pref. 47Far.,*-in

Uailroad.

13a

Old Colonv.*4%
Hoso.ii u Albany Kailroao
212%
231
Boston & Maine._
N&w verts Stock anti

Money

Ktarkrit.

[By Telegraph.)
NKW \ OKIi, Apr 13 1887.-Money on tail
has been easy, ranging from 3 to 7; last loan at

3. closing offered at 3. Prime meicsntlle paper
at 4'om per cent. Sterling Exchange is dull and
steady, (joveriuneiits ale dull hut linn, ltaiirood
bonds active and generally. The) stock market
closed moderately but llrrr. without feature of im-

portance.

me irausaciions

gated

at the Stock

379,884 shares.

Exchange aggre-

Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New

1.1

Coyle.
Marti* A Holmes, Burr,

^Sch
a
^sch Julia

Y’ork

—

Baltimore—Ryan &
Ward, Knowles, Baltimore—Ryan &

Sch M c Moseley, Rurarill, New York—Frank

Dudley.

Ellen, Littlejohn. Rockland,
Maggie
:or New
York-Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch

to

load

Bleached

5-8

Bleached

$1.00 doz.

Napkins
50

dozen

Napkins, extra
$1.50 doz.
50 dozen Ruck Towels lOc each
“
“
“
50
12 l-2c “
25 10-4 T. Red Covers $1.25 each
50 10-4 Cream Covers
1.25 each
20 Turcoman Covers
2.50 each
1 lot Butchers’ Linen
15c yd

orfarlAa.

1 lot Cream Seersucker

Ac vd i

•
1 lot Dress Print
1 lot yd wide brown Cot-

Sc y<l

ton

...

1 lot Dress Sntines

Sc yd
13 l-2c yd

WOOL BLANKETS.
Rather than to pack them
away we shall offer 25
pairs 11-4 Extra Heavy
White Blankets at
$3.25 pair
25 pairs 12-4 Fine White
Blankets at
$3.00 pair

One case of 40 pcs. Cream
Lace Curtain Scrim at the
unparalleled price of 6c
Colored

case

Madras

yd.

marldtf

rame."—VivU Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water

With every Silk Hat

lllC

\-cr SMSouses of Taste,
Heal

MAYBFEyERA

make

our

own

the

same

THCKMPAY,

to

hat that oth-

SPRIKO

_

Boston! Philadelphia

Important Aids

to Learners.

TRUSSES,

orris, tsr
Dar pntiNpjof

Shoulder

Regarding

is

of Technical Exercises
($2.60) IVsn blTuseJrSIth'any Instruction” Book,
and Is of the highest virtue and importance In developing technique.
iy Ditbon & Co. publish 200 different sets .if
Plano Studies and Exercises: works of Czerny,
Kohler, Cramer, Clementl, Heller, and others.
Send for lists and prices.
Fairy Fingers (*1.00), and Yanng People's Classics (*1.00) as collections of easy
Mason’s System

Braces,

CRUTCHES,

Wes/

BRt/st/£S,4c.

Elastic

££jT
■S 1*4SHT- T/<£
PA/Nr
Vy J/H •tV/P IPPSPAPEO
I Yer pno ovee t>.
.7 -r
<y_

In

our

Stockings,

258 MIDDLE

cu‘4>*^Mrc£o-

pieces, and Pinna Classics (*1.00) of more difficult pieces, furnish useful practice of good music,
does Fonr-Hnnd Treasure (*2.00), Plano
Duets.

Betatl Department.

as

STREET,

For Note Rending.
Royal Ringer (GOcts.JIts the present popular
Schools

Junction Free Street.

book for singing classes, also used In High
Colleges, (long Render (Book 1: 60 cts.,
Book 2: CO cts.) Is a good practical note teacher
for common schools.

and

apl 1

For Voice Training.

dSm

Study

so

Emerson’s Vocal method (*1.60),
Seiler’s Exercises for Male or

practice

alFe-

male Voices, (each *1.26).

BOOKS

MAILEolOR

RETAIL PRICE.

**TLr rw..l

Ala.la tilaaAL I. I- Ala. Am.LI.. II
IHGMUUIUI IIIGII VlUl III Id III IIIG UIIIUMIIg*/,.

And the proof in given In fact that the N.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
mar31

& 8. Cigar

eo<l&w2w

Bass’ English Ale

a.

MY BACK!

—AND—

Weak Backs, Pain, Weakness and Inflammation of the Kidneys, shooting
Pains through the Loins, Hip and Side
Cains, Lack of Strength and Activity,

GUINNESS’

FACTS

STOUT,

America’s Greatest
builder.

y

y
SOLD

FOR 10 CENTS EVERYWHERE.

A CREAT DISCOVERY!

best, safest and
It Is acknowledged
most potent and effectual remedy "known for
disease.
this child-killing
to be the

KAW FOODS, .eieuiilically compoundtheir I
ed, surpass all other preparaliwa*
ability to create new and vitalised Bleed.
Remember that BOYININE >• the oaly
Raw Feed Extract known, and contain*
‘itt 3**100 per centi voluble albuminoid.

tffioofc, fob

muL

(gaul

A. P. BUSH & CO.,

Boston,

Agents for Sew England States —All Drcggists

Jan11
*'

eodum

I
|
<

Port

Maine

Railway has been thorClyde
rHK
oughly rebuilt, and is now in readiness to
ake out all vessels In need of

The Diamond Wrench

Company

repairs.

All work

ilspatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
C. W. 8XIMP80N, Jb.,
Lddress.
deolftatf
Port Clyde, Me.

wrt

I

r
fTnycur. ltiom.1
return

Sop

moroly to
tSIm lor »
again, I mean4 radical cure.
Imeandthenhavethem
I have mpde the disease of FlTri. EPILEPSY or P4JLL1NQ
SICKNESS a life-long study. 1warrant mv remedy to care
he worst oases. Because others have failed iH no re**,,, for
jot bow receiving a curs. Bond at once for a treatise and a
i’ree Bottle of my Infallible remedy. Give Expross and Poet
Jfflce. It costs you nothing for a trial, and 1 wlU cureyou.
Address Dr. B. U. BOO?, lea Peart Bt^ow York,

England.
trade which is established
Australia, Mexico andCauada.
the company
having claims against
to present them to

manv^wlt'zerland

his office,

Wo.

t®<

■xajs.nssffl-.iw.

Middle

for

apizdiw

THIS PAPER&MgH^

msriSE

QOMoWTiON.

j

tnw*r,Oedunau, Pit.T.A8LUCUM,mr<--^'tM

Roston & Savannah

Staamship

Company.
Only Direct Line from Sew Ragland
with all Rail uua Water Lluov.

nosion.every imirsu.vy ,oueioeK.
rorireigut
passage, apply to A. De VV. SAMPSON, ini
Wnslilngton Street, Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents, Boston,
dec'ju
ThSat&Tuttmo
or

DOMINION

LINE.

1888-7-" IX TEH AURA.Ml EM EX l>H8S5-7
Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, i«a
SAfl.I.Xn
from

dtf

I uave a positive remedy for the *1/
disease; by Its osa
| thousand* of chsos of the worst kind ami of long standing
bare been cared. Indeed, so str-mict* my faith In Itsefflcaey
that I will smd TWO ItOTTLEy FBEB, together wlthaVALRATI8E on this disease, to any sufferer. Give ex*
I UABLV

er

FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.

|

Liverpool.!

utp
luriN
oitAJttus.

27th Jan.
24th Feb.
10th Mar.

DO

BYRON l>. VERRILL,
at

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steamON
GORDON will leave Custom ilouse
Wharf
for

to Savannah

cor-

ists without benefit.
Cured himself In three
months, and since then hundreds of others. Full
particulars sent on application.
T. S. PAGE. No. 41 West 31st St.
New York City.
.-■emeodAwSni*

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Counecting there

A ptAT PHlfi tts causes, and a new and
EiAr
IJiXiiSO successful CliltE at your
own home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted special-

AnjwrUes
requested

are

Wh.n

oct20

ftlndinff the advance in prices of raw mater’als.
cxiJrse ofders have recently beenIntilled for the Ger-

oun,

■

Middle streets, Portland, 1 shall be
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
my new quarters. My twenty-live years experience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter 1* Corey) of the Portland burntture Co., warrants me In believing that 1 can Oil
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuriug you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, f remain
Yours Verv Respectfully,
LORENZO b. OYER

janl3__TnThS&&wly

ro Vessel Owners!

AAIB

elO_dtf_

lJm'

ner

to three hours.

No. 87 j'-Iwe.

ft

a,

HAVING
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers,
Pearl and

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00., Proprieties,
AUBURN, MAINE.
Worms
««-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape
removed fa from one hour andthirty minutes

&\amIc\}

oiHnLti

A»..,
-^-Va^mon,
70 «.»■, Wharf, Hmno.

Long Island,
dally, Sundays Excepted,
Little Chebeague, Jeuks.Great Chebeague, HarpsParticularly adapted for Paenmenin, j well and Orrs Island at 2 p. in.
Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, and kindred I
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and fntermlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
Ask for BOYINI!VE,aad take no*nb*titnte
at H.lo a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
Put up in 6 ounce and 12 ounce bottles.
GKO. F. WK8T. Manager.
sep20dtf

RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.

CARD.
permanently associated myself with

PRICE 38c., BOe. and S1.00.

BERRY,

ATA&Ifi

n.

freight

PACIFIC^MAIFSTEAMSHIP OOMPJim

IMPORTERS,
410 Fore* Street.
dtf
110V24_

Bold Toy all Drugsisto.

STEPHEN

fU

«1

For

aidtf
!
New York, Jan 10,1887.
THE J. P. BUSH M’F’G CO.:
Gentlemen—I most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my fa—Lixa fob—
ther, John Koaeh. Inis derived from the use of |
a*your Fluid Food, Bovijume.
California, Japan, China, Central
For more than two inwitlis past, the nature of
the disease from which he has suffered has totally
and
South
America
and
Maiioo.
precluded the use of solid food, and it was at first
NEWPORT.satis Wednesday April 30. Noon
feared that from Inability to administer an adeFrom New York, pier hot of Canal 8t., North
quate quantity of primer nourishment, his streugth
and
deTo
would rapidly fail.
my great surprise
River, for .Man Frnnci.ca »ia The l.thuau. ml
light, however, the Bovucink has been able to
Pananaa,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco.
supplv every need of the system, being In a palatable, highly condensed form, icaslly assimilated
From San Francisco, 1st and llraunan Sts.
under all conditions..
For Japan and Chinn.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained In your
CITY OF SIDNEY .sails Tuesday. May 3, 2 p. in.
Kaiv Foot. Extract have sustained and supFor Freight, Passage, or genetal Information
ported 1dm with little or no effort on the part of ;
the digestive organs, and l feel that to your Boapply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
vinine I am indebted for the prolongation of my
T
E. A. ADAMS A CO.,
father’s life.
STEPHEN W. KOACH.
113 Niale Street, Car. Brand Ml., Ha.tea.

Just Lauded, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale In the Original Fackage by

1 11.

sured by the Cuticurn Anti-Pain Plaster, a
lew, original, elegant and infalllable antidote to
>alnand inflammation. Atdrassi8te,25 c.; live for
>1.00: or postage free of Poller Drug and
L'bemicnl «’o.. Hoalon, Finns,
ThM&w2w
aprl
•
_—_1

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wnarf,
A sIiiKBKs. Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
/tla,Lv>R.\., Insurance one-half the rate of
•jSeSSwSlifflmwsailing vessel.
R. ft., and
Freights for the West by the Penn.free
cf comSouth by connecting lines, forwarded
'*
mlsslon.
DIM.
Hewiid
Trfp
Pu«|e *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
P- m.

_

Ship-

ap5

_eotl&wltn
Now when the bud» begin

’Ttotlnje rijrjouusr
That^nS«?£a»Xf«<leand
and

The* Ills

et

India,ticnt

With every

trouble, ache

That foSswt lsthe BtUnu

the' thieves of

Will scatter Uke
Before a draught

night
of Beltser bright.

DATES

I From

Lsndandsir;.

jpoittand.

|

DOTldtf

..Return

ra.

ran mm

fallow*

1, ISM,

35

Eiohanga St.,

—

and Dnoot Foot ot India Strati

TICKETS SOLD

AT REDUCED KATE
—

TO

Drtrsil, tbicait, flilwR«b
I'incinaali, Ml. I.suib, Oawba, ftagi■aw, Ml. PkkI, Mall t.mkn City,
Dearer, Maa Praaclsca.
and ail points In ths

C'aaada*

JOSEPH HICKSON.Reneral Manager.
WM. KIM)AB. O. P. a..
J. 8TEPIIENSON. Suet.
Not. 1.1888<lt[

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R
ARRANGEMENT
L

iH’T'r'ffi
-““

On

OF

TRAINS

and after Meaday, Oct. M,
Passenger Train* will Lears

Portland:

Worcester, t'llalea, Ayer Jiatlfaa,
Nashua, Wiadhaaa and Kpplag at 7.3
a. as. and 1.03 p. m.
Per Ifssckntcr, Ceacerd, and point* North
at 1.03 p. as.
Par Kechratrr, Marlagvale, Alfred, Waters
here, and Mace Hirer at 7.30 a. au., 11.03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
Par Oerhaaa at 7.30 a. as., 1.03, 0.00, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
Per Macrarappa, Cumberland .O ills. Hr it
brook Jaactiea and WaedJatd’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. as., 1.03, 3.00, 0.-30 an*
(mixed) *0.30 p. asPer

Par Perrst Aaeaae (Deerlng) ll.Ma.aa.
3:00ami 0.30 p. aa.
The 1.03 p. at. train from Purtland connects al
Ayer Jaact. with lloosue Taaael Heme tor
the West, and at Unlea Depot, Worcester, ful
New York via Nerwick Line, and all rati
via Mpringlleld, also with N. Y. *k N. K. H. K.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) lor Philadelphia^
Baltimore, Washington, and the Meath, and
With Beaten *k Albany B. B. tor the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook J awes
ilea with through trains ol Maine Central K. It. aa*
at Grand Trunk
Portland, with through

Transfer,

trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Ticket* to all point* West and Booth
may be had of 8. H. HELLEN.Ticket Agent, Pork
land A Rochester Depot at toot ol Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’*.
oct23dtfJ. W. PETERS 8upt.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PANMENUKH TRAIN MKRTICH,
effect Wednesday, Peh. '33, IM07.

la

WESTERS DITISIOS.
TRAINS LCATH

PORTLAND

Par Heston at (7.80, (8.40 a. m.. 12.40 (3.3C
p.m. Hasten far Partland 7.30,8.30 a. m. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. For Mcarhera Reach, Ptac
Paint. 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Maca
Hiddcferd, Krnnebank, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Wells Reach 7.30, 8.40
Nerth Berwick, It real
m.
%. m., 3.30 p.
Kmeter. Hu verb ill, Law.
Palls, Dot el
rraee, I.swell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
Rochester, Paraaiagtaa and Allaa B>),
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Via a,-heater ana
Csncsrd via Lawrenee 8.40 a. m., (via Newmar

ket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
(Connects with all Rail Line*.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Heatea 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via Eastern Dlvtsloe
to Scar boro Crossing.

EASTERS DITISIOS.
a. m„ *1.00, *6.00

Per HSalon at *2.00, *9.00
Beaton lor Perllaad
m.

17.30. 9.00 a. m.
m.
Cape Kliaahelh, 9,00 a. in.
(8.00 p. m. Mace, 9.00 a. m.,
1.00,
m.
Hiddcferd, 9.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00,
.00 p.m. Partaoaeulh, Newburrpert, Salts:
and I.yaa, 2.00,9.00a. m., 1.00, 8.00 p. m
Anacahury 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor a'*
Pullman car* on trains leaving Boston at fl.3f>—
9.00 a. 111., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leavlug Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m.. 12.40.
1.00 and (100 p. m.
Through Pullman deeping
car* on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. and
Portland 2.00 a. m.
{From North Berwick to Mcarhaca Creasing via Western Division.
•Connects with Rail Lines for New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines for New York South
and West.
(To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points Wesl and South
for sale at Unian Mtaliea Ticket Office Conauarrcial Mlreet, Perllaad,and Calea Ticket
Office, 40 (exchange Mlreet.
JAS. T. PURSER. Gen'l Manager.

12.30, 17.00 p.

1,00,

S.

tl

J

R-I. A N'UKKH

M. L.

)inl»

(ten. PAT.

A

WILLIAMS, (icn’l Agent.
at

Rumford Falls & Backfield Railroad
Winter

trraBgfnrnl In
■8M.

Effect N«f. 1,

Leave Portland, via U. T. Hallway, T.IO a. m.:
Lewiston a.oo; Mechanic Palls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.08) E. Hebron 9.80;
Ruckfleld 9.45;
E. Sumner 10.85; Hartford.
10 56; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 1-80 p. m.: l-rwlston 1.117,
Mechanic Falls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
K. Hebron 3.S7; Buckfle d 3.50; E. Sumner 4.00;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.33, Ollbertvllle 4 33 »,
in.

KETUKNINli— Leave Canton 4.1(v 9.15 a. m.,
arriving at Portland 8.25 a. m.. 12.p. m.
STiet (D33KCTI038.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Acitdemy; Bucktlcld 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.35 p. ui.j arriving at Pern
5.30: Dlxfii'ld 0.00; Mexico 7.00 p.na.; also lor
Rrettun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning leave
Mexico B.OO, Dlxtteld 7.9o a. m. (arriving at Port-

■TiMMUe.

Portlaad and

Ogdensburg

R. h.

PORTLAND is MONTREAL LINE.

Only

I.Inc
twerw

running DAY

TRAIN*

to

Portland and Montreal.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencma Moadai. October 4, 1186.

until further notice Passenger Train* wtll
licnrv Portland as follows:
a. m. for Brldgton,
Fryeburg, No. ConwajFabyaus, Btehleliain, Lancaster, WhlleBeld
Wells
Hirer,
Montpelier, 8L John
Littleton,
Burlingbury, Newport. Sherbrooke, Montreal,
Swanton.
ton,
Ogdensburg and West.
J.llp. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and Inter
mediate station*, with tlut .■oonectlons for
No. Windham, Standlsh. unalngton, Sebam*.
Fafis. benmark
Naples. Parsonfleld, Kezaralw»
for NmBrtdi*
Lovell, and Conway Corner;
ton, llarrlson and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Trains Arrive In Perlloudi
to 35 a. in. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
h orn Montreal,
"■» Pis.aa

HRINTOI, EEKVICB, (Avoomouth Doek
STEAMERS. [From Portia,,,f

..»ao

a.

0EPABTCBEB.
For Ankara and LewloWn,7.10A m., 1.1ft
and 6.20 p. m.
For Uarham, 7.10 A m., 1.30, 4.00 and 5.20
p. m.
For Uarham, Montreal, Chicago and
Quebec, 1.80 p. m.
For Buchfleld and Canton, 7.10 A m. and
1.80 p. m.
ABB1TAU.
From l.ewlatoa sad Ankara, 8.28 A A
12.06, 3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
From Uarham, 8.26 Am., 12.05and 6.60 p. m,
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFIC'Bi

and

FromAvonmthl

freight or"

after MONDAY. Nor.

and

From
llallfa*.

Oregon',
Sarnia,
Oregon,
24th Mar. Vancouver,
7th Apr.
Sarnia.

ooj-'agc.
For

4.00

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
On

LINE.

From

..

..jjk

W r.O.Ptfftec tce'j
I\0ur**
rwP| m f Pcaoy M/xeo

m

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON eion WEDNESDAY ami SATUROAY.
From PHILADELPHIA oion TUESDAY and FRIDAY

*

■>

for connection with earliest trains (or

points beyond.
Throng* tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, he.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARP. Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jb. Manager.
apltl

fwr

I

ABBAlfOKMENT*.

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

DIRECT

at

PAYSON TUCKER, Genual Manager.
F. A. BOOTUBY. Oen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, \lar 1,1887._
oct22tf

in the Side and Back

•VnUrB\Co-JkU •f/f Avaph
"eBESr

Cabin
Intermediate. *30: steerage.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

season

Dangers.

<

daYand Friday, and Machlasport
every Monday and Thursday.

5

alternately leave FRANKLIN WUARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

ape

On tbe Piano.

1

April

7
21

FARE ONLY $1.00.

LOOK FOR THE WORKMEN IN THE WINDOW.
ctMltI

ioston.feb22eod3mnrm

To be freed from the dangers of suffocation
,vhile lying down; to breath freely, sleep soundly
ind undisturbed; to rise refreshed, head clear,
brain active and free from pain or ache; to know
that no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the
breath and rots away the delicate machinery of
smell, taste and hearing; to feel that the system
does not. through its veins and arteries, suck up
Hie poison that is sure to undermine and destroy,
is Indeed a blessing beyond all other human enjoyments. To purchase Immunity from such a
fate should be the object of all afflicted.
But
those who have tried many remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
Sanford’s Radical Cure meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the most
loathsome and destructive stages. It Is local aDd
constitutional. Instant In relieving, permanent
In curing, safe, economical and
nevcr-falUpg.
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists oAnc bob
tie of the Radical Cure, one box of Catarrhal
one Improved Inhaler, all
Solvent,m and
one package, with treatise and direcwrapped
tions, and sold by all druggists for $1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

AT,_

BOSTON

Sold by druggists for 26
snts, or five for *1.
Tradh mark patented,
ailed on receipt of price
ly Geo. C. Goodwin 4 Co., General Agents,

A

the

March 24

$20.
For passage apply to H. & ▲. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 Htate 8L, Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St.,or for passage or freight to U. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov23dtf

PAINS.

\

Tilt-USD

Circassian

•50.165 and *75:

che, they are a certain
id speedy cure.

*

S, 1887, aad Latll
Notice,
steamer City of Bichmuad, Capt. Vs. K.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make twe
round trips per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and Machlasport, rla usual
lauding*, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tues-

Omsi After .Burch
Further

1887

|

|_.
|

31

heumatism. Neuralgia,

I

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.

Northwest, Went and Soathwegt.

ISardimian.May
April 14
Passenger accommodations unequalled.

Jge-For Kidney Trouble

MJJt

logs.

Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.46 p.m.; the afternoon trains
from Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta. Rocklaud and Lewiston at 5.46 p. ra.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, Ini aad*ecaad clam, ter
all point* in Ike Prrrtxcc* *a sale at reduced rale*.

train* will

I From Portland
Tla Halttax

utwa
xivu
afEAMKK.

Peruvian.
| Parisian.

March 3
••
17

THI

SThis

CONOKE88 8T. STATION.

Liverpool and Portland Berrien.

SHARP.

aln

Station, atop at

ulia.il) I lilli E liAILIlAI VF U All AIM.

Winter Arrangements.

From Liverpool
via Halifax.
1

232 Middle Street.

Relief.

Plaster

April 9, SE of Cape Henlopen, sclir Kate V
liken, from Boothbay for Savannah.
April 10. lat 32 06. Ion 77 46. barque Hattie G
Jixon, from Cardenas for New York.

For Liver, bile. Indigestion, etc. Free from Mer.
cury; contains only l’ure Vegetable Ingredient*.
Agent: C. N. C KITTEN TON, New \ ork.

paid

Trimmings,'and

Ruchings; Corsets, Cloves,
Hosiery and Underwear in
full variety.

that $5.00

Spoken.

PILLS,

attention

Fans suitable for graduating
classes.
Ladies’ Collars, Cuffs and

1888.

its directly upon the
uscles and nerves of the
ick, the seat of all pain.
FOR ACC
ang Troubles, whether
cal or deeply seated,
is plaster will be found
give Instant relief by
iplying between the
loulder blades.

ine, Brown, New York.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY

Special
Materials,

STEAMERS.

ing.

A positive Cure.
particle Is applied Into each nostril and is
Price
60
cents
at Druggists: by mall,
igreeable.
egistered, 60 cts. Crculars free. ELY BROS.,
N.
druggists, Owego,
Y.sepveod&wlynrm

Philadelphia.
Ar at Clenfuegos Mch 31, sch Maud, Robinson,
Philadelphia.
Cld at St John, NB, 12th inst. schs Eben Fisher,
leynolds, New York; Victor, Donovan, and Ade-

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

season.

A

New York.
At Calcutta Mch 8, ships Sami Skolfleld. Skolfleld, for New York; Llewellyn J Morse, Veazie,
lor do; Leading Wind, Bray; San Joaquin. Drinkwater, and J W Marr. Cotton, unc; Enuly Reed,
Sheldon, from Philadelphia; barque F'annie Skolfleld, Turner. for New York; Isaac L Skolfleld,
Skolfleld. from New York.
Passed Anjier Mch 6, ship Henry Falling, Merrlman, from Manila for New York.
Passed St Helena Mch 6th, ship John T Berry,
Watts, from Manila for New York.
Ar in Royal Roads, BC, 3d lust, ship Iroquois,
Nichols, San Francisco, to load coal at Departure
Bay for San Francisco.
Ar at Departure Bay 4th, ship John A Briggs,
Bovd, San Francisco.
Ar at Rosario 8th lust, barque Geneva, Gregory
Portland.
At Rio Janeiro Mch 20. barque Moonbeam,Dun>ar, unc.
Ar at Trinidad Mch 31, brig Lahalna, Allen,

--

We do not hesitate to say
that we have in this dep’t the
most elegant line of goods
evsr
shown in this market,
embracing all the new and
desirable novelties of the

Hats

R. F. SOMERS & CO,

„u.SorcSt

Forelen Ports.

■ —

LACE AMI TIUMMU« DEFT

ALLANL UNE.

Rubber Rain Cov*

for $7.00.

ers sell

nomination

tl!lw\>^via!yimeU'
quick

buy

will

m» yS

E^

a

Remember,

$5.00.

j^TARBH
^icicnnsesthc

^yf£VER(f|ij11<,als
^MKcs,orcs

We

er.

CREAMBALM

At Hong Kong Mch 9, ships Enos Soule, Soule,
tor Victoria, VT;
Oregon, Merrhnan, for San
Francisco; State of Maine, Nickels, do.
Sid fm Singapore Mch 10, Bhlp Titan, Allyn, for

feb28

where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
|The 11.16 p. in. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bangor but not te
Skowbegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn

sell

we

and sell the $7.00 Silk Hat for

8&Tu&wly

_A
W»*JIIcadMIn

will give

we

or

Jeie

HATS !

SILK

milk. Sold
inly In halt pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMES EPPS Sc CO.
Mouioropalhic Chemists, Condon, Eng.

Star, Church. Cutler.
Cld 13th, sch Luis G Kabel, Murphy, Sagua.
Sid 12th, sch Chas S Baylies, lor Bath, m tow.
SALEM—Ar 12th, schs Fred Smith, Whitney,
Portland for New York; Orozlmbo, fill Amboy for
Portland: Vulcan, Lewis, do for do; Hume, Post,
Boston for Rockland.
DANVERSPORT—Ar 10th, sch Ira D Sturgis,
Uodgdon. Reltlmore
NEWBURYPOHT-Ar 10th, sch Jenny Liud,
Leighton, New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar lltli, sch James Nichols,
Brewer, Boothbay.
Ar 12th. sells Jas O’Donohue, Newton. Elizabetliport; "Alpine, Marshall, and Kate Walker,
Newton, Port Johnson.
Below, sells Emma Green, from Amboy for Bath
Sea Flower. Salem for Bangor; Daniel Webster,
New York for Dover.
BOOTHBAY—Sid 11th, sch Jerusha Baker,
Chase, (from Portland) for Maclilas.

___

SI.00 yd
Fancy and Plain Velvets and
Plushes.

Ho.ion Is

HREAKEAHT.
“By a thorough knowledge ol the natural laws
rhich govern the operations of digestion and nurition, and by a careful application of the line
iropertlcs of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
irovided our breakfast tables with a delicately
layered beverage which may save us
many
leavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use oi
;uch articles of diet that a constitution may be
;radually built up until strong enough to resist
ivery tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
nalaaies are floating around us ready to attack
vherever there is a weak place. We may escape
nany a fatal shaft by keepin g ourselves well lortiled with oure blood and a nromirlv nourished

m.

R, trains timed as above from CommercUl Street

RTEAHEBN DIBKCT FKOH
Liverpool every TI1LRMD4Y
and Irons NEW YORK every SATl'HDAY
cnlling al Queenstown, Cork Hnrbor.
CATALONIA.April 14, May 19, June 23
PAVONIA.April 21. May 28. June 30
BOTHNIA....April 28, June 2, July 7, August 11
CEPHALONIA.May 5, June 9, July 14
SCYTHIA.May 12, June 16, July 21
CABIN PASSAGE, $60. $80 and 2100 according
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, $36.
Steerage passage at low rates. Drafts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the company!* office, 99 State street, Boston.
febindJin ALEXANDER MAKTIN. Agent.

ALBERT B. HALL, Attorney.

follows:

as

$1,00,
$1.25,
SI.50,
$1.67, $1.75 and $2.00 yd.

CUN ARD LINE.

EPPS'S COCOA.

ren; Lone

d&wlynnn

Portland

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Beturnlng, leave Pier
38, East Klver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septai-dtfGeneral Agent

GRATE EDI.—COMFORTING

o

...id

department

showing

For NEW YORK.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

Paterson,Hancock; Metropolis, Brown, Viualha-

A.w.

For Hunger. 7.10 a. rn., via Augusta; 1.20 p.
m., via Lewiston. 1.26 and 111T5 p. m, via Auausiat lor Lit,worth. Bur Harbur, Vance
bars, St. Julia, Halifax, and Ike Prorin.
ccs, Mt. Stephen uad Areesteok Cuuulf,
L2op. m., 1.26 and 111.16 p. m. For Bangor
* P>*cui.»«,u.» M. M 7.10a.m tll.l6
p. ni.,
for Mkowfcegaa, Brlfusl ua.l Dexter, 1.2U
1.25,111,16 p. m.; W ater,tile, 7.10 a. ta,
1.20,1.26, and, ili.16 p. m.. and on Saturdays
only at 6.16 p. m., for Augusta, Halluweil,
Gardiner aad Brunswick. 7.10 a. m., 1.26,
6.16,111.15 p. 111.; Balk, 7.10 a. m., 1.26,6.16
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Hacklaad and Kaex aad I. lace I a R K.,
7.10 a III.. 1.26 p. m.; An! urn aad Lewie
■on at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m. j Lewitwa
ria Brunswick, 7.10 A m., 1.26, 111.16 p.m.;
Fnrmiugton, .noaataatk, Wiatkrup, Oakland and Nartk taut, 1.20p. m.; Fasa,
ingtea via Brunswick, 7.10a. m. and l."S

are now

MINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

iVilliam Leavitt,
8. C. Dyer,
Ienry P. Dewey,
Jos. P. Thompson,
'ritz h. Jobdan,
Horace M. Sargent
George Trefethbn.

13th, schs Annie F Kimball. Kimball. Boothbay; Express, Kimball, and Cock of the Walk,
Lewis, Wiscasset; W II DeWitt, Mwell, Wiscasset; J P Merriman, Lowell,Orlaud; Pennsylvania,
Greenlaw, and Flavllla, Thurston, fin Kockport;
Sarah, Wright, Bath; Para, Colbeth, Maenias;
II li1 rnslunon Pottni. If 11
I)
1 » El

i.

Summer Silks at
25c yd
“
Foulard
35c yd
Surah Silks, all shades 63c yd
Surah Silks, 26 inch,
75c yd
Colored Rhadames, $l>00
and $1.25 yd
Colored Cros Crains,
$I.OOand $! .25 d
Colored Faille Francaise,
$1.20 y
Faille Francise, $1.20,
$1.35, $1.50 yd
Blk. Rhadames, 85 cts.,

Cloths,

MARINE RISKS ONLY.

Ar

■

MONDAY, Oct. Vi,
1880, Pasacamr Trains Leave

TELEPHONE 075 B.

Westport.

....

Convent

Nuns’ Veilings, and Specialties in
Mourning Goods, are worthy of
careful notice.

(Up-Stnira.)

FALL RIVER—Cld lltli, sch Mary Langdon,
Hodgdon, New link.
PROVIDENCE-Ar lltli, sch Maynard Sumner
Averlll, Philadeldliia; Florida, White, Rockland.
Sid 11th, sch Helen, Jameson, Wood's Holl, to
load for Portland.
Ar 12th, sch Flora Sawyer, Freqthy, Fall River.
Sid 12th, sch Mary A Drury, Nickerson, Feruanima.
NEWPORT—Ar Oth, sch Lizzie M Kells, Wooster. Rockland for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 10th, sch Geo Nevlnger,
Jordan. New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Utb, schs M K Rawley, from Savannah for Bostou; Vineyard, from
St John, NB, for New York; Herald, Rockland
for do; J Wliitehouse, from Vinalhaven for Pliilalelphia; Lizzie Wilson. Boston for Savannah.
Ar 12th, schs Elvira, Hoboken for Portsmouth;
'Jeorge& Albert, New Y’ork for Salem; Lizzie
Cochran. Amboy for Bangor.
Sid 12th. schs Alfred Keen, Thos Hix, Herald,
D M French. L Wilson, J Whitehouse, Vineyard,
and Mary Ellen.
WAKEHAM—Sid loth, sell A HayfolV Jones,
New York.
WEY'MOUTH—Ar 12th, sen Caroline Knight,
Wood, Elizabethport.
Ar loth, sell Light of the East, Coulter, from
New York.
BOSTON—Ar 12tb, sells David Hunt. Hall, fm
Apallachicola; F A Pike, Norwood. Auibqy; Ira
E Wight, Hartwell, Elizabethport;
llonensia,
Sanborn, Weeliawken; Sardinian, Hatch, Raritan; Ulrica R Smith, Sawyer, Hoboken; Charlie &
Willie, Philbrook, do; Hannah D, Campbell, from

MY BACK,

of Black Goods ever shown In this
market, containing all the Fine
Ftrbrlcsnud Novelties of the season. Our Silk Warp Henrietta and

191-2 Exchange St.,cor. MilkSt.

more.

OH!

BLACK DU GOODS.
We have the most extensive line

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Scrim, 40 in. wide, former
price 20 cents, at only
12 l-2c

A full assortment of all shades
in Dress Linings to match.
We have a PRACTICAL DRESS
MAKER in charge of our Lining
Department, and customers can
he sure of correct information.

Cloths,

On and after

|n this

We

Tuftnd Satin, all aharloa

DRESS TlNIM

Clarritt

20 pairs Odd Blankets at about
one-half former price.

yard.
One

Colored Novelties and Combination Suitings in great variety of styles and prices.

NAME I'EATRAL RAILROAD

SILK DRESS FABRICS.

•TEAIHEB*.

PORT OF PORTLAND

Franklin Pierce. Holmes, So West Harbor
Union. Rice. Uoutdsboro for Boston
Sch Hunter, Puikhain, Boothbay.

75c yd
5-8

Fine Cotton und
Wool
Cashmeres
lOc yd
Danish Cloths
12 l-2c yd
Pure Iflohair Dress Goods 17c yd
30 inch Dress Plaids
20c yd
30 inch Serge and Diagonal
25c yd
30 inch All Wool Dress
Flannel
38c yd
Fine
inch
30
Novelty
■
Goods
50c yd
38 inch Fine Cashmere
50c yd
0-4 Fine Novelty
75c yd
0-4 Flue Tricot
75c yd
50 inch French Surah
88c yd
40 inch Fine Cashmere
$1.00 yd

BAIL MAM,

Cl F F I C F

JSTEWS.

Sell
Sch

50c yd
Satin

inch

00

Damask
50 dozen

25 pcs. Victoria Lawns 8c yd
“
Victoria Lawns
25
10c yd
“
Victoria Lawns
25
12 l-2c yd
Victoria Lawns
100“
at 15, 20, 25 and 30c yd
50 pcs. plaid Nainsook 13c yd
Plain Swiss and Spot Mulls
in all grades.
Corded Piqua, India Linens,
Brocade
Lace
Checks,
Stripes, Banner Welts, &c.
All of above goods are very
much under price.

Marine Underwriters

14.

WEDNESDAY, April 13.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
] Sastport and St John. NB.
Sell si L Newton, Rowe, Bed
Beach—plaster to
• ! s ( hast*.
;--eli Sarah Louise. Davis. Calais for Boston. Is
1 ■aking 1000 strokes per hour.
Sell Albuidale. Kemick. Ellsworth.
Mill Magnet. Beals. Joaesport.
»*V«rKtala. Kragdon, Sullivan—cedar posts to
I H Blake.

Damask
pieces

38c yd

—

8PKINO AKKANUENENT.

COLORED DRESS GOODS.

—

•tun.

V1.A.HIJSTE

4

-o

--L-SKS

iSS'ML'1"

lO pieces 50c T. R. Table
Damask
0 pieces 04 inch Cream

AND ALL PARTS Of

Brunswick, N*.a (Scotin, Prlace Edward* lalaad, aad Capa Hrrlaa.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at S.OOF. M„ (or
EASTFORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. EP-Frelglit received up to A00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ttcket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Information at Company’s Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLK, JR..
uovKodtt
Uen’l Manager.

SALE.

DEPARTMENT.

To lay before our customers
some of the best bargains It
has ever been our good for*
tune to secure.
We have just returned from
the great Auction Sale of
White Coods in New York,
where we purchased large
quantities at 50 cents on a
dollar from former prices.
These and many other goods
we now offer at lower prices
than ever before made on
aamA

Roberts, Boothbay.
Cld I2tb, sens Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Portland; F R Baird, Jameson, do; Ben F Poole, Da-

Catarrhal

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, H. S

GRAND

FROM

list, having been thrown

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

Perkins.

considerable

International
New

?
52
4 jo

it
IMghwm
*
Ij

MTEAMEBN.

lASTHuniM FBANCROFT.

April
Hathaway, Marblehead.

;
t ““
1 mi set s.

miSCELLANEOCg.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Torrey. Pascagoula.

palls.

"Why?”
"Well, John has got that coiislder-the-ltlies Idea
Into his head so Arrnly now that I have to build

May.
82%

60%
56%
108%
33%
68%
63%
41%
84Vs
64%
63%

Boston Produce Market.
■BOSTON.April 13,1887,-Tlie following are to;
day’s quotations ot Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 18 25@18 76; short cuts 18 75
@L9 26;backsl8 76®19 26; light backs 17 76@
18 25; lean ends 17 S5@17 75; pork tongues at
16 oo®’8 16 60; prime mess 816 76®17 25; extra
prime at 14 25@14 75; mess, at 17 26.
Lard—choice 8V4c
lb in tierces; 8%@9c in
10-lb pails ;9@9 Vic In 6-lb pails ;9Vi®0%cin 3-lb

"How did you like my sermon last Sunday?”
asked a Chicago minister of one of the married
ladies ol his congrgation.
"The one with the text ’Consider the lilies?”
"Yes.”
"Oh, very much, but I was glad my husband
didn’t hear It.”

Anrll.
78%

29

Santiago. 4 36
Oplilr.
8%
Con.Cal. & Va. 16%
Alice.1 40
Bodie. 2 10
Colorado Coal. 43%
Hale & Norcross. "6 V*
Mexican.
4 75
Horn Silver.1 20

Catarrh is Not a Blood Disease.
No matter what parts It may Anally affect,
catarrh always starts In the head, aud belongs to
the head. There is no mystery about the
origin
of this direful disease. It begins In a neglected
cold. One of the kind that Is ‘‘sure to be better In
a lew day*.” Thousands of victims know how It
Is by sad experience.
Ely’s Cream Balm cures
colds In the head aud catarrh lu all Its stages. Not
a snuff nor a liquid.

“And how do you like my play?”
“Splendid! So original, you know.”
“Yes? I fear you wish to flatter me.”
“Not a bit of It. The characters are quite
like anything one sees in real life, you know.”

35
137%
106
81%
45%
33%

Quicksilver. 6 60
do preferred.28 00
Standard.1 12%

anyone

In Town and Hamlet
The seeds of intermittent and bilious remittent
fever germinate and bear evil fruit. No community lias altogether escaped it. In populous wards
of large cities bad sewerage causes it, and;iu their
suburbs stagnaut pools in suuken lots breed It.
There Is at once a remedy aud a means of prevention. Its name is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters
which is, without peradveuture, tire most potent
antidote hi existence to the malarial virus. FortlAed with this Incomparable, saving specific, miasmatic inAuenees may be encountered with absolute impunity. Disorders of the stomach, liver
und bowels, hetrntlen hv niiimtnn.tflintfxl nrotov
or any other cause, succumb to the beneficent
corrective named, and rheumatic, kidney and
bladder troubles are surely removable by its use
when It Is given a persistent trial.

01%

42%
77%

Homestake.15

1 Y/yiviAcfln o

vmi n

68%

Now York Mining Stock*.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,April 13,1887.-Tbe following are
Closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

Can 11

JWstress-Yes, but sbe’s

02%
120%
93%

SAILED—Ship Annie Blngay.

at

low

sire

CIIA8. H. FOYE, O. T. A.

octldtf

•

-*

1

f"!.'"-1.-

..

tmtj

——

Y. M. C. A.

i>m<:ss

THURSDAY MORNING. APRIL 14.

The

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
IK"

AnYKRTISKMUNT* TO-DAI

Twenty-Fourth Anniversary
Last Evening.

An Excellent
a

AMUSEMENTS.

l;«rtlaml Theatre—Margaret Mather.
1 he Fraternity Primary Cadets.
NEW ADVEBTISEMKNT8.
For Sale-Bakerv and
Confectionery.
Mrs. E. It. Fome—Spring
Opening.
h
Wanted—

Held

Programme Enjoyed by
Large Audience.

Address by Rev. David Cregg, D. D.,
of Boston.

The twenty-fourth auulversary of the
Portland Young Men’s Christian Association was held in City Hall last evening and
an audience which nearly filled the large
hall listened to the interesting exereises.
Mr. A. G. Dewey, whose three year’s service
as

Wanted—Boy.

president of

the Association

just

has

Wauted—Girl.

closed, presided, and upon the platform, be-

AUCTION SALES.
K. O.
ltalley_& Co —2.

sides those

The action of Carter s Little
Liver Pills is
pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the liver, and regulate the bowels, hut do not
purge. They are sure to please.
dftwlw

__

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE jriXiF. VJRulN.

Wednesday—A traverse jury
as

was

empamicllcd

follows:

o' H:iskel1. Foreman, Windham.

ra?USJ

K. C. Hall, Raymond.
Turner H. Kuight, Scarboro.
Richard F. K night, Yarmouth.
Stephen P. J.ibbv, IGorham.
ElkauahA. Littlefield, Brldgtou.
George McDonald. Gray.
1’aulC. Mcrrimaii, Harpswell.
.tones Ponuetl, Portland.
Irvin Porter, Freeport.
Howard Whitney, Blandish.
Supernumery—Jeremiah H. Small, Westbrook.
Excused—Edward Bray. Harrison;George Trofcthen, Portland; Frank C. Webb, Brunswick.
Nancy E. Skillings v. Charles E. Trefethen.
Writ el entry. The land is situated on Peak's Island and luvolves the question of where the true
line Is between llie parties. On trial.
N. & II. B. Cleaves for plaintHt.
C, W. Goddard for defeudiiiit.

SACADAHOC S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL,

Bath, April 13.
Samuel S. Jordan v. John F. Harris. Verdict
lor the plaint ill for (lit!.
Charles B. Savage vs. Mary Delia Savage. Writ
ot entry to recover possession of certain parcels
of land situated in Woolwich. On trial.
C. W. ljtrrabce.
Washington Gilbert.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE OOULD.

Wednesday.—Patrick Murray. Intoxication,
days in the county jail.
James lieddv Assault. Fined Jo and costs.
Patrick Murray. Seal'd! and seizure. Fined
8100 and costs. Appealed.
ten

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
A great

people have visited the
islands during the past lew days.
Tile hntteft have commenced to keep their
stores open evenings.
Dr. Lamb lias been invited to give a second
lecture on

many

Astronomy

at Great

Cheabeaguc

Island next Friday night.
A taxpayer hopes, before any more
money
is wasted on the High School
building, the
taxpayers may be consulted.
Sister Helen Margaret Guild will
hold .their 'annual Easter ball at 135 State
street this afternoon and evening.
It was Mr. Sylvester Marr not
Llewellyn
Marr that was elected Moderator of State
street church meeting Tuesday
evening.
Itev. Mr. Cmsley of this city, Grand Chaplain, assisted at the dedication of the new
Odd Fellows’ hall at Camden Tuesdav eve-

ning.
Itemeinber the temperance concert at tin
Gospel Mission to-night at 7.30 o’clock e
good programme will be given; also a laughable dialogue. All are invited.
On May 17th at 10 a. m. the
County Couiinissiouers will meet on Portland Pier and
^*»*Oiceed to locate a public highway and ferry

landing;

The Pill*street church ladies will give an
antiquarian supper to-morrow afternoon and
evening

in

connection witn

and apron sale, and

a

tneir annual fair
vocal and instrumental

concert.
An unknown thief stole a wolf robe from
O. W. Fullam’s wagon at the Grand Trunk

depot Tuesday.

Officer Fickett recovered
the robe at a pawn shop but the thief has
not been caught yet.
The body of a man was
water at the Small Fox

Tuesday afternoon.

taken

from the

Hospital, Boston,

It is supposed to be
that of Darius Frisbee of Kittery, mate ol
the schooner Susan Stetson, who was drowned Monday night.
A meeting, under the

auspices of the WoSuffrage Association, will be held on
Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock in the vestry
man

of the Chestnut street church.

Rev. Dr. and
Mrs. J. W. Bashford will speak. The
public
are cordially invited to attend.
Next Sunday' the new law regarding the
lines and

imprisonment for intoxication goes
into effect, it is as follows: First offence,
$10 fine or imprisonment not exceeding 30

days;

second

offence, imprisonment

not ex-

ceeding 30 days.
Mr. Frank Wiggin of Boston Is about to
canvass Portland for the
unique and valuable work of the veteran journalist,
Maj.
Benj. Perley Poore, entitled ‘‘Perley’s Reminiscences or Sixty Years in Washington.”
The book is one of the most
popular and
readable books that has been published
since the* war and is
having an immense
sale.

Cumberland Rowing Association.
The dance given by the Cumberland Rowing Association at Mechanics’ Hall last evening, was well attended, and the dance order
of sixteen dances was thoroughly enjoyed to
the excellent music of Chandler’s band.
The feature of the evening that attracted
general attention were the trophies won by
members of the club in the races in which
they lmve participated. A large case was
completely filled with the beautiful silver
cups and
was

pitchers,

lately given

a

description

in the Prkss.

panel of dark plush

were

of which
On a large

hung enough gold

watches and medals to have established a
jeweler in trade. That panel, with its trophies, should be placed in some prominent
store window, so Portland people could see

them.
The dance orders

furnished by Atkinson, and were very pretty.
The committee
of arrangements that made the
assembly a
success were J. E. Morgan, E. P.
Hart, John

Flaherty,

were

M. A.

Clary, Owen Murray and D.
E. Bowen. J. T. Flaherty was floor
director
assisted by James E. Morgan, E. P.
Hart,
Frank H. Whalen, Richard Norton, Owen
Murray, Charles McDonnell, J. H. DeCosta,
John Webber, Michael Tierney, M. A.
Clary
and Bernard State.
A

New Maine Central Publication.
The Maine Central Railroad has issued
another book relating to Maine’s summer
attractions. It contains 41 pages, and has
elaborate descriptions of the Poland Mineral
Spring, Bangor’s fine salmon fishing, Moosehead Lake’s attractions, Katahdin Iron
Works Mineral Springs, and the fine hunting and fishing at Winn, Katahdin and
Vnnceboro. All these places are reached by
the Maine Central Railroad and its connections. The work is illustrated with a number of handsome cuts. It is a work which
cannot fail of interesting those who intend
to take an outing the coming season. It was
edited by Mr. George H. Haynes, of Camden,
and is a credit to him, as the distances, deSflrinHnns fro

nro vnrr

a/irmroinlv nivniv

The

Quail Liberated.
Monday, at Cape Elizabeth, one hundred
quail, which have been kept there in quarters the past winter, were libelaled. Farmers and others
living at the Cape or at other
places in the county, that may be visited by
these birds, are requested to care for
them,
and especially not to disturb
them in their
nests. These quail have been
brought here,
and kept all winter at
considerable expense,
with the purpose of
stocking this section
with game pirds.
Dirlgo
This evening one

Boat Club
of the largest
parties of
the season will assemble
at Mechanics’
Hall, this being the date of the grand as-

sembly advertised by this well-known and
popular organization. The Diriges will
spare no pains to make this one of the pleasantest events of the season.
Grimmer will furnish the music.

pav will be a financial problem.
The usual help has been given needy young
men the past year, 360 sent to good
boarding
houses and 5> O to the churches.
There have
been 35,000 religious and secular papers, etc.
distributed. The city papers have douated large
numbers of papers, and given much space hi their

local columns.

Sceoud-liaud Jigger
Wauted—Parties To Know
S. 11. Coleswortliy, Jr —2
Wanted—C. L. Kimball.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Situation Wanted.
To Let—Booms.
Agents Wanted.
State of Maine,
lu Insolvency.

“iu'2

wlio are in arrears, and 633 members of the Woman’s Auxiliary, making a total paid up membership of 1320. Two hundred of these are sustaining members, paying from live to one hundred
dollars per annum. Fifty pay two dollars, and
eight three dollars per year; forty-four are lifemembers.
The course of five lectures and three concerts
the last season was not financially successful, ow
ing to the great number of outside excellent enter
talnments. To make the entertainment course

Professor

Old Folks Concert.
An old folks concert will be given at the
Second Parish vestry tomorrow evening, in
aid of the Young Ladies’ Aid Society.
Dr.
John Buzzell will have the direction of the
affair.

who

participated

iu

the

pro-

gramme, were President W. S. Corey, General Secretary II. S. Winter, a number of the
clergymen of the city and prominent members of the organization.
The exercises
commenced with the invocation of the Divine blessing by Bov. Frank T. Bayley,
pastor of the State street church.
Shaw’s
quartette then sang “We March to Victory,”
rendering tire music in their usual excellent
manner.
Owing to the illness of Itev. C. J.
Clark and the length of the programme, the
reading of the scriptures was omitted, and

following tile selection by the quartette,
Mrs. A. B. Morrison snug “Jesus, Lover of
My Soul,” to great acceptance. Prayer was
offerred by Bev. A. T. Dunn of the Free
street Baptist church, after which the quartette saug auothei selection and responded
to an encore with "Bock of Ages.”
Mr. A. G. Dewey then read a brief address,
in which he reviewed the work of the

past

anu

year

ouereu a number ol

valuable

sug-

gestions as to the method of conducting the
various features of the work of the Association. In retiring from the office of president
Mr. Dewey said that lie should take pleasure in still being permitted to take
part in
the work and give liis earnest efforts in its
support.
Mrs. Morrison sang again, and the customary collection was taken.
The chairman
then introduced Rev. David Gregg, D. D., of
Boston, the speaker of the evening. Mr.
Dewey said that this was the first time DrGregg addressed a Portland audience, but he
trusted that it would not be the last. Dr.
Gregg’s subject, he announced as the “Debtorship of Young Men.” As the distinguished speaker came to the front of the platform
he was greeted with applause. Dr. Gregg
is a man of medium height, thick set and of
impressive appearance, He read his address
in an effective manner and held the closest
attention of tlie audience, who frequently
evinced their appreciation of the words of
the speaker. The address was a clearly deni
onstrated argument in support of Dr. Gregg’s
subject aud was made doubly iuterestiug by
tlie many witty and apt illustrations. The
address, in part, follows:
GBEGG’s ADDIIES8.
After speaking of the surprise which the
words of Paul, “I am debtor," would have
caused had Paul lived among the business men of the present day, aud the
reply
he would have made to their proposals of
nil.

compromise and repudiation, Dr. Gregg said
that he wished to speak to the young men of
Portland upon their debtorship. The world
does not recognize its debt. The young men
of today are masters of the comb, hairbrush
and looking glass, and adepts at twirling a

gold-headed;

cane.

They

are

Absolomic

dudos instead of Solomonic kings. I do not
say that a well-brnslied hat is a thing to be
despised if it covers a common-sense brain.
Nor am I one of those who set
young
men down as
ciphers in social life. I
find that all
are
needed
in soages
ciety. The naturalness of the little children is required to keep us from growing
artificial, the elferverscent spirits of the
young i>ut the sparkle into tlie wine of life
aud tlie old are the Nestors of our deliberations. But the young men are required to
do the work of the world.
To receive a full understanding of our
subject let us consider it under three heads:
First, tlie fact of our debtorship; second, the
extent of our debt: and third, tlie effect upon us of a recognition of the debt.
As I have said, the world does not
recognize
its debt.
In support of this let us take examples of the lowest and highest types of
men.
As the first we make take the
tramp.
He does not recognize a debtorship. The
tramp is a philosopher. He reasons, “I am
here and the world is here. 1 have appet ite
and

tin*

f*nrth

vipld*

fnrwl

cnmvi,.

wants.
need.”

Consequently I will take what I
Last summer, said Dr. Gregg, a
tramp applied at my house for food and I
deemed it my duty to give him my breakfast,
for he was hungry.
But the tramp, who
was a (logician and a good talker, reasoned
that ail he got and much more was
only his
due. He said that he and his friends had
the power to destroy property, they resisted
the temptation to do so and as property was
thus preserved they should be
paid to the
extent of its value. It would be an
easy
matter to cause my house to be devoured
by
lire and instead of doing an act of charity as
I had supposed, X was only, by
giving up my
breakfast, paying in part a debt I owed to
the tramp.
But how does the man of the high typo regard his debtorship ? Let us take a churchman.
The inner man is a bookkeeper, and
looking on the credit side of his ledger we
may find entries for every month, as follows:
Light Sunday services attended and eight offerings made, four prayer meetings attended,
four meetings of tlie Sunday school attended, thirty-one family worships observed and
sixty-two closet exercises. The debit side is
blank.
This is how the churchman regards
his

debt,

but God also keeps jbooks, and
from the accounts in those books man will
beiudged, There he will find these entries
lie has made on the credit side of his
ledger,
charged as privileges for which lie is a debtor to God.
In considering the extent of our
debt, we
will speak not of our debt to
God, but of our
debt to man, as that is the debt of which
I aul spoke.
He has given us a model of
personality, and it is our duty to labor to disour debt by living so as to
preserve
our bodily and mental health and
put to good
use the faculties which have been
us.
given
1 he greater the power given to a man
the
greater is the work required of him. The
man of moderate talents, is he who
needs
most advice and words of counsel,for he is the
one most likely to become
discouraged. Let
him remember that there are hut few Niagaras while it is the countless rills which are
necessary for the -wellbeing of the earth.
There must be master minds to plan, but
there must also be earnest workers to carry
out what they devise.
What should be the effect upon u3 of a recognition of our debtorship? ft should teach
us first to make our best efforts towards the
discharge of ofir debt, to improve the talents
which have been given to us, and it should
teaeli us also to call God into our lives and
live with His help.
Dr. Gregg was warmly applauded at the

charge

■

close. The audience was dismissed with the
benediction by Rev. Mr. Dunn.
The report of tlie General Secretary was
distributed in the hall. The following it
an abstract:
GENERAL SECRETARY’S REPORT.
The first part of tlie report is taken up with an
interesting essay on the value of these Christian
Associations.
In regard to the work of the
Portland Association tlie past year, Mr. Winter
says two hundred and four religious
meetings
have been held at tlie Association rooms, and
twenty-four in other places. The following meetings were held at tlie rooms: 62 meetings lor
men only, 62 boys’ meetings. 62 meetings for all
classes, and 44 sessions of tlie Bible class for the
study of tlie International Sunday-school lessons.
Meetings were held outside the rooms as follows:
12 at the jail, three at the Maine General Hospital and seven on board the Flagship Tennessee of
the Nortli Atlantic Squadron, while hi our port
last July and August. Letters were received expressive of the value of the work of tlie Association
from Kev. l)r. McLaren, chaplain of the North
Atlantic Squadron and others. The Bible class,
led by the various city pastors lias done admirable work. There have been several conversions
and many requests for prayers. Over 100 Bibles,
the gift of the Bible Society, have been distributed, and 75 visits made to sick young men and
boys, and watchers, flowers and delicacies provided for them. Personal work is urged upon tlie
other members by the secretary.
,
The boys’ work has gone on with good effect.
Siuce October, 1881, the membership lias reached
1223. The boys have been taught to abstain
from the cruel vices that beset the young, and
some have been converted and become church
members.
The Boys' Literary Society lias formed itself into a legislative body and will study tlie science of
legislation. Portland, thouirli tenth on the list In
point of date, in the Boys’ work among other
associations, has yet outstripped many of the older ones in membership and good' results.
The
srcieuuy wisnrs lie Jiuu space aim lime to speaK
of the growing evils of cigarette smoking,
dime
novel reading, etc., and the many crimes committed by boys of tender years. He notes that of
tlie 2098 arrests in tills city last year, 244 were of
minors. The secretary would recommend a revision of the boys’ work, the adoption of a constitution, and an annual fee, amounting to onehalf that paid by the Association, and when boys
become eligible for membership in the Association, they be admitted on payment of the difference iu lees.
Arrangements ought to be made for
evening classes for boys who do not have the adThere are many
of
tlie
vantages
day schools.

employed in stores,Joftlces, and factories. In
as far as
possible, a ininlature of the General Associa-

bucIi

short, tlie Bovs' Department should be,
tion.
The

Ladies’ Auxiliary lias been of immense
value to tlie Association. The annual report of
the Society was made at Die annual meeting,
January 81 st, 1887, and published at tlie time.
The report of tlie treasurer shows the receipts
lor the past year, from
fees, dues, donations, collections at meetings. Woman’s Auxiliary, rent of
hall, etc., to be *3898 84, aud disbursements for
rent aud water tax,
salaries, lighting, beating, repalrs, back bills, lecture course, advertising, etc.,
oetSOOBM, leaving a balance in the treasury
of $92.65. There are outstanding bills of between two and three hundred dollars
Tills unfortunate deficit was caused partly by the general
depression In business circles and the loss on tlie
lecture course.
The membership of the Association Is as follows: 087 male members, net counting those

The following deaths have occurred during the
year; Rupert C. Mamel. Worthy C. Barrows,
Beniamin Kingsbury, Roscoe W. 'Turner, H. f!
turhush. Andrew Taylor. Chas. McLaughlin, H.
N. Small, M l), J. E. Miller, Lewis
T. Brown. In
the death of Miss Helen Spring of the Woman’s
Association loses a valuable worker
Au.i
,,ry,,t
V'
in the Boy’s Department,
A committee of the board of
managers is at
work on a thorough revision of our constitution
and by laws wlilch they hope to have ready in a
few weeks to present to the Association for adoption.
__

PERSONAL.

Hod. .T, S. Wheelwright of Bangor Is at
the Falmouth notel.
Mr. George H. llaynes of Camden was at
the Falmouth Hotel last evening.
Prof. Young, of the State Board of Health,
in town yesterday.
Mr. George H. Libby,

was

chief clerk in the
City Treasurer’s office, is confined to his
home with a severe attack of rheumatism.
The fund for a memorial to Prof. Hamlin
at thorny
University has nearly been made
up. About $75 yet remain to be raised.
Payson Tucker has gone on a trip to Nassau.
lie is to be at sent two or three weeks
in quest of needed rest.
Clark W. Drummond, clerk In the Waterville Savings Bank, is the latest Maine bank
clerk to accept a situation in a bank In KanHe has gone to Atchison.
Mr. Kiehard J. Duddy of this city will sail
for England today on tho steamer Vansas.

Mr. Duddy has been a resident of
Portland for 53 years, and is now about to
visit his native country for tho first time in
that period. He will be accompanied by his
son. the Kev. John Duddy of Great Falls.
W. J. Chappolle, agent of The Dalys; P.
Ring, Wilton, Vt.; C. W. Carter, E. A. Cox,
J. Merrill. F. H. Hoffman, A. J. Holt, E. A.
Church, Boston; W. Taylor, New York;
and J. W. Wainwright, Portsmouth, were
among the arrivals at the United States
Hotel yesterday.
Mr. E. W. Clark, the well known and
popular clerk at J. S. Winslow & Co.’s, who
recently graduated at the Portland Business
College, completed the entire course of

couver.

studies in the evening sessions. Mr. Clark
is a young man of more than average ability,
and it is seldom that a more finished scholar
steps out of a commercial college. His
steadfastness lias been clearly demonstrated

by the close

attention he has given his
studies. We wish him success and believe
he is one of those who will prosper.
Mr. Solon S. Cahill, one of the Maine Central passenger conductors between this
city
and Bangor, has resigned his
position, to
take effect Saturday of this week.
Mr.
Cahill has been with the road for 16
years,
beginning as brakeman and working himself
up through tho positions of baggage master
and freight conductor to his present
place.
He ran the train from Lewiston to Brunswick for some time, and was then spare con-

ductor, having charge of all the important
special trains. Lately he has been on one
of the night Pullman trains between this
city and Bangor. Mr. Cahill is a gentleman
of genial manners, faithful to his
trusts,
and popular with all with whom he came in
It is

contact.

understood that Mr. Cahill
accepted position which Is an important as well as a lucrative one.
lias

a

A Peculiar Case.

Surveyor Coveney of Boston says that one
of tlie most peculiar cases he has seen under the customs laws was in connection with
the brig Hyperion of Portland. Captain
Foss, from Cardenas, W. I., on March 26.
Among the ship’s stores there were GO pounds
of coffee, one barrel molasses, one case
gin,

brandy, one case bay rum and 20
gallons aguadiente. Under the regulations,
one case

these should have been carried to sea and
used as ship’s stores by the officers and
crew.
It was thought, however, possible,
that they might have been taken ashore here
and the inspectors determined to visit the
ship after the captain had received Ills clearpapers. The services of the revenue
cutter Hamlin were obtained, and the officers

HEW ADVERTINEnENTIt.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
NORMANDY.

CHIMES OF

It is
went more smoothly than before.
pleasant to know that the company will
probablv favor Portland audiences with
other operas in the future, and that rehearsals will soon begin for the production
of a favorite work next autumn.

GLOVES 25 CENTS.

lowed to

depart.

Funeral of Mr. Ridlon.
The funeral of Emery S. Ridlon,
Esq.,
took place at his late residence on
High
street yesterday afternoon.
Among those
present were representatives of the Cumberland Bar, Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to animals, Beacon Lodge and Portland

Encampment of Odd Fellows, Ancient Landmark Lodge of Masons, and Portland Commandery Knights Templar. The services
were conducted by Rev. Dr. Hill, and there
was music by a quartette composed of Mrs.
Fellows, Mrs. Morrison, Mr. Thurston and
Mr. Shaw. The pall-bearers;were officers of
Portland Commandery, Knight:
Templar.
The Masonic funeral service was performed
the
officers of Ancient Landmark
by
Lodge
of Masons. The floral tributes were
profuse,
among them being a pillow w ith square and
compasses, from Ancient Landmark
of which Mr. Ridlon was a Past

Lodge,
Master;

Portland Commandery sent a cross, and the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals contribut:d an elaborate floral
device.
Many flowers were sent by personal friends.
The body was conveyed to Evergreen Ceme-

tery.

Women’s Foreign Missions.
The quarterly conference of the Women’s
Foreign Missionary Society of Falmouth
Quarterly Meeting, met at Friend’s Church,
Oak street, yesterday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Mrs. Myra E. Frye, Quarterly Meeting Vice

President, presided.
The following programme

was

There was a good advance sale of seats
yesterday for “Taken from Life," to be pro-

Pr%ver.

Paper on tlie Friend’s Mission in Syria, followed

by remarks.

Letter from Miss Lizzie Test, ’missionary among
tlie Kickapoos.
Paper on Jamaica.
Questions and remarks on the Jamaica Missions.
,,

Paper on Madagascar.

Reading of Leaflets bearing on Foreign Missionary work.
Statistics of Friends’ work in foreign flelds.
Supper was served to the members of the
Mission and invited guests in the Mission
room of the church.
At 7.30 p. m. Charles M. Jones of Win-

throp, who, with Friend Eli Jones, has
visited the mission station on Mount Lebanon
in Kvria

(rovo

n vnrv

infm-AoIinn

1

___

the work there, illustrated by various
articles used by the natives of Palestine and
specimens of the costumes worn by them.

Sugar

and

evening promises to be one of the most
enjoyable of the season. There are in all
auoui loriy
musicians, mcluaing a competent orchestra, in which the first violin is
row

played by

charmiug

young lady, a pianist,
several soloists and the “Old Folks/’ Mrs.
J. C. Newton, the accomplished elocutionist,
will read several selections. The proceeds
of the concert, which is given under the
auspices of the Young Ladies’ Aid, will be
dovoted to home and foreign missions.
a

ENTERTAINMENT AT

WOODFORD’8.

Last evening the Young
of Christian Endeavor of

People’s Society

the Woodford’s
Congregational church }ield a social gathering at their vestry. During the evening an
entertainment was given by parties from the
city, consisting of rea dings, instrumental
and vocal music. The following was the
programme:

Zylopboue Solo.Miss A. P. Brackett
Cornet Solo.Master Frank Perkins
Song ......Master Bertie Crosby
Banjo Solo.Miss A. P. Brackett
Reading.Miss Maud Hawkins
Harmonica Solo.Mr. C. C. McKim
Song. ..Miss Getchell
Duet—(Banjo and Guitar),
Miss Brackett and Mr. McKim
Cornet Solo.Master Frank Perkins
Guitar Solo .Miss Brackett

Reading.Mr. Fred \V. Adams
Zylopbone Solo.Miss Brackett
All the parts were finely rendered and
heartily enjoyed by an appreciative audience.
Representatives were present from
the Second Parish, St. Lawrenee street and
Williston societies.
Mechanics’ Association.
At a meeting of the government of the
Mechanics’ Association held Tuesday evening, the following committees were appoint-

ed for the ensuing year:
Hall—M. A. Blanchard, J. B. Thorndike, C. E
Snow.
Receipts and Expenditures—A. F. Gerrisli, M.
A. Blanchard, Abfal Carter.
Investigation—R. W. Jackson, J. C. Stevens,1
E. H. C. Thompson.
Auditing—J. B. Thorndike, It. W. Jackson, F.
W. Higgins.
Library—A. S. Megguier, J. M. Brown, F. M.
Lawrence.
School—W. S. Lowell, J. C. Stevens. C. E.
King, F\ K. Kedlon, C. L. Clark.
Lectures and Debates—G. L. Bailey, A. G id-

dings, T. S. Laughlln.
Supt. of Hall and Librarian—F.
Real

At the semiannual election of the Young
People’s Society of Christian Endeavor
Tuesday evening, the following officers were
elected:
President—W. F. Bennett.
Vice President—Miss Gertie Whitcomb.
Secretary aud Treasurer—Charles L. Marston.

MARRIACES.
in mio

Atm,

bags

of sugar. They were consigned to E.
Churchill & Co., Twitchell, Champlin &
Co., George S. Hunt, and the Eagle Sugar

jo,

uyivevAA.

State of Maine.
CtMlUtRLAND, 88.
A a Court of County Commissioners begun and
A holden at Portland, within and for the
County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of
January. A. D. 1887. to wit: at a regular session
thereof held on the first Tuesday of April, A. 1).

Ill

11HIS

FOR SALE.

I

Sarsaparilla

“We have used Hood’s Sarsaparilla for several
years, and feel proud to recommend it as an exeellent spring medicine or to be used at all times
as a blood purifier.
For children as well as grown
we consider it the best.
We set aside one
people
bottle for our boy to take in the spring. He is
nine years old and has enjoyed good health ever
since we began giving it to him. We are seldom
without it.” B. F. Gruver, Rochester, N. H.

That Tired

“I have been troubled with dyspepsia. I had but
little appetite, and in an hour after eating I would
experience a faintuess or tired, all-gone feeling,
as if I had not eating anything,
flood’s Sarsaparilla gave me an appetite, aud my food relished and
satisfied the craving I had previously experienced.
It relieved me of that faint, all-gone feeling.” G.
A. Page, Watertown, Mass.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1; six lor $5. PreDared only by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar

a&wlynrm
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tram from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Toe
Hearty Eating. Aperfeet remedy lor Dizziness, Nausea, Drowstness, Bud Taste in the
Month, Coated Tongue,
P a i n In tho Side, &c.
They regulate tho Bowprevent Consti
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of
George Washington and
Cabinet. In connection with the reception
Shaw’s
quartette, composed of Messrs.
Thurston, Colby, Bowdoin and Shaw, will
of Half an hour’s duration.
concert
a
give
I st- I Oth-29th.
The Ladles Auxiliary Corps of the First,
Tenth and Twenty-ninth Regiment Association had a reunion and supper at Clapp’s
Hall, Tuesday night. There were about 75
present, and they enjoyed the good things
set before them. We understand they are to
have an apron sale and supper sometime next
month.

HA EE AT A KAKCAIN
40,000
rolls of Room Papers at 6. 8 and 10 cents a
roll; Gilt Room Papers at 20 and 25 cents a roil:
call and see them at S. H. COLESWORTHY,
-I It'S, Book Store, 92 Exchange street.
14 2

fWB

MRS. E. R. FOWLE
will open liei

MILLINERY

ROOMS,

No. lO Clin Street,

FOR

—

:

active, intelligent boy, living
.\\TANTED-An
v ?
in
with his

■

city
parents, to learn retail Drug
business; must have good references: high school

I boy preferred.

Address at

once

O. BOX 1170,
14-1

P.

BUSINESS, j City._

SPRINC
MONDAY,

WANTED
housekeeper
SITUATION
cook,
general work; housekeeping pre-

IMlh.

AS'KII.

as

d4t

apl4

or

or

ferred where she can take her 9 year old child;
; good references.
Address MARGARET, Press
1 Office.
14-1

capable girl

do general
housework; none other
apply. Call
from 7 to 9 in the evening. MRS. GEO. C.
SHAW,
No. 750 .Congress street.
14-1

WANTED-A
TO
2 to

KOO.VIH
m.,
a.

to
need

I.UT—Inquire from 9 to 12
5 p. in., at No. 163 HIGH ST.

or

14-1

_

hand jigger for one
•‘erse. Enquire 383 Commercial St. A. A.
M1ICHKLL.
14_1

WANTED—Light

C.P. CORSETS.
We have

just received our

Spring assortment of this
favorite brand of Corsets,

second

SPECIAL SALE

t

!

OF

&

jjjASTMAN j{R0S, BANCROFT
dtt

apll

PAirT

C'UKKN Pains, Kxtrrnnl and Internal,
RKIilEVEN dwellings, Contractions off
the
Tlusclcs, Mtitffaes* off the Joints.
HEALM Bruises, Mcalds. Burns, Cuts,
Cracks, and Scratches. (Best Mtable Remedy in the world ) Cl'BEM Rheumatism,
Hoarseness.

More

Croup, and all kindred afflictions.

OF

—

inost

It costa but 93 cents
per bottle.

economical,

as

best selling mediSold everywhere. Beware of
cine they have.
counterfeits and imitations. The genuine only
•
prepared by, and bears the name of,

Druggists pronounce

it the

NELSON & CO.,

Iel)15

BOSTON, MASS.
XX&btUst.adorltUpuru)

AUCTIONEERS.

Horses,Carriages, Dump
Carts, &c., by Auction.

FOR 1887.

Agency for Cumberland, Androscog

Sagadahoc

Counties.

If you want the best get the Columbia. They
lead In workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safehill, strength of material amt for
ty going down
durability in every way. Nine years of experi*
ence has proved tteir
Superiority. New CTata*
logue Free.

S PRINCFIELD ROADSTER.
This is

a new

safety Bicycle that combines the

haa the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. I*ri«e only *73.00 If you are going
to bay a wheel of auy kind call at
and

C. H. LAMSON'S, 177 Middle St.
tel)23
__dtf

INHETOT

PONCE MOLASSES
364 Hhds., 40 Tierces
New Crop Porto Rico Molasses, Fancy,
Choice and Prime.
Cargo Schooner
Charley Bucki> now landing and for
sale by the importers,

TWIT0HELUCHA1PLIN & CO.
apll

___cllw

Baby Carriages

Blue
j

544 Congress Street.

ap8_d2w

FIRST ARRIVAL

221

tuneheous,

16 Tierces, 18 Bbls.,

Choice Barbadoes Molasses, just imported per Sch. “Hound,” and
FOB BALK BT

The goods

aprl2

QO.
dlw

they will get
the full value of their money in

COPELAND
388

DRACKETT'S,

FLORISTS,

Congress Street,

opp. City Hall,

Portland,Je.

KENT-The four story brick and mastic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial 8t.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
*8*6 Exchange St.lan 11-tf

FOK

one

Only

And this price is low when
the quality of material used
and the superior manner in
which they are made are taken into consideration.
We now have these goods
in stock in all the regular
sizes and we request you to
give them a thorough examin
ation.

COMPANY,
Street,

And

WABE’

*

Manner.

TREST TILES

Hearths of all Patterns*

Prices

Very Low.

Portland Cement
leblS

Pipe

and Stone Co.,

MPIiimSl.,

P,r,l«d.

SITED

Immediately journey man tailor
WA and coatneed
but steady and eommaker,
a

none

apply. WM M. LEIGHTON,
petant persons
Merchant Tailor, 235>/s Middle 8t„ over Merry’s
Hat

Store._1M

By young
WANTEDof strict habits, and who can
a

city references,

man

24

years of age,
furnish best

position as coachman for a gentleman or to work on gentleman’s place. Address
A. A. ANDISKMOS. 52 Exchange street.
0-1
a

PE.VIAI.K BEEP.
for general housework,
WANTED—Girl
that understands cook lug, In
family
at 26 PINK

one

a

Apply

j two.

ST.13-1

of

ANTED—Ladles and Young Men to Decor
T\7
v v
ate Holiday Novelties for Holiday and general trade j steady employment; |U.0o per week
earned; all materials furnished; work mailed
free. Address NEW ENGLAND DECORATIVE
WORKS, 19 Pearl 8t„ Boston, Mass., P O. Box
&078.
api7eod2w
middle

aged

American
In

working housekeeper

as

widower’s family, or to takeeare of children. Address M. E., Box 696, Campello, Mass.
16-4
LOAT AND POUND.

sell fruit trees and oth-

wanted In every town to
sell Johnson’s Knife and Scissors Sharpener: large inducement to live men; secure territory at once. W. H. POWERS, 218 Oxford street,
Portland, Me.11 1

WANTED—Agents

DINNER SETS, TEA

SETS,

FOR MALE.
furnished cottage on Div
l.the choicest on the
grassy lawn, splendid beach; sewer
fine
well
of
water,
never falling; large
age perfect;
lot. Apply to N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange

MAI.E—Large
moud Island; lot No.
IVOR
nice
Island;

any article that goes to furnish a
on the 1st day
of May we
shall DISCONTINUE our practice of
PREPAYING the FREIGHT on all goods
sold by us.
We are driven to this because we cannot ilnd out what the new
rates will be on and after April 5th. We
feel, however, that it will be against us,
as the freights will be higher than hitherto, and while we are anxious to sell
goods at the lowest possible PROFIT,
we cannot pay higher rates of FREIGHTS
than we have been doing, without ADVANCING the PRICE of our GOODS,
and we cannot do this without giving
timely warning. Therefore, please read
and do not forget that on and after the
1st day of May we shall not PREPAY
the FREIGHT on goods.
All Freight
charges on everything bought from us
will nave to be paid Dy the purchaser
whenit arrives at its destination. We
shall he pleased to hear from all our
or

house, that

vi

uuui

uuj
us

urn

Ulies III.11

wish to patronize
during this month,
and can assure them that we have the
largest stock in all kinds of House Furnishings to select from, now carried east
of NEW YORK, ami that nersons who
are desirous of
FURNISHING their
HOUSESiu whole or in part, cannot find
a better selection of

PARLOR

street.13-1

MALE 0»TO BE (.ET-House,containing 12 rooms, exclusive of bath room,
lot 40x88; In good locatton; house In
&c.;
pantry,
first-class condition; excellent drainage; gas and
Sebago. For terras apply to WILLIAM K. NEAL,
89 Exchange street.13-tf

FOR

MALE

Nice furnished cottage at a
situated upon Oak Lawn, the
location
prettiest
upon Peak’s Island. Apply to
J. F. PROCTER. Centennial Block, City.
13-1
—

130Bgreat oargain,

T30H M A I.E—(1,600 will buy a good and well
established business In Portland; a part
A
itdvanced, the rest to remain on time. For parti12 1
culars address BUSIN ESS, Press Office.

within

K MALE—Farm

one

130 Trunk Depot, Indesirable
Falmouth,
from
*

mile of Grand
and four miles

Portland; very
place for one wishing to live in the country iii'.sunuuer; fine location
Enquire of H. P. MERRILL, on tile place. 12-4
MAI.E-One of the best general bardNew England;
ware stores In Northern
country town; clean stock of hardware, stoves,
and
ktteben
tinware,
crockery,
furnishing goods;
will sell at Invoice; on easy terms to responsible
parties; stock and tools about (3,StX>; can be reduced If preferred; extra chance for a live man:
run by
present owner over ten years: best at
for selling. Address HARDWARE,
reasous
Press Office.12-2

FOR

fixtures of

MALE— Stock and
best grocery and

FOR
location the best.

of the

one

the city;
provision
Address F. G., Press Office.
stores In

_12-1
FOR MALE-Sltualedra Cape Elizabeth, twenty minutes drive tram the city;
house nearly new, seven rooms, ell, woodshed.
ft

nil lit-nnorv piifinpctoit

■

ton nnMsa

#

land, high state o! cultivation; strawberries,
pears, apples and plums In abundance. Apply to
rELEG BARKER, No. 9Custom House Wharf.
11-2&W
beautiful bouse and lot, sitPromenade; near horse

uated
Western
FOKHALE-A
cars, view of
on

FURNITURE,

DINING ROOM FURNITURE,

KITCHEN

FURNITURE,

LIBRARY

city suburbs, harbor, mountains and
sunset unsurpassed; the eye will never tire; contains 13 rooms with all modern Improvements.
For further particulars apply to N. 8. GARDNER,
No. 40 Exchange 8t.
Ill

INLAND LOTS
(1HOICE
J for sale at
great bargain; these beautiful
lots must De sold at
DIAMOND

FURNITURE,

once.

acres

desirable house lots opposite and overlooking Brown's Garden on
Bowdotn St.. Just the right distance from horse
cars; will bo-sold low if applied for soon. Apply
to N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St., or
Ashbel Chapman.lj-l
HALE—2 very

FOR

fashioned tall clocks, brass
and wood. Tall clocks specialty. Also set of
FOR
from 1854 to 1371.
office
a

patent
reports
Repairing
neat'y done. C. K. ALLEN, South Windham. Me.

_11-1
brick

hoiae

New
A
opportunity, in the
all modern
Apply

in the country, and as we said before,
shall PREPAY the FREIGHT on everything sold by us to any part of NEW
ENGLAND until the 1st day of May,
1887.
Consequently it behooves every housekeeper who is thinking of new CARPETS, or any FURNITURE of any description, to either write us for photographs, or, what will suit us very much
better, come to our store and see the
we

goods.

Remember we have never made any
EXTRA CHARGE for the FREIGHT we
have prepaid, but have always considered we were selling the goods more than
the cost of the FREIGHT CHEAPER
than any COMPETITOR in the STATE.
This was always an item worth considering, and we are sorry to be compelled
to discontinue, but under existing circumstances have no other way out of the
dilemma.
Our stocks were never more
than at present, and 8HARP
complete
BUYERS should take advantage of this
month and buy all the goods they reRemember there are points
quire.
where it will cost you from $3 to $4 on
Chamber Sets, which now costs yon
nothing. RESIDENTS of ROCKLAND
and VICINITY, we would respectfully
refer to the ROCKLAND STORE, where
we keep a nice line of samples.
We
would also refer the residents of BAR
HARBOR and VICINITY to our STORE
there, where they can make selections
which vdli be filled promptly and in
good order. And to those wiio are living
on the lines of routes traveled by our
Mr. YV. A. KIMBALL, wiil tlud it con/vail

nn

1> 1

n»,l

1........

--

orders, as he has one of the tlnest lines
of samples of HOUSE FUKMSHINH
HOODS ever sent on the road, and will
take great pleasure In showing the
goods.
Write

for

Photographs,

Cuts and

Kespectfully,

the public’s

obedient

ns

Samples.

servants,

livered anywhere in the city
MITCHELL’S S Cent Store.

to

Improvements,

J. F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block.

^

Diamond Island sev
convenient to

IVOR WALK—Cottage
rooms, choice location,
on

en

landings, good bathing and boating facilities; price $8imi; a bargain.
Apply to N. 8.
GARDINER, 4U Exchange street.
9-1
steamer

WALE—One second hand cabriolet, custom made, In good condition; sell at
FOR
barat TOW BOAT
a

gain. Apply

OFFICE,

merclal St.

a bouse with
western part
Neal, Carlton, or Pine St.,
either
a
furnace or
good
preferred;)
ly
steam; would lease for a term of years; best of
references furnished. Address HOUSE, Press
Office,13-1
a

(Emery.
city: heated

TXT AN TED—Will buy or sell ’’Sewell Car
vv
Heater Stock”, Parties wishing to sell or
bay may address with price “P. W.,’’ This Office.

__13-1
2 coat makers, 2
paut makers, 2 vest makers. L. C. YOUNG,
496Vs Congress street.12-1

WANTED—Immediately,

man, well endorsed with small
capital to superintend a slock ranch in
Colorado. For one month address IVORY PIIIL11-4
L1P8, Gorham. Me.

WANTED-A

to know that
WANTED—Housekeepers
deliver goods to any part of the city free of
A
stock of kitchen
we

charge.

large

furnishing goods
on hand, crockery and glassware, which we are
selling very low. MITCHELL’S 6 Cent Store,
620 Congress Street._9-1

193

Apply

to

AdMar533, St. Augustine, Fla.B-4

tln,

n portion of the city. Address with price,
P. O. BOX 1575, city.8-1
TEW Highest cash prices paid for east
on clothing, ladies or gents; or exchange
for Turkish Kugs. Please send letter or postal to
8. LEVY, 87 Middle
6-2

WAN

street._

HO—Highest cash prices paid for east
oU clothing, ladies’ or gents’; or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal To
M. DEOKOOT, Perry House, Portland, Me.
5-2
gold and silver Why keep
out
old
broken
and
worn
your
jewelry when
you can get Its full value In cash or taken In exchange lor watches. Jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 4J6 Congress St..
8. Bchrlver,

WANT

WANTED—Old

Proprietor._18-4

K BARKEI.N

will be paid until
Fl.lll
Pearl
KENT,

■

•

Manager.
(ltl

WANTED—20rents
further notice. OOUDY A

St.__IQ-tt

WANTED.
for the
Hible.” Iutroduced by Rev. J. H. Vinreai, U.D.
Over
400 engravings;
one woman without experience
has sold 253 since January X; she has ordered and
delivered nearly giooo worth; one reports 56 orders In one week. CASSELL A CO. (Limited), 822

AGENTS

Broadway, N. Y.

ap9eod3t

WANTED.
to know that weihave removed
OUBto customers
Nos. 121 and 123 Middle street, corner

Church, Thompson Block,

marlddtfJ. T. LEWIS A CO.
iliMCELLANEOlR. j

gentleman who
NOTICE—lithe
hats (by mistake.) at St. Luke's

Sunday evening,
he can get his

will
own.

FOR
double lots for dwellings,

berland, Grove, Sherman and
Lots

on

St. John street;

on

single or
Congress, CumChoice

8t.

one near

John streets.
the new union

jUTIt'ES.

NOTICE

dersigned under the tlrm name and style of Jones.
A Hussey, Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Jones will continue tbe business under
the style of L. F. Jones A Co., at the store of the
late Arm, No. 275 Commercial street, Portland,
and will collect the debts to and settle the liabilities of tbe late partnership.
L. FRANK JONES,
8HUBAEL 8. HUStiEY.
_
Portland, April lltli, 1887.apr!2d3t*

NOTICE.

The undersigned will continue the business
formerly carried on by the Arm of L. C. Cummings
A Co., at the same place, and under the same Arm
name.

SAMUEL D. CARLETON.
PHILANDER J. CARLETON,
JOSEPH H. CARLETON.
RALPH W. CARLETON.

Portland, Me., April 1,1887.

Business
Sale.

for

consequence of the death of the proprietors
INthe
business of B. H. Gladding A Co. Is offered
immediate

sale. This Is an excellent opporsecure a thoroughly organized retail dry
goods business tu Providence, 1L I. Oldest house,
hue store and highest class of trade. Address
R. B. COMSTOCK, Executor, Providence, It. I.

lor

tunity to

AT

AUCTION.

iauui

nv u

uifiuru

iihv

iinv,

wood land, good orchard, with house, ell, wood
house and barn, all In excellent condition luMde
and out. Also two horses, three cows, all the
farm tools, two wagons, household goods, &c.
Time will be given for luiyment of some portion of
U. D. WEEKS, Auctioneer,
the farm
mar

31__d*w«

VtK.n FOK St A I.It OK TO l,KT.
small farm for sale or to let, containing about
ten acres of good land In a high state of
cultivation, situated in Falmouth ou the (iray
road, about five miles from Portland ; two story
kouse, barn nearly new, aud all the buildings In

A

e.

cheney
Edward
BURNS
admitted
tbe Arm o( CHENEKY

and frank
k.
this day as members
CO.
WILLIS M. CHKNERY. «
Portland, Me., April 1,1887.
ap-JUlw*
are

ol

A

BASE BALL GUIDES.
BASE

FOK

Sremises

For Sale

or

To LeL

DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, contains two
dining room, kitchen, bath room, iwlth
ot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, fire places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area o( lot 4,t;oo square
feet. Terms reasonable, inqnlre ol ROLLINS &
dec24dt!
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

A

BALIJUPPLIES!

REACH’S AND SPALDINC’S

1887 GLIDES JLST RECEIVED.
Also Sole Agents for Portland for Reach s Base B
used b) the New England League, and Reach s
Bats, Biotas, Masks, 4o.; also Spaldings Balls, Ba's, 4c.. 4e. 4c.

*

Dealers Supplied at Manufac*
iurer

s

Kricos.

CHARLES DAY,

544

Congress street.
<13w

«P»_

DIAMONDS

!

J. A. MERRIM, & t o.

excellent repair. Enquire of EDWIN L. DYER,
No. 3lid Congress St._
inar31dtf
NAI.K--A one and a half story housenew five years ago,
situated on Kloreuce
street, Woodford’s, 8 rooms and plenty of closets
and cupboards; conveniently arranged aud in
good order. Will be sold cheap. Enquire ou the
or at No. 41 Exchange street, Portland.
,C, PETTENOILI..25-4

aprSdtf

NOTICE.-

seen

Coods

retires frim

L. C. CUMMINGS A CO.
Portland, Me., March 31,1887.

WALE—A good family horse, 10 years
FOR
old, sound and kind, weighs about 1000 lbs.
Can be
at 42

Dry

Cathedral,

Dissolution
of Co-Partn«‘r»hi|>.
Is hereby given that the co-partnership beretolore existing between the un-

station, and well-located for stores or houses.
Enquire of C. P. WALDRON, 40 Exchange
street.9-1
Gilman St.,C. F. JOSE.
8-1
•■•ALB AT A B ABO AIN—A farm In
Buxton, three miles from Gorham Village;
contains 70 acres of land, 22 In grass land, tne
balance In pasture and woodtot; has a good set of
buildings, large cranberry meadow, woodlot estimated at six or seveu hundred cords; price
1950.00. A. B. MERRILL, 228 Federal St.
8-1
T otw ■oruaw-i* wnnaaMw-'
Vj Twenty-four excellent house lots will be sold
this spring; located between Haccaraupa and
Cumberland Mills; rare chance for a home under
tile flash of the electric lights and smoke-stack of
the greatest paper mill In the world ; excellent
drainage; drv cellars and beautiful level plots.
AH to be sold at a great bargain this spring sure.
Work enongh the year round within from five to
ten minutes walk; only a live minutes walk from
a Junction depot aud several
churches; hue
graded school Just across the street; horse cars
coming soon. Apex of a population of 7,000 ; easy
terms. Now Is your time to own your own house.
Apply at once by letter or In person to JAMK8 E.
CHANDLER. Saccarappa.
31-2

exchanged

call at 450 CONGRESS ST.,
jj-i

COPARTNER* till’

9-1

WALE—Building Lots.

Earlors,

PORTLAND.

stock

hear from Mark Ryder.
WANTED—To
dress to his sister, care of Doctor H. H.
Box

JOHN F. PROCTER, Centennial Block.

AT

C01.PEU0 MUSTS.

Due

our

get
good goods In the
prices
city. Ladles’ Hand Sewed Curacoa Kid Button
Hoots 33. J. W. TURNER, 553 Congress, corner
Oak street.
9-1

Com9-1

Grovevllle. Buxtou, sic., ou the premises,
at 10 o’clock a. m., of April 14th, 1 shall
sell the John A. Hands estate, containing 90 acres

& CO.

purchase

Intending to
WANTED—Parties
Boots and Shoes to examine
the lowest
for
and

WALE—Fine brick residence In western
LINCOLN C. CUMMINGS
FOR
part of city, near Wllliston Church; modern
MR.our
Arm this day.
Improvements; line neighborhood; terms easy.

FARM

ATKINSON

small

family,
modern conveniences, in tne
WANTED—By

of the

ap>12_dlw

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
up'J

large stock of
low prices, defree of charge.
9-1

WANTED.

cor sale
western part of
steam heat, Ac.

FAB

In

for 25 cents, and a very
poacher
tinware of all kinds at extremefy

WALE—Old

WALE-Black and white liamburg grapevines ; also a grapery. Apply toj. P. BAXTER.3-1

vonimit

J

12-1

-Copper-bottomed wash boilers, extra
buallty, warranted, for 21; also an egg

SOUND

ing.
street.ll-i

city,

FURNITURE,

Also 5

Chebeague Island, near steamer landApply to NT 8. GARDINER, Exchange

upon Great

rare

HALL

can

paying

Augusta,

paid.

CARPETS,

tmnminfi,

pair
spectacles which the owner
FOUND—A
have by calling at 206 NEWBURY ST.,
and
tor this advertisement.

er

ME.
•

MALE HELP.

a

WANTED—Agents
nursery stock; good salary and expenses
Me.
18-4
F. W. CHASE & CO..

vi

Boston and Portland

C. TV. ALUR
dtl

mar 14

WANTED—By
woman, a place

_cl&wlin*

marl 7

—___
w
niv
»■
vine
rnivc.

WaP£

on

Exchange Street.

of

RUGS,

a

$10 EACH.

PORTLAND,

store

Iu

your county to sell my
new goods.
(26 per week salary, or 60 cents on
the dollar commission. No competition. Rare
chance. Address with stamp for terms, F. M.
WEAVER, 199 N. Division street, Buffalo, N. Y,

are

middle

shops

m

to

lilfbU

lur

We Shall Sell These Suits for

255

chambers suitable

a

3d. They are made from the
very finest stock and are
guaranteed free from all cotton and shoddy mixtures.
4th.
They are thoroughly
well made and trimmed and
are equal in every respect to
suits that retail for $15 and
$18.

where

Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs, Bridal
Boquets, Bedding Plants, &e.,

lehago water; price (200 per
Enquire on the premises, or of K. M.
1-tf
HOUGHTON. Deerlng, Me._
rooms,

cottage

Only.

Salesroom 18
m. O. HAIf.EY.

year.

WANT AlfENTS

CHAMBER FURNITURE,

longer.

NOTICE.
Wanted, the public to know

KENT—On line of horse cars, Deerlng,
170Stevens
Plains Ave,;two story house, 10
cistern amt

TORE

SETS,

CARPETS,

the best
quality “Middlesex,” full Indigo and warranted absolutely fast colors. Many who are
not familiar with the various
grades of Blue Flannels have
an idea that all “Middlesex”
goods are the same. Such is
not the case however. There
are different weights, different errades,different shades,
and different costs, for the
different qualities. Our “Middlesex” suits are made from
the best flannel produced by
that celebrated mill.
2d. The goods being a little heavier than most makes
are firmer, hold their shape
better, fit better and wear

CLOTHING

6-2

LET-A suit of rooms, unfurnished, on
first floor, with closets and privileges, on
State St. Address STATE ST., Press Otflee. 9-1

we

1st.

go<xl
DANFORTtf HT.

at 387

FAR3I

manufactured

seen

Enquire

Rooms.

reasons:

—

GEO. S HUNT &

contain-

rooms

street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE,20-tI

LAMPS,

Flannel

wc nave c»oi

before purchasing.

DAY,

UBT—House on paoforth sireat,
and hath room,open fire places,
TO
ing eight
cemented cellar, fine location and

Mussey’s

MATTINGS,

propose to offer them
to our patrons and close out
the entire lot by May I.
We have every reason to believe they are the best suits

Call and examine

CHARLES

Ufks._

Temple

—

For This Month

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

AUENTS WANTED.

SUITS

Largest and Finest Assortment
of all the Latest Patterns, at the

CATALOGUES SENT TO ANY ADDRESS.

viw TO I.KT— In the western part of
the citv. a larue front room with alcove, hav
window, fireplace, etc., commanding a fine western view. A small room adjotug It will also be
rented if desired. Best of references given and
8 1
required. Address F-, Pre—

SETS,

PARLOR

GENTLEMEN'S

and

Columbia Bicyolus!

ESOR RKItT—Brick store, No. 112 Centre.
-T
near Congress St.; has good show windows
and good rear light; will put in shelving and
counters to suit permanent tenant; cemented cellar and modern conveniences.
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 48Vj Exchange 8L8-1

Iqpirt*

We have

Throat,

A POWERFUL REMEDY.

A LARGE BOTTLE.

CHAMBER

large lot of these fine goods

—

Neuralgia,

STOVES AND RANGES,

i

and now offer them in
both White and Colors at
VERY
the
LOWEST
MARKET PRICES.

Central Wharf.
-

TO

KENT—Offices and

WANTED-Havlug

Barbadoes Molasses

Fair and Apron Sale.

LET-Two rents In western section of the
city—one containing 8 rooms, the other
7 rooms;
modern improvements, nice location;
»»nny and convenient.
Enquire of C. I*. WA LDBON, 40 Exchange gtreet.
!V1

for salesrooms, studios and work
FOR
Kow, Middle street; also

lt-1

to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman intends to locate in Portland at No.
South street, first house on right hand side
j 42
Within a few miles of Boston. In first class or- | near Free Corns, bad nails; outgrowing joints
der, doing a business of fifty thousand dollars per treated in a skillful manner. Corns 25 cents.
vear.
Can slmw bonks f.n nrnvp. it. Two tuanw
14-1
Outgrowing points 50 cents._
one of them new this season; has been
complete,
renewed my lease of the
established five yeaxa; keeps thirteen help the
McCobb House, No. 112 Free St., and newyear round. The owner has two stores and too
much business to attend to it all alone, and will | ly furnished it tbrougheut, I can now accommosell cheap if applied for at once. Address V. D. J., | date a few more borders, also a few table boardera.
C. I.
14-1
Caterer, Box 236, Boston, Mass.
aprl4eod3t
KIMBALL.__

Lowest Prices.

Ms and
rvtnl.il.

DINING ROOM FURNITURE,

14-1

j

Feelingl

aprl

per, to announce to all our customers
and those in need of House Furnishings,
either in

_

Bakery and
Confectionery WANTED-Parties

ein and

Hood’s

~

F. 0. BAILEY A CO,

ROW

FOUND—20

In Randolph, April 7, Mercy F. Hunt, aged 79
years.
lu Boothbay, April 2, Andrew McFarland, aged
77 years.
lu Boothbay, April 3, Alexander Hall, aged
53 years.

Refinery. The cargoes are unloading at
City Refinery, Merchants’, Merrills’
Union, Widgery’s, and three cargoes at

reception

Me.

CO.,

sets of Charles Dickens’Works,
15 volumes, iu a good box; published for
815.00; nicely bound iu English muslin; will sell
for only $5.6o; calljand see them; a big trade, at
; 8. H. COLESWORTHY’S Book Store? 92 fex-

B., wife of Eben

your confidence. We ask you to give this medicine a trial. We are sure ft will do you good.

Wharf,
and

No. 20 Gray St.; also down
Fearl St. Enquire of
8-1
HOFKINB,
Exchange St.

SITTING ROOM FURNITURE,

Spring

m.

a

Household furniture, carpets, crockery ware, Ac.
Also at same time about 5000 rolls of room
paper,
in gilt, white, black, borders, Ac.
apl4d3t

stairs rent at 183
TO;EKT—House
88
GKO.C.

desire, through the columns of this pa-

WANTE

In Saco, April 11, Benjamin Rhodes, aged 80
years 10 months.
lu Phipsburg. April 9, Thomas R. Ueald, aged

In the

CONGRESS ST.
12-1

at 697

AUCTIONEERS.

Furniture,
Paper,
&c., by Auction.
SATURDAY, April lflth, at 10.30 a.
at
ON our
rooms. Exchange street,
general lot of

re-

Apply

aplldlw

Room

LET- Lower part kit house, In thorough
TO
pair ; two ladles would take hoard with family
If

convenient.

cash._

F. 0. BAILEY A CO,

Bros.

furnace,
neighborhood.

BUI

DEATHS.

Nearly everybody neads a good medicine. The
impurities which have accumulated in the blood
during the cold months must be expelled, or when
the mild days come, and the effect of bracing air
is lost, the body is liable to be overcome by debility or some serious disease. The remarkable succors achieved by Hood's Sarsaparilla.and tlie many
words of praise it lias received, make it worthy

Terms

Wharf._12-2

vessels; also a building suitable for llsh
packing, and lately occupied by Carney & Frince.
Apply to FELEG BABBLER. OtBce No. 9. 11-2

THE HOUSE FURNISHERS,

j.iiue, ai
John H. Rus-

Forest

Our readers will remember that the fair
and apron sale in aid of the First Free Baptist church will continue this afternoon and
evening at the Y. M. C. A. rooms. An excellent dinner and supper can be procured.
This evening a charming feature will bo the

&

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency, for tbeCountv of Cumberland
State of Maine.
April 13. A. I). 1887.
In case of Z. E. GREELEY PRINCE, of Cumberland, Insolvent Debtor.
Is to give notice, that on the thirteenth
of
day
April A. D. 1887, a Warrant in
1887.
was issued by
In the matter oPtlie petition of A. V. Cole aud
Insolvency
Henry C. Peabody,
of
the Court of Insolvency, for said County
one hundred and
twenty-six others for the laying Judge
out, locating aud establishing of a highway and of Cumberland, against the estate of said
Z. E. GREELEY PltlNCE, of Cumber land,
landing on Portlaud Pier in the City of Portferry in
said County.
land,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
Pursuant to tha order from the Supreme Judicsaid debtor, which petition was filed on the thirial Court at a terns thereof begun, and holden at
teenth day of April, A. D. 1887. to which date inPortland aforesanou the second Tuesday of Jan- terest on
claims Is to be computed.
uary, AID. 1887, In said case, it Is hereby ordered
That tile payment of any debts to or by said Debthat the County Commissioners of said County
tor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
will meet on Portland Pier, iu Portland aforesaid,
hint are forbidden by law.
on Tuesday, the aeventeeuth'day of
May. A. 1).. byThat a meeting of the
Creditors of said Debtor,
1887, at ten o’clockin the fofrenoou, for the pur- to
prove
then debts and choose one or more aspose of locating aud establishing a highway and
signees of ids estate, will be held at a Court of
as
for
Pier
iu
on
Portland
prayed
ferry landing
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room,
said petition and as ordered by the Supreme Ju
in Portland, on the second day of May, A. D.
diclal Court, and will then and there assess the
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
1887,
damages occasioned thereby, when anil where all
Given under my hand the date first above writpersons and corporations Interested may appear | ten.
H. It. SARGENT.
and be heard.
as Messenger of the Court of InAnd it is also ordered that notice be given by I Deputy Sheriff,
for
said
of
solvency
Cumberland.
County
causing an attested copy of this order to be served
_ap!4&21
upon the City Clerk of the City of Portland and also by posting
I.dim; LOT ftOx 120 feet on State
copies of the same in three public
places in said city, and publishing the same three
street for sale, one of the best on the street;
weeks successively in the Portland Daily Press.
also lots on Cumberland, Mellan, High, Sherman
a newspaper printed in said Portland, the first of
Danforth and St. Johu streets; also one of the
said publications aud each of the other notices to best modern built houses
on the best western part
he at least thirty days before the time of said
of Congress St.
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle
meeting.
street.
14 y
»
Attest:
B. C. STONE, Cierk.
A true copy:
D—Agents Iu every town in CumberAttest:
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
land and York Counties, for Howard’s Life
! of Henry Ward Beecher; also agents in
dluwTIWlw
every
apr!4__
| town In Maine, for “Perley’s Reminiscences'’ the
; new book by Mai. Ben Perley Poore. Address or
call
on
E.
WIGGIN, 413 Congress St., Portland,
I

the residence of the bride's parents.
sell and Euuna L. Welch, allot Portland.
In Richmond, March 30, Geo. R. Paterson and

20 years.
in Georgetown, April 10,Sarah
Moore, aged 64 years 7 months.

I W Schooner Hr llrn.
I- IJ Kuril John V. Ktttnni.

I.KT—8torage for wet and dry merchandise. Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, head

other

v\.

Miss Delviua M. Fuller.
In Uallowell, March 28, E. J. Wheeler and Miss
Mary M. Wlieelock, botli of Gardiner.
In Augusta, April 9, S. H. Brown and Miss Lizzie J. Bailey, both of Uallowell.
In Auburn. April 11, Win. D. Pulsifer of Monmouth and Miss Edith Webster of Auburn.

I

at

I.KT-On Custom House
STORK
superior situation lor trade with fishing

—

B. A. Atkinson

SUBURBAN NEWS.
YARMOUTH.

Franklin

STEVENS._13-1

8-1

Estate Transfers.

eration.
Cape Elizabeth-Nathan R. Dyer to George B.
Richards, land. SI and other consideration.
Bridgton—Miles Marion et als. to Lizzie A. Hibbard etals., land. $70.

Brown St. A. B.

makers; key

AUCTIONEERS.

I.KT—Furnished rooms, heated by steam
TOwith
or without board, at 43 HANOVER ST

I.

The following transfers of real estate in
this eounty have been recorded at the Regis*
try of Deeds:
Portland—Adam 8. Skillings to Charles A.
Rounds, land and buildings. $1 and other consid-

In

rooms

TO

IN THE

STATE OF MAINE.

Brett.
Assistant Librarian -Nellie M. Brett.

Molasses.

Portland has not lost so much of Its old
West Indian trade as has been thought. A
trip along the wharves yesterday showed
twelve cargoes just unloaded or in process
of unloading, amounting to 5426 bogheads,
puncheons and tierces of molasses, and 3108

Every Housekeeper

year. This includes styles which sold for 37, 50
and 75 cents, and are new, desirable goods. Our
object in selling at a loss is to clean np odd sizes
Sale will commence to-morrow.
and broken lots.

Qrimmer’s orchestra will play the following programme at the theatre hriday night:
Overture—Martonetten (new).Garlltt
Waltzes—Aniorettentanze.Gung'l
Selection from Opera Ermlnle (by request) .Jakobowski
Waltzes—Adrien (uew).Strauss
Galop—Grpbeus.Offenbach
Miss Mather at her appearance at Portland Theatre Monday night will assume the
character of liosalind in “As You Like It.”
Tuesday the “Honeymoon” will bo offered,
and Wednesday “Romeo and Juliet.” The
sale of tickets will begin Fridav morning, and
theatre-goers should be on hand early for
seats.
OLD FOLKS’ CONCERT.
The concert at the Second Parish tomor-

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

I.KT—A pleasant and convenient house.
TO
Inquire of JABEZ TRUE, 394 Fore street,
at True
12-1

plosion.”

MATHER.

I.KT—Very pleasant
To Block;
suitable for dress

Long

We shall make a special clearing out sale on all
Lisle and Taffeta Gloves carried over from last

duced at Portland Theatre Friday night.
The New York Telegram says: “‘Taken
from Life’ was the attraction at Third AveMiss Phosa Mcnue Theatre last evening.
Allister’s Dramatic Company wrestled with
that sometimes startling melodrama to the
satisfaction of an audience that must have
rejoiced the managerial heart. The play has
been on the boards too long to demand
especial mention. Miss Phosa McAllister
was charming at times as Kate Donby, and
tire Walter Lee of H. S. Dtiffleld was very
acceptable. The songs of little Ada Jones,
who played Jack, the stable boy, were encored, and deservedly. The entire company
was recalled after the scene of the ex-

MARGARET

I.KT—After May 1st, for the summer a
house of nine rooms, bath room,
&c.; as pleasant house and location as there Is In
the city; rent 140.00 per month. For particulars
address HOUSE, This Office.
_13-1

TO

—

TAKEN FROM LIFE.

presented:

Scripture reading.

TO

AUCTION HALM.

TO furnished

63

—

LET.

TO

IMPORTANT

The repetition of this opera by the amateurs last evening drew another good house.
Of course, with the additional confidence
obtained by a second performance, the opera

ance

overhauled the Hyperion just as she was
leaving her dock and found their suspicions
verified. It then transpired that the
goods
had been shipped to Portland, which transfer was unlawful. Accordingly the vessel
was detained, the clearance
papers retained
and the captain had to go before Collector
Saltonstall, when he was lined $393, or four
times tlie value of the property. After
giving bond for the payment of the fine, his
papers were returned and the vessel was al-

•'IKrVITIKK.

JEWELERS,

stocks

ofler on« of the largest and lluest
of choice goods to be found
In the State,
consisting of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Clocks,

French
Opera t.lasscs, Sterling
Sliver Ware. &c.

Also a floe lot of Ualoe t'ourinalta.a, mounted or unset. w«
cordially Invite the public to
give us a call before purchasing.

Middle Street,

Portlnnd.

••taels sen, out .-I l— ,*lly,.u .tj'orm .ll.
•I. A. AlKHHILt..
\ Kk ri-ii
M
af»!3
!

